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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with applications of variable speed induction generators in stand-alone 

power systems. The plant consists of an induction generator, a reactive - power 

compensator and a control system. Four different reactive power compensation schemes 

for a stand-alone induction generator, namely parallel capacitor bank, voltage source 

inverter with scalar control of frequency, a current controlled PWM voltage source 

inverter (VSI) with direct stator flux oriented control, and a current controlled PWM 

voltage source inverter with direct rotor flux oriented control, have been investigated. 

Dynamics of self-excitation process of an induction generator, using fixed capacitor 

bank, have been investigated both experimentally and by simulation for a single-cage 

and a double-cage induction machine. Detailed experimental investigations of the 

induction generator self-excitation process with star and delta connected capacitor bank, 

under variable speed conditions, and evaluation of load voltage variation compensation 

using additional series capacitor bank, have been conducted and the results are 

presented. 

Simulation of variable speed operation of the induction generator with scalar control of 

a PWM voltage source inverter has been performed. Two novel vector control strategies 

for the PWM VSI based reactive power compensator, a direct stator flux oriented 

control scheme and a direct rotor flux oriented control scheme, with a goal of achieving 

constant flux operation of the generator under varying speed and load conditions, have 

been developed and verified by simulation. A novel saturation adaptive rotor flux 

estimator is developed for the case of rotor flux oriented control scheme. 

Rotor flux oriented control scheme offers the most favourable behaviour. The proposed 

vector controlled variable speed induction generators can be used to supply both 

autonomous a. c. power systems and autonomous d. c. power systems. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Electricity generation from alternative energy sources 

Emphasis on environmental problems throughout the world has led to enormous 

increase in activities correlated with electric energy generation from so-called 

alternative energy sources [Hammons (1993)]. Alternative energy sources are thought to 

be one of the solutions to the environmental problems and are expected to make a major 

contribution to the overall electric energy production in the next millennium. 

Alternative energy sources produce electricity without polluting the environment, thus 

reducing emission of huge amounts of harmful gases such as carbon dioxide (C02), 

nitrogen oxides (NO,, ) and sulphur oxides (SO, t) that are responsible for the greenhouse 

effect and acid rain. 

Among alternative energy sources such as wind, hydro, wave, tidal, solar, biomass and 

geothermal, wind energy could contribute significantly and economically due to its free, 

clean and renewable character and its extremely large potential. Wind is considered not 
just as an environment-friendly energy source, but as the least-costly choice of energy 

source as well. Wind as a potential source is obviously much higher than the world's 
hydro energy potential. It is sensible to expect that wind energy will become a 

significant component of total energy supplies in the near future, given the advanced 

state of wind turbine technology and availability of wind in the world. 

Wind turbine technology has by now matured enough for widespread and large-scale 

applications after 20 years of intensive development. Wind power is already a 

commercial technology since equipment is readily available from manufacturers 

worldwide. Large-scale wind power projects in both North America and Europe have 

been undertaken during the last decade. More than 16000 wind turbines are currently 
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Chapter I Introduction 

installed in California with a total generating capacity approaching 1700 MW [Gipe 

(1997)] which is more than the capacity generated from the nuclear power plants. 

Denmark and Netherlands are committed to generating about 10% of their power 

requirements by wind power. The world wind generating capacity has reached 6000 

MW in 1996 (Figure 1.1) and is expected to exceed 10000 MW by the end of the 

century [Gipe (1997)]. The production of wind-generated electricity has risen from 

nearly zero in the early 1980s to more than 10 Terawatt-hours (TWh) per year in 1996 

and generation will reach 20 TWh by the year 2000 (Figure 1.2). 

Today, the United States dominates the worfffor wind energy production, about 3 TWh 

of wind-generated electricity being now produced annually in America, but the lead is 

quickly evaporating as wind power plants are going on-line in different sites around the 

world. Wind turbines with a generating capacity in excess of 1400 MW have been 

installed in 1996 by manufacturers world-wide (Figure 1.3) [Gipe (1997)]. Germany and 

India account for three-quarters of new capacity. Germany has the most expanding 

market for wind energy in the world and the installed capacity in Germany was expected 

exceed the installed capacity in the United States by the end of 1997 [Gipe (1997)]. 

Figure I. I World wind guiwlalion cilhIciO I(i pc (I`)ý)l)f 

The ongoing and projected wind generations for some developing countries are 
impressive [Jayadev (1995)]. India has planned to produce nearly 1200 MW of wind 
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Chapter I Introduction 

power at the end of this century. Another country with ambitious plans is China, which 

announced that it had set a goal of having available I GW of wind power by the year 

2000. Estimate of wind resource that can be utilised in China is about 253 GW. China 

manufactures each year 30,000 small wind turbines. These small turbines provide 

electrical need in the rural areas of the country. 
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Figure 1.2 World wind generation [Gipe (I997)] 
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Figure 1.3 Wind capacity growth by region [Gipe (1997)] 
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Wind energy is one of the most promising sources of alternative energy as far as the UK 

is concerned, due to general availability of the wind and due to possibilities of realising 

electro-mechanical conversion with high efficiency [Halliday (1993)]. The UK has the 

largest wind resource in Europe. The overall accessible wind resource on land is greater 

than the UK's current electricity consumption [Blocklehurst (1996)] and the wind 

resource offshore is much lager than onshore due to the large areas with high wind 

speeds. There are now nearly 700 wind turbines installed on numerous wind energy sites 

with a total capacity of about 287 MW. Britain's newest and Europe's largest wind farm 

has just opened in 1997 at Carno in Powys, Wales. It is designed to generate up to 33 

MW, which will produce 15% of the country's total electricity consumption, 

contributing over 40% to electricity generation by the wind [CADDET (1997)]. 

1.2 Application of induction generators for stand-alone and 
embedded electricity generation 

In general, a wind electricity generation scheme can be operated as a part of an 

autonomous power system or it can be connected to the national grid. The first solution 

appears to be particularly attractive for remote areas with relatively low density of 

population where a large grid construction or expansion is too costly to build, while the 

second approach is more attractive for developed countries with high density of 

population and well-established national power system. Depending on whether a wind 

electricity generation scheme operates on autonomous power system or as a part of the 

national grid, the problems that are encountered differ considerably, especially when an 
induction machine is used as electric generator. 

Many electric machines have been considered for use in wind energy generation 

including DC machine, permanent magnet synchronous machine, synchronous machine 

with wound rotor, switched reluctance machine, wound rotor induction machine and 

cage induction machine [Catto (1996)]. 

A separately excited DC machine is very simple to control and this is its main good 
feature. However, it has a more complex construction and hence is more expensive in 
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comparison with induction machines. The presence of commutator and brushes that 

require regular maintenance is considered as a serious drawback because the wind 

turbines are often located in remote regions and will be off-shore in the future, where 

the air is salty. 

Synchronous generators with excitation winding are generally used in high power 

applications above 1 MW because of their high efficiency. Their operation does not 

require presence of the utility grid and they do not need external reactive power source 

for magnetisation. Synchronous generators with excitation winding require more 

maintenance and are much more expensive than the induction generators. 

Permanent magnet (PM) synchronous machine is attractive because of high efficiency, 

smooth torque production and high power factor, but PM machines are more expensive 

than induction machines. PM machines are not widely used at power levels greater than 

20 kW due to the requirement for costly magnet material. Direct-drive variable speed 

wind energy systems (that eliminate the use of gearbox), based on a specially designed 

permanent magnet machine, are being developed [Spooner and Williamson (1996), 

Spooner et al (1996)]. 

Wound rotor induction machines allow the control of rotor current and hence the slip. 

They are therefore used in variable speed operation of large wind turbines [Pena et al 
(1996)]. The machine can be controlled by means of a power electronic converter placed 
in the rotor circuit. The required power rating of the converter is therefore smaller than 

when the converter is at the stator side. However, wound rotor induction machine has 

the high maintenance cost problem due to brushes and the slip rings and there is also the 

increased probability of rotor faults. When compared to a cage induction machine, the 

price and size of such machine for the same power rating is much higher because of the 

wound rotor winding and slip rings. 

The switched reluctance machine has the following benefits: simple and reliable 

construction, control simplicity, higher efficiency compared to induction machine and 
theoretically it could be built to run at any speed. Switched reluctance machines in the 
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power range greater than 100 kW have not been built yet. Use of switched reluctance 

machines as generators in wind energy systems is still in early stage of development. It 

appears that switched reluctance machines are a promising alternative for high 

efficiency variable speed operation in the future[Abouzeid (1998)]. 

Squirrel-cage induction machines are simple, of low cost, robust, rugged and require 

virtually no maintenance. Induction machines as generators for low cost, reliable and 

efficient electric power generation from alternative energy sources are nowadays the 

most popular choice among many types of electric machines [Catto (1996), Ermis et al 

(1992), Singh (1995)]. 

The most important parameter that influences the feasibility of wind electricity 

generation is the amount of wind energy available at potential sites. The cubic relation 

between instantaneous wind speed and available energy means that if the wind speed 

doubles then the energy of the wind increases by a factor of eight. However the total 

energy output of a power plant strongly depends on wind electricity generation system 

design. Two options are in general possible, variable shaft speed and constant shaft 

speed operation of the generator. 

Grid connected wind generation system in which a generator is directly connected to the 

utility grid forces the generator to run at a constant frequency and therefore at nearly 

constant speed. The generator will commonly be either an induction machine or a 

synchronous machine. The induction machines are much cheaper than the synchronous 

machines. The advantage of constant speed wind energy system is the simplicity and 

reliability. Up to now, the majority of wind turbines in operation run at constant speed 
in synchronism with the utility grid. 

When the induction generator is externally excited by the power grid, the induction 

machine takes its excitation in terms of lagging magnetising current from the power grid 

to produce its rotating magnetic field necessary for generation. The induction machine 

starts generating when running above its synchronous speed, which is dictated by the 

frequency of the power grid and the number of poles in stator winding of the induction 
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machine. The generator generates active electrical power and supplies it to the power 

grid, while taking reactive power from the grid. The voltage and frequency at the 

terminal output are the same as the frequency and voltage of the power grid. 

Unlike induction generators connected to the power utility grid, the major difficulty 

associated with an induction generator used in autonomous power systems as a stand- 

alone unit is that the induction machine does not have the inherent ability to produce the 

reactive power required for its excitation and by the load. Therefore, the reactive power 

required by the induction machine must externally be provided by a reactive power 

generator of some sort connected to the machine stator terminals. 

A variable speed, squirrel-cage induction generator based wind energy conversion 

scheme has numerous advantages when compared with a constant speed conversion 

scheme [Ermis et al (1992)]. The most important advantage is better wind energy 

capture, yielding approximately 10% higher energy output for the same wind 

conditions. Another obvious advantage is that induction generator itself is cheaper than 

other types of generators. Other advantages are reduction of mechanical stresses and 

acoustic noise at low wind speeds. However, due to inherent lack of reactive power 

source within a squirrel-cage induction machine, an external reactive power source is 

always required. 

The emphasis in this research is placed on utilisation of cage induction generator based 

variable speed wind electricity generation in autonomous power system. When the 

generator operates on autonomous power system, it is possible to utilise as reactive 

power source either a capacitor bank or a static VAr compensator. In either case, self- 

excitation of the machine has to occur first, followed by, if possible, constant flux 

operation regardless of the operating speed, driving torque and loading conditions. As 

self-excitation process and subsequent constant flux operation are entirely dependent on 

the shape of the magnetising curve of the machine, it is absolutely necessary to account 
for main flux saturation Was (1992)] in any analysis which encompasses variable speed 

operation of self-excited induction generator. 
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1.3 Static reactive power compensators 

Static reactive power VAr compensator as a source of reactive power for the induction 

generator is the second important component of the system under consideration. There 

are four types of static VAr compensators that are commonly used [Gyugyi (1979)]: 

1. Thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR). 

2. Thyristor-switched capacitor (TSC). 

3. Current source inverter (CSI). 

4. Voltage source inverter (VSI). 

Additionally, a bank of fixed capacitors connected in parallel or series with stator 

winding may be used under certain conditions. Shunt capacitors increase the power 

factor of an inductive load and can be used as reactive power source for an isolated 

induction generator. Series capacitors are used to compensate for the series inductance 

in the power system. The series capacitors reduce the system reactance and hence 

compensate for the voltage variation. However, the use of series capacitors can cause 

instability problems, that can be overcome by careful system design [Saad-Saoud et al 

(1995)]. 

Thyristor based static VAr compensators such as thyristor controlled reactor and 

thyristor switched capacitor provide fast, repetitive, in some cases continuous control of 

the effective fundamental frequency susceptance presented to the power system by a set 

of inductors and capacitors. The circuit topologies are based on the naturally 

commutated thyristors. 

In thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR) scheme, a reactor and an anti-parallel connection 

of two thyristors are incorporated in each phase branch (Figure 1.4). The split 

arrangement of the reactor in each phase provides extra protection to the thyristor 

controller in the event of a reactor fault. The power is changed by controlling the current 

through the reactor by means of a valve with anti-parallel connected thyristors which 
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conduct on each half-cycle of the supply frequency. The duration of conduction interval 

is controlled by delaying in each half-cycle the firing angle of the thyristor valve in 

relation to the natural current zero. The current can be changed from zero to maximum 

lagging within one half-cycle. The TCR has a characteristic of continuously varied 

current, without steps, between zero and a maximum value corresponding to full 

conduction. The current is essentially reactive, lagging the voltage by ideally 90 

degrees, so that reactive power can only be absorbed. Full conduction is obtained with a 

gating angle of 90 degrees. The effect of increasing the gating angle, from 90 degrees to 

180 degrees (the firing angle range corresponding to the voltage peak and voltage zero 

crossing), is to reduce the fundamental harmonic component of current which is 

equivalent to an increase in the inductance of the reactor, reducing its reactive power as 

well as its current. Increasing the gating angle leads to a decrease of the power losses 

both in the thyristor controller and the reactor, but the TCR generates harmonic current 

as the current waveform becomes less sinusoidal. A TCR is used together with a fixed 

capacitor when reactive power generation is required. The fixed capacitor must be of 

higher rating than the inductor in order to provide variable leading VArs. Reactive 

power can then be changed within one half-cycle from maximum leading to maximum 

lagging or vice versa [Miller (1982)]. 

0 
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Figure 1.4 Three-phase thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR) compensator 

In thyristor switched capacitor (TSC) scheme (Figure 1.5), a shunt capacitor bank is 

divided into a suitable number of branches depending on the maximum allowable step 
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change of reactive current. A small current limiting inductor (not shown in the figure) is 

used in series with each capacitor bank to limit the current. The controllable leading 

VAr for an a. c. system is provided by switching in or out appropriately dimensioned 

capacitor banks by means of the thyristor valves. Switching occurs when the a. c. Voltage 

is equal to the pre-charge voltage across the capacitor bank, thus providing almost 

transient-free switching due to natural zero crossings of the capacitor current at the 

instants of switching. It takes at least one cycle for switching in a non-conducting 

capacitor bank and at least one half-cycle for switching out a conducting capacitor. 

There are no harmonics generated. The disadvantage of TSC scheme is that the VAr 

compensation is not continuous [Miller (1982)], each capacitor bank requires a separate 

thyristor switch and it is not economical for high-voltage application unless a step-down 

transformer is used. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.5 Single-phase three-stage (a) and three-phase single-stage (b) thyristor-switched capacitor 
(TSC) compensator 

With a combined TSC/TCR compensator (Figure 1.6), continuous variable reactive 

power is obtained throughout the complete control range as well as the full control of 
both the inductive and the capacitive parts of the compensator. The maximum reactive 

power that can be absorbed is equal to inductor reactive power rating while the 

maximum leading power that can be supplied corresponds to the sum of all the capacitor 

ratings. This combination significantly reduces the inductor rating as the total 

capacitance is subdivided into small units. This is an advantageous feature permitting 

optimum performance during large voltage disturbances in the power system as all the 

capacitors can be switched out of the system. However, the combined device is more 
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expensive than a single device although the reactor rating is reduced. 

The thyristor controlled compensators consist of energy storage components such as 

inductors and capacitors which enable production or consumption of reactive power. 

They cannot provide instantaneous VAr control because of their inherent time delays 

[Gyugyi (1979)]. 

Reactive power compensators, described so far, are predominantly used at transmission 

and distribution voltage levels within power systems. Their limited speed of response 

makes them inappropriate for use in variable speed induction generator based 

autonomous power systems. It is for this reason that the three topologies introduced in 

the preceding text, will not be considered in any greater depth in the remainder of the 

thesis. 

Current source type inverter (CSI) and voltage source type inverter (VSI) based static 

VAr compensators (SVCs) function as controllable a. c. current and voltage sources. The 

force commutated CSI can provide both leading and lagging VArs since it is capable of 

operating over the firing angle range 0-3600 and the magnitude of the a. c. line current 

can be controlled by adjustment of the firing delay angle. However the response time of 

this type of SVC is slow since current through an inductor cannot be changed 

instantaneously. Additionally, it introduces considerable amount of harmonic currents 

into the system as the current reflected in the mains is the worst case quasi square-wave 

[Gyugyi (1979)]. 

ýý 
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Figure 1.6 Three-phase combined TSC/TCR compensator 
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When a voltage source inverter is used, the reactive power can be controlled from full 

leading to full lagging by controlling the amplitude of the output voltage and it can 

provide continuously variable leading and lagging VArs without using large energy 

storage components. The fundamental harmonic of the inverter output voltage is 

controlled to be in phase with the system voltage, so that only reactive currents flow 

through the inductance between the network and the inverter. When inverter voltage is 

higher than the network voltage, reactive current is delivered to the network. When the 

inverter voltage is smaller than the network voltage, reactive current is drawn from the 

network. The rating of the d. c. side capacitor is typically 20% of the rating of 

conventional SVCs [Craig and Davidson (1995)]. This gives a substantial reduction in 

size which is particularly important at higher ratings. 

VSI, operated in pulse width modulation (PWM) mode with high switching frequency, 

enables very fast control of the converter so that it reacts to the demand change 

practically instantaneously. High frequency PWM scheme of SVCs eliminates the 

harmonics generated by the compensator itself as the inverter is interfaced with the 

power system through interconnecting inductors or interconnecting transformers so that 

the current harmonics that are injected into the system are of high frequencies and very 

small amplitude. The PWM VSI based SVC compensator appears to be the most 

attractive option [Gardner (1996)] and is therefore reactive power source predominately 

dealt with in the thesis. 

1.4 Aims of the Research 

1.4.1 Research objectives 

The PhD project deals with so-called variable speed wind energy generating system, 

aimed at supplying an autonomous power system. The major components of such a 

system are an induction generator, a static reactive power compensator and an 

associated control circuitry. As optimal variable speed operation of an induction 

generator results only if flux is kept at constant value, the role of control is to achieve 

such an operation under varying operating conditions. As flux is to be kept at constant 
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value during both transient and steady-state operation, application of advanced static 

reactive power compensators and advanced control techniques is mandatory. The main 

objectives of the project can be summarised as follows: 

" Investigation of induction generator self-excitation with reactive power being 

provided by capacitor bank and by static VAr compensator of VSI type 

" Investigation of load voltage variation compensation for stand-alone induction 

generator using an additional auxiliary series capacitor bank, apart from the main 

parallel capacitor bank 

" detailed experimental investigation of the induction generator self-excitation and 
load voltage variation compensation, using fixed capacitor banks, with emphasis on 

variable speed operation 

" Investigation of scalar control of a PWM voltage source inverter based reactive 

power compensation 

" Investigation of current control strategies for static VAr compensator of current 

controlled PWM voltage source inverter type 

" Investigation of stator flux oriented control in conjunction with control of the 

induction generator and static VAr compensator 

" Investigation of rotor flux oriented control in conjunction with control of the 

induction generator and static VAr compensator 

1.4.2 Originality of the research 

Application of variable speed induction generators in wind energy generation systems is 

a rather new research topic, which has attracted significant attention of the research 

community worldwide only recently. One specific aspect, investigated in this thesis, is 

application of such generating plants in as stand-alone units in autonomous power 

systems. Original research results, arrived at during the course of the project, constitute 

major portions of Chapters 4,5,6,7 and 8. The original contributions of the thesis can 
be summarised as follows: 
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1. Investigation of the self-excitation process, using fixed capacitor bank, in doubled- 

cage induction machines by means of reduced-order single-cage induction machine 

model. 

2. An experimental investigation of the self-excitation process, using fixed capacitor 

bank, under variable speed operating conditions, and experimental evaluation of 

load variation compensation using additional series capacitor bank. 

3. Development of the an original implementation of the voltage source inverter model 

in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. 

4. Detailed simulation analysis of performance of an induction generator with voltage 

source inverter type of reactive power compensator with scalar method of inverter 

control, with the emphasis placed on variable speed operation. 
5. Development and verification by simulation of a novel stator flux oriented control 

scheme for an induction generator with reactive compensator of current-controlled 

voltage source type. 

6. Development and verification by simulation of a novel rotor flux oriented control 

scheme for an induction generator with reactive compensator of current-controlled 

voltage source type. 

7. Development of a novel, saturated adaptive, rotor flux estimator. 

1.5 Organisation of the thesis 

The thesis is divided into nine chapters. The first Chapter highlights the importance of 

alternative energy due to increasing concern for environmental damage caused by the 

uncontrolled emission of greenhouse effect related gases from conventional power 

stations, explains why an induction machine is the most popular generator for reliable, 

efficient and low-cost electric power generation from alternative energy sources, and 

introduces the concept and need for static reactive power compensation in the 

autonomous power system in which the induction generator is a stand-alone unit. 

A thorough literature review of schemes for reactive power compensation of induction 

generators has been undertaken and is summarised in Chapter 2. Compensation schemes 

using a capacitor bank, current source inverters and voltage source inverters are 
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described with emphasis on a PWM voltage source inverter based reactive power 

compensator. Aspect of embedded systems are reported as well although the research 

project concentrates on the induction generators applied in autonomous power systems. 

Chapter 3 explains the need for utilisation of saturated induction machine models and 

further details mathematical modelling techniques for saturated single-cage and double- 

cage induction machines. A simplified single-cage representation of saturated double- 

cage induction machines is developed and described. 

Self-excitation of induction generator by means of a capacitor bank has been analysed 

both experimentally and by simulation for a single-cage and for a double-cage induction 

machine and results of no-load self-excitation and loading transients for both single- 

cage and double-cage induction machines are given in Chapter 4. Load voltage variation 

compensation for stand-alone induction generator using an additional auxiliary series 

capacitor bank, apart from the main parallel capacitor bank, has also been investigated. 

Chapter 4 concludes with results of the experimental study of induction generator 

operation with capacitor based reactive power compensation. 

Chapter 5 deals with modelling and simulation of static reactive power compensator 
based on a PWM voltage source inverter. Detailed model implementation using 
SIMULINK package is presented. Simulation results related to operation of a single- 

phase and a three-phase PWM voltage source inverter for different operating conditions 

are shown. 

Chapter 6 focuses on the scalar control scheme with a PWM VSI reactive power 

compensator for the stand-alone induction generator system. Simulation results are 

given and the disadvantages of this control scheme are addressed. 

Various vector control techniques aimed at providing constant flux operation of 
induction generator are examined next. Chapter 7 deals with stator flux oriented control 

of a PWM VSI reactive power compensator for a stand-alone induction generator. The 

design of stator flux and d. c. link voltage control loops is outlined. The design of current 
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controller and the stator flux estimator is presented. Simulation results showing dynamic 

performance of the system operating in base speed region and in the field weakening 

region are given. 

Chapter 8 describes the control a PWM VSI reactive power compensator in a reference 

frame aligned with rotor flux space vector for a stand-alone induction generator. A rotor 

flux control strategy based on the direct field orientation approach is developed. 

Development of a novel, saturation adaptive rotor flux estimator is presented. 
Simulation results of self-excitation, load application and speed variation both in base 

speed region and in field weakening region are given, for two specific loading 

situations: load placed at a. c. side of the inverter and load placed at d. c. side of the 

inverter. 

The thesis concludes with chapter 9, which contains conclusions that have been drawn 

from this study and recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF SCHEMES FOR REACTIVE POWER 
COMPENSATION OF INDUCTION GENERATORS 

2.1 Three-phase parallel capacitor bank 

The phenomenon of self-excitation in induction machines has been known for many 

years. When induction generators are used to supply electricity to autonomous power 

systems, self-excitation of the induction generators must be provided and maintained 

throughout the operation. Self-excitation of induction generator can occur when the 

machine is driven at certain speed and an external reactive power source is provided by 

a capacitor bank or a static VAr compensator. Self-excitation is most frequently 

achieved by the use of a capacitor, bank connected in parallel to the induction generator 

stator terminals [Elder et al (1983)]. In this case, self-excitation depends on the value of 

capacitance, speed of rotation and the load. As self-excitation is dependent on the 

operating point at the magnetising curve of the machine, non-linearity of the 

magnetising circuit has to be accounted for in any analysis. , 

The analyses of self-excitation of induction generator using a capacitor bank have been 

extensively, covered in literature. The per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction 

machine has been used for study of steady-state performance of self-excited induction 

generators with a capacitor bank. Murthy et al (1982), Malik and Al-Bahrani (1990) 

have adopted the loop-impedance method. They have derived polynomials from loop 

equations of equivalent circuit of the induction machine. Two non-linear simultaneous 

equations in terms of per unit frequency and magnetising reactance are obtained by 

equating the real and imaginary parts of the complex loop impedance to zero. The 

obtained non-linear equations are arranged for unknown variables such as magnetising 

reactance and frequency, while the rest of the machine parameters and operating regime 

are considered to be constant. Newton Raphson numeric method is used for solving 
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these equations. The steady-state performance of the self-excited induction generator is 

computed for the given value of the capacitance, load and speed. Unlike the above 

methods which need the separation of real and imaginary components of the complex 

impedance and need different models for different types of loads and capacitor 

connection configurations at the machine terminals, a method, based on the impedance 

of equivalent circuit considering the core loss of the induction machine, has been 

reported by [Singh and Jain (1995)] where the evaluation of steady-state performance of 

self-excited induction generator is formulated as multivariable unconstrained non-linear 

optimisation problem. The optimisation problem is solved employing numeric 

technique, Rosenbrock' methods of rotating coordinates, to calculate performance of 

self-excited induction generators in steady-state operating conditions. Quazene and 

McPherson (1983) and Chan (1993) have proposed the nodal admittance method. In the 

method proposed by [Quazene and McPherson (1983)], the admittances connected 

across the air gap nodes are considered. A polynomial in terms of per unit frequency is 

obtained by equating the sum of real parts to zero, while the magnetising reactance can 

be determined by equating the sum of imaginary parts to zero using the value of per unit 

frequency. Based on the nodal admittance method applied to the equivalent circuit 

model, Chan (1996) develops a simple iterative method to determine the per unit 

frequency of self-excitation, where only simple algebraic manipulations are involved 

and the complete equivalent circuit is solved. A circle diagram approach based on the 

induction machine equivalent circuit has been used by Muljadi et al (1993) to illustrate 

the operation of an isolated induction generator. The changes of the operating condition 

of self-excited induction generator can be visualised from the admittance diagram as the 

parameters, such as capacitance and load resistance, are changed. 

There is a minimum and maximum capacitance requirement to sustain self-excitation 
for a specific rotor speed and load. Numerous numerical methods based on steady-state 

equivalent circuit models have been proposed to find the minimum capacitance for self- 

excitation of induction generator by solving non-linear simultaneous equations. Malik 

and Mazi (1987) have proposed an indirect method that requires initial guess in a trial- 

and-error procedure to find the minimum capacitor value required for self-excitation. Al 

Jabri and Alolah (1990), Chan (1993), Chakraborty and Bhadra (1996) have presented a 
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direct method to compute minimum capacitance for self-excitation. Malik and Al- 

Bahrani (1990) and Chan (1993) have tried to find the maximum value of capacitance as 

well. Wang and Lee (1997a) proposed a new method based on eigenvalues and 

eigenvalue sensitivity analyses, instead of solving a non-linear polynomial, to determine 

both minimum and maximum capacitor values for induction generator self-excitation. 

While most of the analyses are based on per-phase equivalent circuit model, a method 

for predicting the minimum values of capacitance, necessary to initiate self-excitation, 

using the d-q axis model has been proposed by Grantham et al (1989) and Teissier et al 

(1992). 

The per-phase equivalent circuit approach, valid for a steady-state condition, can not be 

used for studying transient behaviour of a self-excited induction generator. Transient 

analysis of stand-alone self-excited induction generators has received considerable 

attention for many years. Small signal saturated machine models [Melkebeek (1983a)] 

have been used, where the effect of saturation is taken into account by computing the 

saturated magnetising inductance and dynamic inductance. In the corresponding large 

signal mode, machine currents are again selected as state-space variables and 

differential equations are solved considering the ratios of magnetising flux to 

magnetising current and derivative of magnetising flux with respect to magnetising 

current as instantaneous and incremental values of the magnetising inductance [Levi and 

Rauski (1993), Vas (1992)]. In other case, flux linkages in the machine are selected as 

state-space variables in the analysis of transient performance of self-excited induction 

generators [Sakkoury et al (1993)]. 

2.2 Voltage source inverter 

The static VAr compensators mentioned in Chapter one, namely, TCR, TSC and 

combined TCR and TSC, function as variable inductance and variable capacitance. In 

contrast to this, voltage source inverters and current source inverters can be used as 

static VAr compensators that function as controllable a. c. voltage source or controllable 

a. c. current source. The power switches in the compensator operate as force commutated 

devices and the instant of turn-on/turn-off of the semiconductor devices can be 
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controlled. The power electronic circuits implemented in the compensator are capable of 

operating as both a rectifier and as an inverter. 

4-0 

Figure 2.1 Three-phase voltage source inverter based static VAr compensator 

A three-phase voltage source inverter (VSI), connected to the power utility grid, is 

shown in Figure 2.1. A diode is connected in parallel with each power, switch and the 

capacitor on the d. c. side can be replaced with a battery. The inverter output is 

connected to the grid through a set of three-phase inductors or through an interfacing 

transformer. The voltage source inverter operates in 180 degrees conduction mode (six- 

step mode) so that at any instant time three switches are on. The inverter output voltages 

are kept in phase with the grid voltage for purely reactive power flow. The reactive 

power can be controlled from full leading to full lagging by controlling the amplitude of 

the inverter output voltages. Reactive power will flow from the inverter to the grid if 

fundamental harmonic of the inverter output voltage is greater than the system voltage; 

reactive power will flow from grid to the inverter if fundamental harmonic of the 

inverter output voltage is smaller than the system voltage. The current will be either 

leading or lagging and the magnitude of the current depends on the voltage difference 

between the grid and the system, and values of inductors inserted between the grid and 

the inverter. If the inverter output voltages are kept in phase with the grid voltages, the 

inverter absorbs no real power from the grid. Therefore a d. c. source, like a battery, 

would have to be used to cover the inverter losses. However a capacitor can supersede 

the battery and each inverter output voltage can be made to lag slightly the 

corresponding grid voltage. Then a real component of current flows from the grid to the 

inverter and the internal losses in the inverter will be covered by the a. c. system instead 
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of d. c. source. In this case, there is active power flow from grid to the d. c. side of the 

inverter, while reactive power can flow in either of the two directions. 

In order to improve the harmonic content of the inverter output voltages (harmonics of 

the order 5,7,11,13 and so on are present when inverter is operated in six-step mode), a 

number of inverters, connected in parallel at the d. c. side, are used. All the inverters 

operate in six-step mode and the output voltages of the inverters are shifted one with 

respect to the other. Six voltage source inverters can be used [Sumi et al (1981)] and the 

resulting output waveform obtained at the output is a 36-pulse waveform instead of a 

six-pulse waveform which results with a single inverter. A 48-pulse multiple inverter 

system based on GTO devices has been reported in [Mori et al (1993)]. The multiple 

inverter configuration is usually applied in high power applications of reactive power 

compensators. 

The modern approach to static reactive power compensator design is the use of pulse 

width modulation (PWM) technique for control of inverter output voltage and 

frequency. VSI SVCs operated in PWM mode provide the possibility to generate 

compensating current with response times much faster than the fundamental power 
frequency cycle [Van Wyk et al (1986)]. The application of PWM controlled voltage 

source inverter reduces harmonic content of the currents injected into the power system. 
Harmonic content of the PWM voltage waveform depends on the switching frequency 

of the inverter. Higher frequency PWM leads to generation of harmonics in the inverter 

output voltages of higher frequency. At high switching frequencies, the current 
harmonics injected into the network are greatly attenuated by the interfacing reactors. 
Only current harmonics of high frequency and small amplitude are injected into the 

network. However, increasing the inverter switching frequency will increase the inverter 

switching losses as well. 

A well-known method of PWM is the sinusoidal PWM where three-phase sinusoidal 

reference voltages are compared with a triangular carrier wave of fixed frequency and 
fixed amplitude. The inverter voltage outputs contain the frequency and fundamental 

component equal to the reference sinusoidal signal. By varying the modulation ratio 
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(i. e., varying the amplitude of the reference sine wave), amplitude of the fundamental 

output voltage is varied, hence the reactive power flow can be controlled. In order to 

provide reactive power flow from the inverter to the mains, it is necessary that the value 

of d. c. voltage at the inverter d. c. side is sufficiently high so that the fundamental 

harmonic at the inverter output can be made greater than the power system voltage. 

It is possible to build VSI type compensators without energy storage components if 

reactive power compensation is implemented on the basis of instantaneous reactive 

power rather than the fundamental reactive power compensation in steady-state. An 

instantaneous reactive power compensator based on current controlled PWM VSI was 

reported by [Akagi et al (1984)]. Instantaneous reactive power compensation is provided 

using hysteresis current control technique where the current references are calculated 

without time delay by using the instantaneous voltages and currents on the load side. 

The system requires very small value of capacitors while still providing full reactive 

power compensation in both transients and steady-states. Three-phase inverter is not 

suitable for unbalanced loads although it can handle some degrees of unbalance in the 

three-phase system. In the case of three-phase unbalanced loads, three single-phase 

PWM VSIs building a three-phase unit should be used, with each single-phase inverter 

providing independent reactive power control for each phase. 

2.3 Current source inverter 

A three-phase current source inverter (CSI) is given in Figure 2.2 where the 

commutation circuit is not shown. The CSI without commutation circuit operates as 

thyristor bridge rectifier and is capable of supplying only lagging VAr [Gyugyi and 

Taylor (1979)]. The CSI with the commutating diodes and capacitors is capable of 

providing both leading and lagging VAr. The d. c. side consists of an inductor in which 

the resistance of the choke is not shown. If the inductance of the choke is high enough 

then the current at the d. c. side is almost constant. For lagging VAr operation, the line 

currents lag the mains voltage by an angle equal to the firing delay angle. If pure 

inductor is assumed at the d. c. side, the average voltage at the d. c. side must be kept at 

zero at all time, then the firing angle must be equal to 90 degrees for lagging VAr 
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operation. In practice, the firing angle is less than 90 degrees so that enough d. c. voltage 

is provided to cover the losses in the choke resistance and in semiconductors. For 

leading VAr operation, the inverter input currents lead the mains voltage by 90 degrees. 

In practice, the firing angle is advanced, with respect to the earliest point of natural 

commutation, slightly less than 90 degrees in order to establish and maintain the d. c. 

current in the inductor. The magnitude of the d. c. current and the amplitude of the a. c. 

current can be controlled by adjusting the firing delay angle. CSI can provide both 

leading and lagging line currents since the forced commutated converter can operate 

over the firing angle range from 0 to 360 degrees. 

0 

Figure 2.2 Three-phase current source inverter 

In practice, it is unnecessary to have a high value of inductance. If a smaller value of 

inductance is chosen then the fundamental component of the line current will be smaller 

resulting in smaller corresponding reactive power. In a study on optimising the value of 

the choke inductance [Alexandrovitz et al (1984)], it is indicated that the choke 

inductance appears to be necessary to assure operation of the compensator over a wide 

range rather than for compensation capability. The choke inductance can be greatly 

reduced in a three-phase circuit as energy storage components are not required for 

reactive power compensation. Dynamic performance of CSI type static VAr 

compensator is similar to the fastest TCR compensators. It is indicated in [Walker 

(1986)] that static VAr compensator based on CSI is slightly faster in response than 

TCR in lagging mode and slightly slower in leading mode of operation. This is the 

shortcoming of current source inverter and is due to the fact that current flowing through 

the inductor can not be changed instantaneously. The harmonic currents of order 5th and 
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7th can be very high when the inverter operates in six-step mode. Two inverters can be 

connected in a 12-pulse configuration to reduce the harmonics [Walker (1986)]. 

2.4 Compensation schemes for stand-alone applications 

An induction machine used as an autonomous generator requires a reactive power 

supply to magnetise the machine. The reactive power is supplied by either a capacitor 

bank or a static converter connected to the machine terminals. The solution using a 

capacitor bank is the most common, the simplest and gives satisfactory results under 

certain conditions. Such a solution is acceptable if generator speed is reasonably 

constant, so that a single capacitor bank can be used. When self-excited induction 

generators with a bank of capacitors connected to the machine terminals run at variable 

speed, the value of capacitance required for self-excitation is almost inversely 

proportional to the square of the prime mover speed [Salama and Homles (1996)]. So 

large values of capacitance are required at low speeds. Furthermore capacitance has to 

be varied as function of speed. Capacitor bank is therefore not suitable for variable 

speed operation of wind generation systems. An adjustable VAr generator connected to 

the stator terminals is necessary. A TCR reactive power compensator can be used 

[Uctug and Demirekler (1988)]. But the control of reactive power is'tedious and is not 

continuous. 

Novotny et al (1977), Melkebeek and Novotny (1983) presented a detailed study of self- 

excited induction generator operation using either current source inverter or voltage 

source inverter, both operated in six-step mode. Comparison of different converters and 

steady-state analysis has been carried out to study the conditions under which the 

voltage can be sustained and the effects of parameters like stator and rotor resistances, 

slip, nonlinearity of magnetising curve and load resistance on the output voltage have 

been investigated. A system consisting of a d. c. capacitor connected to the induction 

generator through a PWM voltage source inverter was proposed by Bhadra et al (1996) 

and Leplat et al (1996), where the d. c. load was connected across the capacitor. The 

dynamic analysis indicated that it is possible to maintain constant d. c. voltage over a 

wide range of prime mover speeds and loads by controlling inverter frequency and the 
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modulation index without the need for change of capacitor value. However, the system 

is very sensitive to rotor speed and load variation as it is an open loop system. A single- 

phase induction generator excited by a battery-fed PWM voltage source inverter and by 

a current controlled voltage source inverter have been reported by Ojo and Gonoh 

(1996) and by Mucko and Gientkowski (1994), respectively. Margato and Santana 

(1996) present a study of an induction generator excited by a current source inverter. 

Their conclusion is that good performance is only achieved by current or voltage closed- 
loop control. 

Kragset and Nilssen (1994) proposed a simple control method for excitation of 

induction generators with PWM converter where only the d. c. link capacitor voltage is 

measured and used as input for the control. The system configuration is the same as in 

Bhadra et al (1996) and Leplat et al (1996), except that closed-loop power control is 

used. The active and reactive power flow in the induction generator are controlled by 

varying the stator voltage frequency. It is noted that a large value of capacitance must be 

used in the PWM converter. 

Vector control techniques have recently been applied to the control of PWM voltage 

source inverter in conjunction with stand-alone induction generators. Both stator flux 

oriented [Silva and Lyra (1993), (1995), Lyra et al (1995)] and rotor flux oriented 

control [Jacobina et al (1996), Colliez et al (1997)] are applied with flux space position 

calculation using either. indirect method or a variety of direct schemes. The PWM 

voltage source inverter is operated with either current control in stationery reference 
frame [Silva and Lyra (1993), (1995), Lyra et al (1995)] or in rotational reference frame 

[Jacobina et al (1996), Colliez et al (1997)]. Methods of obtaining instantaneous flux 

space vector spatial position include stator flux position calculation from measured 

stator voltages and currents [Silva and Lyra (1993), (1995)], rotor flux position 

estimation using indirect feed-forward approach [Jacobina et al (1996)] and rotor flux 

position calculation from measured stator currents and rotor speed. Vector controlled 
, 

induction generator operated in variable speed mode can be used to supply an 

autonomous power system consisting of either a. c. load [Lyra et al (1995), Miranda et al 
(1997)] or d. c. load [Silva and Lyra (1993), (1995)]. 
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2.5 Compensation schemes for embedded generation 

When the induction generator is used for embedded generation, the voltage and 

frequency at the stator terminals are the same as the voltage and frequency of the utility 

grid to which the generator is connected, provided that interfacing of generator to the 

grid is direct. The reactive power required by the induction generator for excitation is 

supplied by the utility grid and the generator returns real power to the utility. The 

induction generator output frequency depends on the rotor speed. For the constant 

frequency of 50 Hz dictated by the utility, the induction machine must be operated in a 

very restricted speed range. 

Variable speed operation of induction generators is preferred in order to capture 

maximum energy over a wide range of speed. In applications such as wind energy 

conversion systems, the wind turbine drives the induction generator which generates 

three-phase voltage at a frequency dependent on wind speed. The induction generator 

must be interfaced with the utility grid by means of power electronics, i. e., a. c. -d. c. -a. c. 

conversion or a. c. -a. c. conversion [Simoes and Bose (1997)]. In the a. c. -d. c. -a. c. 

conversion system, the variable frequency a. c. voltages are at first rectified into d. c. 

voltage. Next, the second converter, a d. c. -a. c. converter is used to provide a. c. voltages 

at utility frequency. The rectifier can be either controlled or uncontrolled. In the case of 

an uncontrolled rectifier, a d. c. chopper may be used to maintain the d. c. link voltage at 

constant value, while the reactive power is furnished by adding a capacitor bank at the 

machine terminals. 

Uncontrolled rectifiers or line-commutated converters are not appropriate for use as 

line-side converters due to the fact that their power factor decreases when the firing 

angle increases. Furthermore the 5th and the 7th harmonic of the line currents are 

relatively high as they are six-pulse phase controlled converters. To tackle the problem, 

a force-commutated line-side converter, based on advanced power transistors like 

IGBTs to achieve fast switching and minimum harmonic distortion, should be used. By 

controlling the line-side converter, the voltage and the frequency at the inverter output 

terminals can be kept constant regardless of the rotor speed and the load. The PWM 
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voltage source inverter appears to be the most attractive due to its excellent dynamic 

performance and the possibility of power factor control. The high performance of PWM 

inverter is possible only if the d. c. voltage at the inverter input terminals is kept 

constant. 

Jones and Smith (1993) have proposed an embedded generation system where a wind 

turbine driven induction generator is interfaced to the utility grid using two back-to- 

back vector controlled PWM voltage source converters. The generator side converter is 

vector controlled. The advantage of utilisation of vector control technique is that it 

allows the separate control of active and reactive power. The PWM converter is 

controlled in such a way that the active power is consumed in order to maintain a 

constant d. c. link voltage, while the reactive power necessary for magnetisation is 

supplied to the induction generator. The network side converter operates as a sinusoidal 

rectifier and is controlled using pulse width modulation technique. The control scheme 

is intended to achieve unity power factor supply to the network as the network side 

converter can produce leading and lagging VArs by adjusting the reactive power 

reference. The implementation of such system on a wind turbine has later been reported 

by Jones and Gilmore (1995). The use of vector controlled cage induction generator has 

the advantages of wide speed range, good overloading capacity and fast torque response. 

The additional good feature is very low harmonic content of the current being injected 

into the network compared with the case using a six pulse phase controlled converter. In 

a similar study reported by Hayakawa et al (1993), an even better quality of three-phase 

a. c. voltage or a. c. current (5th harmonic current = 0.4925% of the amplitude of the 

fundamental current) has been achieved, by using current control technique for both the 

generator side converter and the line-side converter. Additionally, the d. c. link voltage is 

controlled to an almost constant value against the rotating speed from stop to rated 

point, with the aid of energy storage battery combined with solar-photovoltaic system 

and fuel cell systems. 

2.6 Other possibilities 

Solutions for reactive power compensation, reviewed in Section 2.1 to Section 2.5, 
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apply to the case when induction generator is of cage-type. If the induction machine is 

of wound-rotor type, then some other solutions exist as well. In particular, so called 

doubly-fed induction generators (DFIG) can be used [Pena et al (1996)]. The advantage 

of such a system is the reduction in power rating of the rotor side converter (a fraction 

of generator power rating, which depends on the operating speed range of the 

generator), but the increased cost and maintenance requirements for the slip ring system 

of wound rotor induction machines may outweigh the reduction in rating and cost of the 

power converters. Two configurations for embedded systems using Static Kramer and 

Static Scherbius schemes are reported. In the Kramer scheme, a diode rectifier and a 

line-commutated converter are used between the rotor and the stator of the DFIG and 

the operation of the generator is restricted to subsynchronous speeds. Two back-to-back 

converters connected between the rotor and the stator of the generator are used in the 

Scherbius scheme where the operation of the generator can be extended to 

supersynchronous speed. The Scherbius scheme can be implemented using two back-to- 

back vector controlled PWM voltage source converters in order to reduce the harmonics 

generated into the utility grid and to control the system power factor [Pena et al (1996)]. 

Another method of variable speed constant frequency operation, applicable in 

conjunction with doubly-fed induction generator, is the use of a direct matrix converter 

to avoid two-stage power conversion (a. c. -d. c. -a. c. ) and costly energy storage 

components in the d. c. link [Zhang et al (1997), Zuckerberger et al (1994), (1996)]. 

Matrix converters are still in the development stage and the problems associated with 

requirement for a switch with bi-directional current flow are likely to prevent their 

wider application in near future. 

As this thesis is primarily concerned with squirrel-cage induction generators, schemes 

specifically developed for DFIG are not considered further on. 

2.7 Load types in stand-alone applications 

The common application of stand-alone systems is to provide electrical supply in 

remote areas. Self-excited induction generators using capacitor bank connected at the 
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machine terminals are particularly useful in the situations where frequency regulation is 

not a requirement, such as lighting, resistive heating and water pumping for irrigation or 

drinking. In these cases the generator supplies a. c. loads. These systems are reliable, 

simple to operate and have low capital cost and minimal maintenance. 

The common stand-alone application in the developing countries has been water 

pumping, especially on remote farms. An economic solution to the energy storage 

problem is the utilisation of variable speed operation of induction generator directly 

applied to water pumping [Shaltout (1995), Miranda et al (1997)]. The system consists 

of a wind-driven induction generator directly feeding an induction motor without any 

power electronic converters. The generator is driven by a wind turbine and the motor is 

driving a water pump. 

Another possible application of the stand-alone system is a plant comprising a self- 

excitation induction generator that charges a storage battery by means of an a. c. -d. c. 

converter. The feeding of remote loads is provided in parallel with the battery charging. 

The energy of the battery is delivered to the users when the generator does not produce 

sufficient energy. Two conversion topologies, using a thyristor bridge '[Gerlando et al 

(1994)], and using a diode bridge and chopper [Dezza et al (1995,1997)], have been 

studied. It is shown that the solution using a controlled thyristor bridge allows a wider 

speed range and a higher battery recharging energy, while the solution using a diode 

bridge and chopper provides better control of the static conversion system. 

Self-excited induction generators can be used as a d. c. power supply source to feed 

remote d. c. loads. Margato and Santana (1996) present a d. c. power supply source 

comprising an induction generator, a current source inverter and a diode bridge. The 

current source inverter supplies the reactive power needed for the induction generator, 

while the diode bridge supplies the active power to the load. 

Summarising, a stand-alone system can be used to supply a variety of d. c. and a. c. loads. 

The type of the load has significant impact on the choice of the reactive power 

compensator. 
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Chapter 3 

MODELLING OF SATURATED INDUCTION MACHINES 

3.1 Introduction 

Induction machines are becoming preferred choice for alternative energy generating 

systems, due to numerous advantages that their application offers when compared to a 

synchronous machine. Simulation analysis of such a system requires that main flux 

saturation is included in the induction machine model. Indeed, the classical induction 

machine model, which assumes that magnetising flux varies linearly with the 

magnetising current, will lead to unsatisfactory results of modelling and simulation of 

induction machines under a number of steady-state and transient conditions. For 

example, dynamic analysis of self-excitation requires application of a model of an 

induction machine that accounts for main flux saturation. It is important to incorporate 

the effects of main flux saturation in modelling of stand-alone application of self-excited 
induction generators [Melkebeek (1983b)] and other applications like inverter-fed 

induction motor drives and vector-controlled induction machines. Self-excitation study 

of a stand-alone induction generator where reactive power is provided by a capacitor 

bank connected to the machine terminals can not be modelled and simulated without 
incorporating the main flux saturation. A small signal saturated induction machine 

model with currents selected as state-space variable was derived in [Melkebeek 

(1983a)]. This model was then used to investigate the dynamic behaviour of a voltage- 
fed induction motor and of a self-excited induction generator. The main flux saturation 

effects are much more important when the induction machine is fed from a current 

source than when it is fed from a voltage source. The main flux saturation effect, in this 

case, influences the system behaviour significantly and should be accounted for. On the 

other hand, the effect of main flux saturation can be neglected if the induction machine 
is fed from the mains or from a voltage source inverter, provided that the voltage to 

frequency ratio is kept constant and that the value of the magnetising inductance in the 
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linear model corresponds to the steady-state saturated value of the magnetising 

inductance at the operating point of the magnetising curve. Cross-saturation effect can 

cause degraded performance in vector controlled induction machine systems as well if 

main flux saturation effect is not taken into account. Compensation of the main flux 

saturation effect in vector controlled induction machines has been developed in [Levi et 

al (1990), Levi and Vuckovic (1993)]. Main flux saturation plays an important role in 

the analysis of electrical braking of induction motors using capacitor. It is shown in 

[Vas et al (1997)] that unsaturated induction machine model leads to incorrect 

simulation results in the study of capacitor braking of double-cage induction motors. A 

detailed study on operating regimes where saturated induction machine models are 

required has been carried out by [Levi (1994a)]. 

Modelling of main flux saturation of induction machines has for all these reasons 

received considerable attention since the early 1980's. Space vector theory was utilised 

for derivation of transient models of saturated induction machines and two models were 

made available. The first model utilises d-q axis winding currents as state-space 

variables [Brown et al (1983), Vas (1992), Levi and Rauski (1993), Levi (1994a)] while 

the other model uses the d-q axis winding flux linkages as state-space variables [He and 

Lipo (1984), Uctug and Demirekler (1988), Sakkoury et al (1993), Papadopouslos et al 
(1996)]. Both models yield identical results under steady-state and transient conditions 
[Osama et al (1993), Vas and Li (1993)]. The flux state-space model is simpler but it 

conceals the explicit effect of cross-saturation (dynamic inductance is not required). 
System matrix of the flux model is a unity matrix, which is advantageous. However, 

flux linkages are usually of no interest and additional algebraic equations have to be 

used for calculation of currents. Saturated induction machine model with winding 

currents as state-space variables ' contains variables that are of interest as state-space 

variables, so that additional algebraic equations are not needed. However, system matrix 
is full, with all the elements being saturation dependent, so that matrix inversion is 

required at every computation step. Apart from the pure winding current state-space 

model and the pure winding flux state-space model, one mixed current-flux model 

where magnetising flux and rotor current space vectors are selected as state-space 

variables can be found in [Kerkman (1985)]. Another mixed current-flux model where 
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stator current and rotor flux state-space vectors are selected as state-space variables is 

developed in [Krzeminski (1988)]. A full set of mixed current-flux state-space 

saturation models has been derived only recently by [Levi and Krzeminski (1996)], 

where one of the state-space variables is stator, rotor or magnetising current space 

vector while the other one is one of the flux linkage space vectors (magnetising, stator 

or rotor). Unlike the flux state-space model with stator and rotor flux linkages as state- 

space variables, each model contains the explicit terms that describe the cross-saturation 

effect. 

Recently introduced principle of `generalised flux' and `generalised inductance' [Levi 

(1995a)] has enabled derivation of a whole range of new saturated single-cage induction 

machine models, for arbitrary selection of state-space variables, so that there are at 

present numerous models that describe saturated single-cage induction machine (14 

models) and saturated double-cage induction machine (48 models). All the models yield 

identical simulation results. This was proved by performing simulation and 

experimental investigation of induction generator self-excitation, for a single-cage 

machine [Levi (1995a)] and for a double-cage machine [Levi (1996), (1997)]. Based on 

the concept of `generalised flux' and `generalised inductance', it is possible to derive a 

saturated induction machine model with any chosen set of state-space variables. The 

generalised flux space vector is the product of the generalised inductance and the 

magnetising current space vector. Main flux saturation can be modelled in terms of the 

magnetising current and generalised flux space vectors regardless of the selection of 

state-space variables. A number of saturated single-cage induction machine models with 

mixed current-flux set of state-space variables are presented in the following section. 

3.2 Single-cage saturated induction machine models 

Basic constant parameter mathematical model of a single-cage induction machine, in an 

arbitrary reference frame rotating at w, � can be described in terms of space vectors with 

the simple complex model [Vas (1992), Krause et al (1995)]. Stator and rotor voltage 

equations are expressed as 
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v_S=Rsis+dd *+jwpv 

dyr 
0= Rrlr + dtr +j(wp -w)V/ r 

(3.2-1) 

(3.2-2) 

Stator and rotor flux linkages are defined as 

yis=Lsfs+L,,, ir yr_ = L, i-, +L,,, r, (3.2-3) 
=r 

The electromagnetic torque is defined as 

3 
Te = i2)PýVs x is 

The mechanical motion equation is given by 

T. -TL=p 
J dý 

(3.2-4) 

(3.2-5) 

It is assumed that stator and rotor flux linkages can be subdivided into main flux and 

leakage flux and that main flux saturation and leakage flux saturation can be treated 

separately. Therefore, stator and rotor flux linkages can be given as: 

y/J = Lmis+v/ 
m 

Km = l. 
m1. 

Ij/r = Lori +V 
ni 

i" =1 
f-i- Ir 

(3.2-6) 

(3.2-7) 

As main flux saturation is much more important than the leakage flux saturation in 

operating regimes encompassed by this project, saturation of leakage flux paths is 

neglected. Leakage inductances (denoted with index a) in the above equations are taken 

as constants, as only main flux saturation is considered. The magnetising curve, which 

shows relationship between magnetising flux linkage space vector modulus and 

magnetising current space vector modulus, is assumed to be known. The non-linear 
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function of the magnetising curve is obtained by a standard no-load test on an induction 

machine. The mathematical model of a single-cage induction machine given with (3.2- 

1) - (3.2-7) is obtained using the standard assumptions of the generalised theory of 

electrical machines [Vas (1992), Krause et al (1995)]. 

The single-cage induction machine model given in terms of space vectors can be further 

resolved into orthogonal d-q axis model. Equations (3.2-1) - (3.2-4) can be expanded as 

follows: 

vds -Rslds + 

dydr 

dt - Coa Vgs 

d 1ý/gs 

vq., = Rsig. 
v + dt + Ü)o Vds 

0= Rrldr -F 

dýý 
r- (C1)p 

- 0» ýqr 

0= Rrlgr 
-i- 

d 

dt 
qr 

-i' 
(w. 

- 0» vfdr 

Vds - 
Lslds + Lmldr 

Vqs - 
Lalq.. + Lmlgr 

Vdr - 
Lrldr + Lmtds 

Vfqr - 
Lrlgr + Lmlgs 

Tý =2 PLn, (ldrtq. 
r - lgrlds) 

T -TL=(P) 
dý 

(3.2-1a) 

(3.2-1b) 

(3.2-2a) 

(3.2-2b) 

(3.2-3a) 

(3.2-4a) 

(3.2-5) 

The d-q axis model of a single-cage induction machine is the fifth order system of 
differential equations. Electro-magnetic sub-system is described with the fourth order 

system of differential equations. 

Transformation of three-phase variables to the arbitrary reference frame is given by: 
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xas xas 

x9s = 
[ks]xns 

xas xcs 

(3.2-8) 

where x stands for voltage, current or flux linkage and transformation matrix is 

-? 3 

[ks, _1 
= 

JJ 

(3.2-9) 

(3.2-10) 

and 0= 
jwadt. 

As zero sequence components cannot exist in the cases that are of 

interest in this project, equations for zero sequence components are omitted. Derivation 

of saturated single-cage induction machine models in the state-space form, from the 

basic model given with (3.2-1) - (3.2-7) is illustrated next on the basis of [Levi (1995a), 

Levi and Krzeminski (1996)]. The set of state-space variables can be chosen from the 

overall six possible space vector state-space variables shown in (3.2-11). Two space 

vectors are to be selected from the available set for each model, namely xi, x2. 

LxJ =[? a 
l" tm ws 3ýr VI 

m 
(3.2-11) 

The available set of state-space variables can be expressed in terms of the selected pair 

of state-space variables as 

cos9 cos(9- 
23 

) cos(9- 
43 

) 

- sin 9- sin(9 - 
23 

sin(9 - 
43 

111 
222 

cos9 -sinB 1 

Cos( 8-23 ) -sin(9-23 )1 

cos(B-41r) -sin(9-47r )1 
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(3.2-12) 

Coefficients c� .. c62 follow from (3.2-1) - (3.2-7) for any selected pair of state-space 

variables. Fourteen models are available as any two space vectors (except one pair)can 

be selected from six possible state-space variables (The magnetising flux and 

magnetising current space vectors can not be selected together as a pair). Saturated 

single-cage induction machine models are classified and derived according to whether 

d(1/A)/dt or dA/dt is required, where A is the so-called generalised inductance which is 

dependent on the saturation level. Eight models (i3, '; is, y/m; 1s, yrr; i,,,; i,, E.; 

ir, fr; y/s, y/.; yrr, y/ný) are classified as 1/A model group where d(1/A)/dt is required. 

Five models (is, ir; is, im; 
-r 34m; ins, yrf; in,, 1//r) are classified as A model group, where 

dA/dt is needed. Only one model (yrs, (//r), where neither d(1/A)/dt nor dA/dt is 

required, does not belong to these two groups. 

Generalised flux linkage space vector is expressed as 

'1' = axe +bx2 (3.2-13) 

Coefficients a and b have to be saturation independent for all the 1/A models. As the 

generalised flux linkage space vector must be aligned with magnetising current and 

magnetising flux space vectors, it can be represented as 

!E-M. (3.2-14) 

Derivation procedure for 1/A models is presented as follows. From (3.2-12), time 
derivatives of the stator and rotor flux linkage space vectors in terms of derivatives of 
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the selected state-space variables are given as 

dW, dx1 dx2 dc41 dc42 
dt - C41 dt +C42 dt +x1 dt +x2 dt 

dV, 
_ 

dx1 dxZ dcS1 dcs2 
dt - cs' dt + c52 dt + x' dt + x2 dt 

Time derivative of any of the coefficients cü can be expressed as 

dc, dcj d(1 / A) 
dt d (I / A) dt 

where 

d(1 / A) 
_ 

d(1ý/ A) ý (qjd dd 
+ýI' 

d`Yg 
dt t9 dt 

d(1/A) 111 
dT 

(A'- 

A `I' 

Therefore, d(1/A)/dt can be given in the final form as 

(3.2-15) 

(3.2-16) 

(3.2-17) 

(3.2-18) 

d(I/A) (j1d d(3.2-19) 
dt dt+T9 dt 

1 di 1i 
where ,, and Ä= 

Substituting (3.2-16) and (3.2-19) into (3.2.15), the d-q axis components of time 
derivatives of flux linkages are obtained in the following form: 

dVldx 
_ 

dxld dx2d 1 

-L)( 
LYd2 dild ý9 ýd ý9 

dt _a dt +ý dt +Y A' AJ `YZ dt + `1f2 dt (3.2-20) 
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dY'gs dX, 
q 

dX2g (A' 1 T9 4 uTd 

dt a dt +ý dt +YA T2 dt + l'Z dt 
(3.2-21) 

since 
dc,, dc, 2 

"'Id d(1/A)+x2dd(1/A)_Yý'd 

dc dc 
-''q d(1/A)+x2Q d(1/A) -Y Tq 

(3.2-22) 

where i=4 or 5, and a and ß equal the corresponding c values in equation (3.2-15). 

Values of x and y are chosen from Table 3.1 for a particular pair of state-space variables. 

Generalised flux space vector for all the eight models is selected from Table 3.2. 

Table 3.1 Value of x and y for different 1/A models 

Model x 
is, y/ s -Lý 

, 

i,, yr ;w 1-Z r Lý 
s d . 

i,, yr r -41 , 
i,, y/ ; yr , yr s L- 

. , m 

Table 3.2 Selection of generalised flux space vector 

Model Y' A 
ls) V/ - Loa1s w Lm 

s s 

lsfl_m V. Lm 

Is, lý/ V/r + Lo,, is Lor + L. 
r 

1r, Ij/ , y/ +L(nir 4, +L, n r s 
l" V Lm 

m 

1rpy -L�i, v Lm 
r r 

zs 
9zm wm Lm 

z"Em iým L. 

Derivation procedure for A model is similar to the previous one. Generalised flux space 

vector is equal to the magnetising flux space vector in all the five models. Equation 

(3.2-15) remains the same while time derivatives of the coefficients cf and time 
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derivative of A now become 

dc;; 
_ 

dcu dA dA 
_ (At-A) 1 

- 
1.1. ,. 

- 
. 

at an at atn, 

dA 
=( n'-n)1? 

ýId,,, där'' 
+ Ign, 

där t 
n, 

ln' 
(3.2-23) 

(3.2-24) 

W ui 
where A-- -=-T'=L equals dynamic inductance and A=== --"' = L,,, equals dl", dlo, lm lm 

steady-state saturated magnetising inductance. 

Substituting (3.2-23) and (3.2-24) into (3.2.15), the d-q axis components of time 

derivatives of stator flux linkages are then given in the following form: 

dWde 
dt 

dvgs 

dt 

since 

= C41 

d`Y d yr 

dx, d /he__ f*2 . 7; 1 I. r]1 "^Id +C """'2d +\ýný-ý) "Jm "'din 
+'gnr'dm 

""qm 

dt 42 dt i2 dt in dt 

2 digm 

+ 
lqýndn+ didm 

-Cý, 
9 

-F C 

ý2q 

Fý/1ý-i1ý 

L 
quo 

41 dt 42 dt in dt i, 2 dt 

'xlddC41 
x2ddC42 

dA + dA - ld 

x, gdc41 X2qdC42 
dA + dA - lem 

(3.2-25) 

(3.2-26) 

(3.2-27) 

Utilising this procedure, three models (two 1/A models and one A model) are derived 

and presented in the following section. These models are used for simulations and 

control system design in subsequent chapters. Pure winding current model (i,, i, ) is used 

in Chapter 4, mixed current-flux is yr model is used in Chapter 7 and mixed current- 

flux is yrr model is used in Chapter 6 and 8. 
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3.2.1 Model with iJ, y/ 
J as state-space variables 

The d-q model of a saturated single-cage induction machine with i, yr as state-space 

variables is expressed in the following form: 

fdq 
+[B]`xdl dt qJ 

o' 
[Vdq] 

= 
[VdS 

Vgs () 

[xdqJ 
=[ids 

[A] = 

[B] = 

r 

lqs Vds Yfqs, 
I 

0 
0 

L, + Lý + 
LOT L- 

Ldd 
LýLo, 

Ldq 

R, 
0 

Lm 

(wa_w)(Lo+Li ý L. ) 

0 
0 Lý. Ll 

Ldq 

Lý + L, + 
LLL°' 

49 

0 
R, 

1 
0 

Ldd 
La,. 
Ldq 

-(wo-ýv)(Lo+LL 

R 
Lý+Lm 

r Lm 

Saturation dependent coefficients are given by: 

-11 = 
ulcost 

+ sine ft / 

r\ l L=I Al 
cos2 +I 

AýJ 
sin2 

44 
\r 

1 
T= I 

Äý 
-I cos ft sin ft 

dq \ Al 

where 
Td Tq 

COS ,u= , T, sin p_- 
z T 

0 
1 
Lcyr 
Ldq 

-1- 
L 

99 

0 
W. 

R,. 
L. 

-(rva -(0) 
L 

-! Ao 

0 
/L +L 
\ýa _ ý` or m 

J Lm 

Rr 
L, 

n 
ý 

(3.2-28) 

(3.2-29) 

(3.2-30) 
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and 
Td 

- v/ds - LON1ds Vdm Tg 
-= Vgs - 

Lastgs 
- Vqm 

A_ým = Lm A'= 
d iyn, 

=L 
1,,, 

dlm 

3.2.2 Model with is, yr. as state-space variables 

(3.2-31) 

(3.2-32) 

The d-q model of a saturated single-cage induction machine with i 
s, it r 

as state-space 

variables is expressed in the following form: 

[vdq]-[A]d[xdq] 
- dt 

+[B]`'zdq ý 

[Vdq] 

= 
[Vd, 

V9s 0 O1 
I 

tqs iVdr Vqr 1' 
[Xdq] 

= 
[las 

L2 L2 
L+L- °' - °' ý °' L&t Ldn 1- 

L°' 
- 

L. 
" 

Ldd Ldq Ld9 

[A] = 

[B] = 

0 

Lni 

Rs CO. L°, + Ln, 

0 
R, 

Lar + Ln, 

(wa -w) -R 
Lný 

L� + L,,, 

0 

-(wo - Co) 
Rr 

,,, 
Lo, +L 

(3.2-33) 

where 

`Yd = (Vdr + Lords Liw + L, 
�) 

id, 
p, 

Tq 
= Vlqr + Lig., = (L� + L�, )iy,,, 

22 L°' 
Lý + Lý - °' - 

L', 
1- 

ý1 
d4 44 Ldq 44 

0010 
0001 

RS -CVQ(LQ-L 
+L 

ý0 
ar m 

LZ 
or L°, + Ln, 

L 
-R. L°,, + L,,, 

L... 
"I 

(3.2-34) 
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A=I'=La, +Ln, A'=di =Lo, +L . 
n, in 

3.2.3 Model with i 
4, 

i, as state-space variables 

(3.2-35) 

The d-q model of a saturated single-cage induction machine with i,, i, as state-space 

variables is expressed in the following way: 

vd _+[ B] xd 
dt 

[y 

[] 
[ 

Vdq] = 
[Vds 

Vqs 0 0] 
I 

r [Xdq] 
= 

fide 
1qs ldr lqrl 

J 

La, + Lddu, Ldq Ldd, n 
Ldq 

[A] 
Ldg Los + Lqqm Ldq Lggm 

= Ldd, 
n 

Ldq La, + Ldd, 
u 

j'dq 

Ldq Lggm Ldg Lor + Lggm 

/ 

R, -ýva ( Las + Ln, )0 -tva Ln, 

[B] 
- 

ýa (La, + Lmý R, CoaLn, 0 
0 -CO)Lur 

// /Rr 

w)(Lar +L 
(0)a-CÜ)Lm 0 

(CVa-CÜ)(Laº+Lm) R, 

Saturation dependent inductances are defined as: 

L,,,, = A' cost u+A sing p 

Lqq= Acos2 p+A'sin2 p 

Ldq = (A'-A) cos p sin p 

and 

A=v m- Lný 

tm 

ldrn 
COSp =- 

tm 

d ylm 

7-=L di,,, 

sin 
1�ý 

(3.2-36) 

(3.2-37) 

(3.2-38) 
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Chapter 3 Modelling of saturated induction machines 

3.3 Double-cage saturated induction machine models 

Many double-cage and deep-bar induction machines are nowadays used in industry. 

Deep-bar induction machines are utilised more frequently than double-cage induction 

machines in high power applications. However, from the modelling point of view both 

deep-bar and double-cage induction machines can be represented with the same 

mathematical model, in which rotor is equivalented with two (or more) rotor windings. 

Modelling of main flux saturation in double-cage and deep-bar induction machine 

models was rarely found in literature until recently. The current state-space model where 

stator current and rotor current of both windings are selected as state-space variables can 

be found in [Vas (1992), Vas and Li (1992), (1993), Levi and Rauski (1993), Smith et al 

(1996)]. The flux state-space model where stator flux and both rotor flux linkages are 

selected as state-space variables has been developed by [Vas (1992), Vas and Li (1992), 

(1993)] . 
The flux state-space model is simpler than the current state-space model, but is 

not widely used as additional algebraic equations are needed in order to calculate d-q 

axis stator currents. 

The model of the double-cage induction machine that is most frequently used when 

main flux saturation has to be considered in transient analysis is again the current state- 

space model. Applications of current state-space model of a saturated double-cage or 

deep-bar induction machine are in analysis of start-up transients Was (1992), Vas and 

Li (1992), (1993)], start-up transients with wye-delta starter [Thorsen and Dalva (1992)] 

and vector control of induction machines [Healey et al (1995), Williamson and Healey 

(1996)]. A detailed study of self-excitation in double-cage and deep-bar induction 

generators [Levi and Rauski (1993)], based on current state-space model of a saturated 

induction machine with two rotor windings, has shown that very good agreement of 

experimental and simulation results may be achieved by means of this model. Capacitor 

breaking of a double-cage induction machine is studied in Was et al (1997)]. However, 

the inductance matrix in the current state-space model is full and it contains 36 elements 

that are all saturation dependent. Simulation with such model is therefore time 

consuming as such a complex matrix must be inverted at each computation time step. 
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The principle of `generalised flux' and `generalised inductance', introduced in [Levi 

(1995a)], has enabled derivation of a whole range of new saturated single-cage 

induction machine models, for arbitrary selection of state-space variables. The method 

has been extended to modelling of double-cage and deep-bar induction machines in 

[Levi (1996), (1997)]. It is possible, using this method, to derive a model of a saturated 

double-cage (or deep-bar) induction machine for any set of state-space variables 

selected from the available eight space vectors, so that forty-eight transient models that 

describe a saturated induction machine with two equivalent rotor windings are available. 

The constant parameter mathematical model of double-cage induction machine, in an 

arbitrary reference frame rotating at COQ, can be described in terms of space vectors with 

the following equations Was (1992)]. Stator and rotor voltage equations are expressed 

as 

dyr 
ýV v' Rsi, + dt 

s+. I co, 
-s 

0= Rrl t 
rl 

+ 

ddt 
rl + 

.% 
ýýa - co) w 

rl 
+ Rc (i 

ri 
+'r2) 

0= Rr21r2 +d 
dtr2 

ý'. lýwa -w)ýr2 + Rcltrl + 'r2 ) 

Stator and rotor flux linkages are defined as 

V/s = Lsls + LmUrl +1r2) 

zr1 = L. 11.1 + L,,, 1, + L121 
r2 

Zr2 = Lr2G2 + L, 
n 

l 
s+ 

L121 
r1 

(3.3-1) 

(3.3-2) 

(3.3-3) 

(3.3-4) 

where L12 = L,,, + 
L,,,,, 

and symbols L,,,, and R, stand for mutual leakage inductance 

between the two rotor windings and common end-ring resistance between the two cages 

in a double-cage induction machine, respectively. 

The electromagnetic torque is defined as 
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T= (3)Pyi.. x is 
2, T, 

The equation of mechanical motion is given with 

T -TL PJ 
d`ý' 

(3.3-5) 

(3.3-6) 

Stator flux linkage, rotor flux linkages and magnetising flux linkage can be given as 

Es = Lts+W,,, 

VII - Lorllrl + Lmr(lrl +1r2) + V/ 
III 

1Yr2_Lnr21r2+Lnv(irl+lr2)+1m 

Z 
III 

L. tm 1m =1s-F1rl -I- 1r2 

(3.3-7) 

(3.3-8) 

It is assumed that the non-linear magnetising curve of the machine is known. The 

magnetising curve, which shows relationship between magnetising flux linkage space 

vector modulus and magnetising current space vector modulus, is obtained by a standard 

no-load test on an induction machine. Leakage inductances (denoted with index a) are 

again taken as constants, as leakage flux saturation is neglected and only main flux 

saturation is considered. The main assumptions are the same as those used for derivation 

of the state-space equations of single-cage induction machines. 

The double-cage induction machine model can be given in terms of orthogonal d-q axis 

variables. Equations (3.3-1) - (3.3-5) are expanded as follows: 

diVd. 
s Vds _ 

Ralds + 
dt - Wa Ylgs 

d 1ý/qs 

vgs = Rstgs + dt + Wa Vds 

diVdrt 

-r1 U-Rrlldrl + 
dt 

(0j" CO) ) Vqrl + Rc`tdrl + tdr21 

(3.3-1a) 

(3.3-1b) 

(3.3-2a) 
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ýgr l 
U= Rrltgrl +u 

dt 
+(a)a -G)) Vfdrl + Rc(grl +Igr2) 

dVIdr2 
(r l 

0= Rr21dr2 + 
dt - 

(Cýa 
- ý) ýgr1 + Rc 

`ldrl 
+ ldr2 

) 

dVfgr2 

U Rr21qr2 + 
Cit 

+(CVa _ W)IVdr2 + Rc(lgrl + tgr2 
) 

iVds - Lslds + Lin ('drl + idr2 ) 

Vlqs - 
Lsigs + Lin 

(1grl + igr2 ) 

iVdrl - Lrlidrl + Lmids + L12idr2 

iVqri c Lrliqri + Lnlid. 
1. 

+ L12igr2 

iUdr2 ° Lr2idr2 + L,,, iqs + Ll2drl 

(Vqr2 Lr2iqr2 + L,,, igs + L12igr1 

Tý =23 
PLm Wdrl + tdr2 )ýgs 

- ltgrl + tgr2 Nd. 
sI 

(3.3-2b) 

(3.3-3a) 

(3.3-3b) 

(3.3-4a) 

(3.3-4b) 

(3.3-4c) 

(3.3-4d) 

(3.3-4e) 

(3.3-4f) 

(3.3-5a) 

The rotor is now described with four differential equations in the d-q reference frame as 

the machine rotor circuit is modelled with two windings. The electro-magnetic sub- 

system of a double-cage induction machine is represented with the sixth order system of 

differential equations. Complete dynamic behaviour of a double-cage induction machine 

is thus modelled with the 7th order differential equation system. 

Derivation of a saturated double-cage induction machine model is illustrated next on the 

basis of [Levi (1996), (1997)]. The set of state-space variables can be chosen from the 

overall eight possible state-space variables shown below: 

LXJ-[ts lrl jr2 im V/ 
9 

3ýrI VI 
r2 

ýnm, (3.3-9) 

Three space vectors, namely, II, x2, x3 
, are to be selected from the above equation. 

Generalised flux space vector is given in terms of selected state-space variables 
xt, x2, x3 as 
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IF= ax, +bxZ +cx3 (3.3-10) 

and it has to be aligned with magnetising current and magnetising flux space vectors, so 

that 

`Y=Ai�, (3.3-11) 

Total number of combinations is fifty-six models, as three variables are selected as 

state-space variables out of the eight space vectors. However, only forty-eight model are 

available for representation of a saturated double-cage or deep-bar induction machine, 

since eight models is, yr V,, and with any of the remaining six 

space vectors) can not be derived. Fifteen models are classified as A model group where 

dA/dt is required while thirty-two models are classified as 1/A model group where 

d(1/A, Ydt is required. The third group (neither dA/dt or d(1/Aydt is required) consists of 

a single model where stator flux linkage and flux linkages of both rotor windings are 

selected as state-space variables. In what follows only one model, namely 

model, is derived. This model is used in Chapter 4. 

3.3.1 Model with r2 as state-space variables 

The self-inductances of the stator winding and rotor windings and the mutual inductance 

between two rotor windings are defined as 

Lr, = L,,, +L'i +L,,, r Lr2 = Ln, +Lcm2+L,,, r 

LS = Ln, + L, 
ý,, 

L12 = L,,, + Ln, r 

(3.3-12) 

(3.3-13) 

The d-q axis components of the stator flux linkage, rotor flux linkages and main flux 

linkage can be rewritten as 

Vd. s = Lcnlds + Vd,,, (3.3-14a) 
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Vfq. 
s = Losis + lVgm 

7'drl - Lorlldrl + Lmr(ldrl +idr2) + V/d 

Wqri - Larllgrl + Lmr(igrl +igr2)+ Vfgm 

iVdr2 - 
Lor2idr2 + Lmr`idrl + idr2 /+ Vdm 

iVqr2 - 
Lor2qr2 + Lmr(igrl + lgr2 

)+ 
Vlgm 

Vdm - 
Lmidm ldm = idr + idrl + idr2 

(vqm _ 
Lmiqm lqm = iqs + igrl + igr2 

_2+ 1Vgm2)1/2 im _ _/ lidm 
2+ 

igm 
2)1/2 

V., -ý ýdm 

(3.3-14b) 

(3.3-14c) 

(3.3-14d) 

(3.3-14e) 

(3.3-14f) 

(3.3-15a) 

(3.3-15b) 

(3.3-16) 

Time derivatives of all the winding flux linkages are further eliminated from (3.3-1a) - 
(3.3-3b) by means of (3.3-14a) - (3.3-14f). Time derivatives of the d-q axis main flux 

components are determined as follows: 

d iVg,,, d ig», dyfn, di�, ig,,, d iqu, 

dt dt 
ýý"' 

i�, 
ý 

di,,, dt i�, + V/. dt 
ý 

in, 

dvgn, 

"L 

dT 
n, 

Igm 
+ý2 ýtw 

dtqýn 
i 

dlm 

dt dt in, i,,, dt gni dt 

din, d2 21/2 

dt ar (tý�ý +i9�ý )_ a,,, 
aq� 

i 

dig,,, ý�, did�ý 
dt +dd, 

� dt 

ýrrr 

_ 

tgrn ým 

__ 

ldin 

07qm jnr ýdm im 

d yrq, 
n 

- 
L(dlgm 

19ni 
+ 

didm id, 
n ) 

ig", 
+ 

Lm 
ýi 

dign, 

-i 
dlgm ig 

+ 
dldm idm 

A 

dt dt in, dt i, n im fm m dt q"' dt till dt in, 

d ylg= L sin2 
lu 

dtgm 
+L cos f! sin ,u 

did"' 
+L (cost 

,u+ sine p) 
djg", 

dt dt dt '" dt 
d, n 

- Ln, sinZ 
,U 

dt + Ln, cos ý[ sin ý[ 
ddt 

) 

Therefore 
dWgni dlgru 

+ 
dldi 

dt - 
Lgg, 

ýý dt Ldq�ý 
dt 

(3.3-17) 

(3.3-18) 

(3.3-19) 

(3.3-20) 

(3.3-21) 

(3.3-22) 

(3.3-23) 
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Similarly, 

d VId, n =L 
dldn, 

+L 
dlg, 

n 

dt ddn, dt qdn, dt 

Saturation dependent inductances are defined as: 

Ldd, 
n = A'cos2 p +Asin2 u 

L99n, =A cos2 u+ A'sin2 p 

,u Ldqn, = Lyd� = L,, 
q = (A'-A) cos p sin 

where 

A 
_ivro-/. .. - lm - --m -- di. 

ldn tqn, 

cos/J= sing 
ln, tn, 

and 

Lc 
ým 

m 
m 

_ 

dym 

L dim 

where L. = L. (i. ) 

(3.3-24) 

(3.3-25) 

(3.3-26) 

where L= L(i�, ). (3.3-27) 

The time derivatives of the main flux components are obtained as 

dv9m 
= Lqqm +L 

didm 
=L 

digs 
+ 

dig, l + 
dig. z +L 

(did, 
+ 

did, i + 
dfdrz 

dt qqm dt dyns dt ggm dt dt dt 
dgm dt dt dt 

(3.3-28) 

dWa�, 
dt 

dldn, dlgm 

- Lddu, dt 
+ Lgdm dt = 

did, dldrl didrx l 
Lddm 

dt dt + dt 
)+ 

Lq`'"' qs + 

dlgrl 

-I- 

dlgr2 

dt ' dt ' dt 
, 

(3: 3-29) 

where Ldy,,, = L9d,,, = Ld9 due to the cylindrical symmetry of the induction machine. 

A'=dV/,, =L 
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The final d-q model of a saturated double-cage induction machine with is, i, 1, ii2 as 

state-space variables is expressed in the following form: 

[q]=[A]d[XdI vd +[ B] xd dt 

[ 

ql 

[Vdq][1ds 
Vqs 0 0] 

r 

[Xdq] 
- 

[tds 
tgs 'drl tgrl ldr2 rqr2 l' 

The matrices [A] and [B] are given with 

Al = 

Ldq 
. 

L, p Ll. LAI L, 
�, +L', � 

L, "� Ldq L. +Lu 

+La� L, k Lm� Ldl 
Ldq L. +Lq,, � Lel Lq, 

� 
LA, 

� 
Ld,, 41, +L.. +Ldb� Ld, 

L-4 LW� Llk L,,, + L,,, + Lq,. 

(3.3-30) 

(3.3-31) 

(3.3-32) 

La,,,, Ldq 
La, Lqq, � 

L. + Ldik, Ldq 
Ldl L, �, + Lqj 

Lae +L,,, + L,, A� L, q 
Ldq La: +L�, +Lm� 

(3.3-33) 

B] = 

R, -wa L, 0 -wa Lm 

wa L, R, -wa Lm 0 

0 -w,, Lm Rrl + R° (L. + L.,, + L., ) 

w,, Lm 0 ws, (Lm + La. 
l + Lm. ) RN + Rc 

0 -w,, Lm R, -w,, (Lm + Lm. ) 
w,, Lm 0 w,, (L. + Lm. ) Rý 

where cog = co,, - co . 

(3.3-34) 

3.4 Single-cage representation of saturated double-cage induction 
machines 

A model of a saturated double-cage induction machine, regardless of the selection of 

state-space variables, requires sixth order system of differential equations for 

0 -W. L. 

tva La, 0 

Pill (L. + L.. ) 

tv,, (L,. +LM, ) Ra 

Rr2+Ra -tvd(L, 
�+Lar2+Lmr) 

tvd( La, + Lor2 + La�) R12 +k 
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description of the electro-magnetic sub-system. A saturated double-cage induction 

machine model for self-excitation study is therefore a ninth order system (or an eighth 

order system if constant speed operation is considered). On the other hand, electro- 

magnetic sub-system of a saturated single-cage induction machine is represented with a 

fourth order system of differential equations. It therefore appears advantageous to 

represent a double-cage machine with a single-cage machine model. Such an approach 

will be undertaken in Chapter 4, Section 4.5. The purpose is to examine the 

consequences of simplified deep-bar and double-cage induction machine representation 

on accuracy of simulation results regarding self-excitation process under no-load 

conditions. A double-cage induction machine will be represented with a single-cage 

machine model and impact of such a reduced order representation will be studied for 

self-excitation process by comparing the results with those obtained by means of the full 

sixth order induction machine model and by experiments. 

The major problem in accurate single-cage representation of a machine with two rotor 

circuits is determination of appropriate rotor parameter values. Calculation of 

parameters for the model with two rotor windings can be done rather accurately if 

design data are known and this is how the parameters of the machine, used in studies 

whose results are reported in Section 4.5, were determined [Rauski and Levi (1992)]. 

On the other hand, standard tests on an induction machine (no-load and locked rotor 

tests) will yield rotor parameters for single-cage representation at rotor frequency equal 

to rated (50 Hz). However, an induction generator will always operate with rather low 

rotor frequency, of the order of up to 5 Hz. A study of impact of rotor parameter 

variations on steady-state operation of a deep-bar induction generator [Sutanto and 
Grantham (1993)] concludes that calculation of minimum capacitance required for self- 

excitation can be done using 50 Hz values of rotor parameters without any loss in 

accuracy. However, the same study [Sutanto and Granham (1993)] shows that rotor 

parameter variations should be accounted for in the calculations of the final steady-state 

when the machine is loaded. It appears that a similar study for transients is not available 

at present and that it is for the first time undertaken in this project. 

The potential benefit of using single-cage representation, provided that it leads to 
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reasonably accurate results, is that utilisation of a simpler model means faster 

simulations. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter reviews mathematical modelling of saturated single-cage and double-cage 

induction machines. The need for utilisation of saturated induction machine models is 

explained and details of mathematical modelling techniques for saturated single-cage 

and double-cage induction machines are given. Pure winding current model (i 
s, 

i, ), and 

mixed current-flux is VS and is yrr models for single-cage induction machine are 

derived, as well as is pure winding current i, i 
rL 

4r2 
r2 model for double-cage induction 

machine. A simplified single-cage representation of saturated double-cage induction 

machines is discussed and potential benefit of such simplified representation is also 

described. 
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MODELLING, SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL 
INVESTIGATION OF AN INDUCTION GENERATOR WITH 

PARALLEL CAPACITOR BANK 

4.1 Introduction 

Self-excitation phenomenon in three-phase induction machines, although known for 

more than half a century [Wagner (1939), Basset and Potter (1935)], is still a subject of 

considerable attention primarily due to application of self-excited induction generators 

(SEIG) in isolated power systems. Source of reactive power, that is required for self- 

excitation and subsequent generating operation, can be any of the numerous types of 

static reactive power compensators [Elders et al (1984)]. The cheapest and the most 

frequently analysed solution, discussed in this chapter as well, is the one based on a 

three-phase capacitor bank. 

Physical background of the self-excitation process has been described in considerable 

depth in [Elder et al (1983)]. The initiation of the excitation in the machine that runs at 

certain speed can be viewed as the response of the resonant circuit which comprises the 

machine and the capacitor bank connected to its terminals. As steady-state operation 

takes place in the point of intersection of the capacitor voltage line and the no-load 

voltage characteristic (essentially, magnetising curve) of the machine, it is an imperative 

in any analysis of the self-excitation that main flux saturation is taken into account. The 

available literature regarding self-excitation process and operation of self-excited 
induction generators can be classified into two major groups. The first group deals with 

various aspects of steady-state operation and encompasses calculation of minimum 

capacitance required for self-excitation with and without load [Al Jabri and Alolah 

(1990), Saloma and Holmes (1996)], determination of generator operating 

characteristics at various speeds [Saloma and Holmes (1996)], techniques and numerical 

procedures for steady-state analysis of SEIG operation [Murthy et al (1982), Rajakaruna 
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and Bonert (1993), Malik and Haque (1986)], impact of generator parameters on 

operating characteristics [Shridhar et al (1993)], parallel operation of SEIGs [Al-Bahrani 

and Malik (1993)] and improvement in voltage regulation by means of long-shunt [Bim 

et al (1989)] and short-shunt [Shridhar et al (1995b)] connection. 

The second group discusses dynamic models and transient simulation of self-excited 

induction generators under various no-load and loading conditions. Successful 

simulation of any, of the transients associated with SEIG operation requires that an 

appropriate dynamic saturated machine model is used. Such a model, with winding d-q 

axis currents selected as state-space variables, was proposed for the first time in [Smith 

and Sriharan (1968)]. This model has subsequently been further refined [Hallenius et al 

(1991), Levi and Rauski (1993)] and is nowadays the most frequently applied model in 

SEIG simulation [Levi (1994a), Wang and Su (1998), Shridhar et al (1995a), Wang and 

Lee (1998)], although model with winding d-q axis flux linkages as state-space 

variables [Ojo (1995)], as well as all the other models with differing selection of the 

state-space variable set [Levi (1995a)], are equally applicable. 

This chapter presents at first modelling and simulation of both single-cage and double- 

cage induction generators with parallel capacitor bank. No-load self-excitation, loaded 

operation of single-cage induction generator and compensation of load voltage variation 

by means of an additional series capacitor bank are simulated. Applicability of single- 

cage machine models for self-excitation analyses in double-cage induction generators is 

investigated. This chapter also reports on results of an extensive experimental 

investigation of a SEIG operation. Operation with capacitors connected in star and delta 

under no-load conditions, connection of a purely resistive load, and connection of a 

resistive load with short-shunt compensation are elaborated. 

4.2 Self-excitation process 

The self-excitation can be achieved by connecting a capacitor bank in parallel to the 

running induction machine stator terminals, allowing the induction machine to operate 

as a stand-alone generator. Self-excitation is a process of voltage build-up when the 
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machine is driven at certain speed by an external prime mover like a wind turbine, 

provided an appropriate capacitor bank is connected across the machine terminal. The 

initiation of the machine excitation can be viewed as the response of a resonant circuit 

which comprises the machine and the capacitor bank. The self-excitation takes place due 

to remanent voltage that exists at machine terminals when shaft is rotated by the turbine. 

Once the machine is excited, the magnitude of steady-state voltage generated will be 

determined by value of capacitance, rotor speed and the non-linear magnetising curve of 

the machine. The point of intersection between the magnetising curve and the capacitor 

characteristic determines a point of stable self-excitation and defines the no-load 

terminal voltage and exciting current in final steady-state. 

In order to provide high reliability of self-excitation process, the capacitance of the 

capacitor bank has to be selected carefully as there is cut-off speed below which self- 

excitation is impossible. Therefore, there is a minimum value of capacitance required to 

initiate and maintain self-excitation. But the value of capacitance chosen must be greater 

than the minimum self-excitation capacitance in order to achieve steady-state operation. 

The capacitance should not be too high in order to avoid large overvoltages when the 

machine is excited. It is recommended that in all situations the' terminal capacitors are 

connected when the final machine speed is reached and load should be disconnected 

until the machine is fully excited. 

Self-excitation process, although a transient phenomena, is most easily explained by 

means of the induction machine's per-phase steady-state equivalent circuit. The 

equivalent circuit is easily derived from the general dynamic model (3.2-1) - (3.2-7) 

under the assumption of steady-state operation with sinusoidal supply. Taking speed of 

the arbitrary reference frame as equal to the supply angular frequency t), 

(synchronously rotating reference frame), and substituting (3.2-6) and (3.2-7) into (3.2- 

1) and (3.2-2), one obtains 

Vs = Rsis + jtv, [L,,, is + Lm(is +ir) 

0= Re lr+. I (w 
e- 

w)[ Lar ir + Lm Q, 
+ i, )] 

(4.2-1)' 
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where the condition dldt = 0, imposed by selection of the synchronously rotating 

reference frame, has been accounted for. Stator voltage space vector becomes 

. 
4_V, where V is the rms value of the machine's phase to neutral voltages. If per- 

unit slip is introduced in standard way as s= (co, - co) / co, equation (4.2-1) can be re- 

written in terms of reactances X at angular frequency equal to co,: 

Vf = Rsts + jX.. ls +. %X(ia '+'Ir) 

U_ (Rr ) 1r +A' Ir +. %Äm(ts +tr) 
S 

(4.2-2) 

Equations (4.2-2) describe the well-known steady-state equivalent circuit of an 

induction motor. As the equivalent steady-state circuit is normally given on the per- 

phase basis in terms of phasors, space vectors need only to be substituted with 

appropriate phasors. The equivalent steady-state circuit is illustrated in Figure 4.2.1 

(capital underlined symbols stand for phasors). 

Rs JX,, = jw. Lý fX� = jo). 'o. 

V E= V 

Figure 4.2.1 Steady-state per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor under sinusoidal supply 

conditions 

When operation of an isolated induction generator is considered and the reactive power 

source is a capacitor bank, stator voltage is a dependent variable rather than an 
independent variable. Let us suppose that a capacitor bank, of C capacitance per phase, 
is connected to the stator terminals and that the generator runs at certain constant speed 

w under no-load conditions. Let the capacitive reactance at rated stator frequency be 

X, and let all the machine reactances, defined in Figure 4.2.1, be those that apply to the 

rated stator frequency. If the ratio of stator operating frequency to rated stator frequency 
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is denoted as v and the ratio of the rotor angular speed to rated stator angular frequency 

is denoted as 12 (note that d2 is a constant for any given operating speed), then one can 

write instead of (4.2-2) the following equations that describe the generator under no- 
load conditions: 

jls 
vc 

= Rsls + jv[Xýls +Xm(Ia +Ir)] 

0= Rrlr+jv[XI lr+X�, (1, +1r*1-ý) 

Division of the both equations with the relative stator frequency v yields: 

jIs 
X= R' 

Is+j[Xýjs+X�ý(Is+I, )] 

0= (v 
C2)I, 

+j[X., I, +Xný(I, + I, )ý 

(4.2-3) 

(4.2-4) 

Equivalent circuit, constructed on the basis of (4.2-4) is shown in Figure 4.2.2. As the 

operation takes place under no-load conditions, then rotor branch of the circuit can be 

omitted from further consideration (Figure 4.2.3). Hence it follows that self-excitation 

under no-load conditions is governed by the response of the resonant circuit composed 

of stator resistance, stator leakage inductance, magnetising inductance and the external 

capacitance. 

l 
Z 

R, /v jX. 

I, 

Xc 
_j 

v2 

jXý 

. E__ 
1, R, 

v-S2 

Figure 4.2.2 Complete per-phase equivalent circuit of a capacitor excited induction generator for no-load 
operation 
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_ý 
vý I 

R, /v fXo, 

-ý 
I. 

ýý 
Figure 4.2.3 Per-phase equivalent circuit of a capacitor excited induction generator for ideal no-load 

operation (stator frequency equals electrical frequency of rotation) 

As there are no voltage sources in the Figure 4.2.3, self-excitation process can only be 

initiated if a remanent voltage exists in the machine running at certain speed. This 

remanent voltage, which is the consequence of the remanent flux, will cause the 

initiation of the current flow in the circuit once when the capacitors are connected. 

Magnetising reactance in Figure 4.2.3 is a non-linear element whose value is the 

function of the current through it. Figure 4.2.4 illustrates no-load generator voltage and 

capacitor voltage for the rated constant speed of operation, as functions of the 

magnetising current (that equals stator current under no-load conditions). Once when the 

self-excitation process is initiated due to the existence of the remanent voltage, the 

generator no-load voltage and the capacitor voltage will increase until the point of 

intersection of the two voltage curves is reached. Steady-state operation will take place 

in the point of intersection. Figure 4.2.4 immediately suggests the procedure for 

calculation of the required capacitor value. No-load voltage curve of the induction 

machine is determined from the no-load motoring test and the point in which the voltage 

is rated corresponds to the rated magnetising current. In order to find the required 

capacitor value it is only necessary to equate generator rated no-load voltage with the 

capacitor voltage, at rated stator frequency. Hence the value 

C= 
y" 

_ 
ýý e 

(4.2-5) 
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is the capacitor value that will yield operation with rated voltage at machine terminals 

under no-load conditions at rated synchronous speed of rotation. 

No-load voltage 

V� 

Magnetising current 

Figure 4.2.4 Induction generator's no-load voltage and capacitor voltage at rated synchronous speed of 

rotation 

The pre-condition for the successful self-excitation is that the point of intersection of the 

generator no-load voltage curve and capacitor voltage line does exist. If the capacitor 

value is too small, no intersection will exist and self-excitation cannot take place. 

4.3 Dynamic model of a single-cage induction generator and three- 
phase capacitor bank for no-load self-excitation analysis 

The d-q axis single-cage induction machine models have been derived in Chapter 3. A 

complete saturated single-cage induction machine model is used here for simulation of 

self-excitation process with a three-phase capacitor bank. As already pointed out, any of 

the saturated machine models may be used, as choice of state-space variables does not 

affect results of simulation. If winding currents are selected as state-space variables, the 

saturated single-cage induction machine model in matrix form is given in arbitrary 

reference frame with equations (3.2-36) - (3.2-38). The electromagnetic torque is 

defined by (3.2-4a) and mechanical motion equation is given with (3.2-5). 

Steady-state magnetising flux and magnetising current are given by 
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_(z+z) 
1/2 

where 
ivdin - 

Lnitdin 

Vqm - 
Lnstqni 

ýn 
+iq 2) 1/2 im = (id 2 

ldm - lilr + ldr 

lqm = lqs + lqr 

(4.3-1) 

(4.3-2a) 

(4.3-2b) 

The complete model of single-cage induction machine that accounts for main flux 

saturation is described by equations (3.2-4a), (3.2-5), (3.2-36) - (3.2-38) and (4.3-1) - 

(4.3-2). The reactive power required for self-excitation is provided by a three-phase 

capacitor bank which is connected in parallel to the machine stator terminals. 

Connection of capacitor bank adds two differential equations to the model. Therefore 

the additional differential equations that describe the capacitor bank are given with 

duds 
_ 

tar 
dt = wavgs C 

Vg., 1q. 
1 

dt = -moVds -C 

(4.3-3a) 

(4.3-3b) 

It is assumed in the simulation that induction generator operates at constant synchronous 

50 Hz speed. Therefore, the mechanical motion equation (3.2-5) is omitted. 

4.4 Load model for analysis of loaded operation 

The model described so far is suitable for analysis of no-load self-excitation. In reality, a 

three-phase load will be switched in when self-excitation is completed and steady-state 

is achieved. Figure 4.4.1 illustrates a self-excited induction generator with three-phase 

capacitor bank, where a three-phase load will be connected in series with the induction 

generator stator terminals upon completion of self-excitation process. 

When there is no load connected, the magnitude of capacitor current equals the 

induction generator current. Therefore 

Cdya.. = waCvgs -id, (4.4-1a) 
dt 
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dv9s 
C 

dt = -waCvdý, - ty. T 

Three- 
phase 
load 

TTT 

(4.4-1b) 

Figure 4.4.1 Self-excitation scheme comprising three-phase capacitor bank 

It is assumed that a three-phase resistive load with equal resistances will be switched in 

after steady-state has been reached. Then the load currents in direct and quadrature axes 

are 

vds 
- 

vqs 
id, = R 

iglR (4.4-2) 

Thus the magnitude of capacitor current equals the sum of load current and the 

induction generator current, i. e., 

dvd, 
dr = wpCvgs - ids - tar 

dVqs 
(! )aG'Vds - tgs - lql C 

dt 

Rearranging equation (4.4-3) yields 

dv,,. 1Z. 
"N ---- 

1 vdv 
= W_V,,. -ý ii, º. 

+ G) = tv�v,.. -^i,,. - 
d, 

dt ° V. (; --_. ---C "° c; K 

( 
ds 

+ lq/\ J- avdc 
1qr Jj 

(4.4-3a) 

(4.4-3b) 

(4.4-4a) 

(4.4-4b) 

Equations (4.4-4), together with equations (3.2-4a), (3.2-5), (3.2-36) - (3.2-38) and (4.3- 

1) - (4.3-2) constitute the model for transient analysis of loaded operation of a self- 
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excited induction generator. 

4.5 Model of a double-cage induction generator and three-phase 

capacitor bank for no-load self-excitation simulation 

The d-q axis double-cage induction machine model given in Chapter 3 is used for 

simulation of self-excitation with a three-phase capacitor bank. The saturated double- 

cage induction machine model with stator and rotor currents selected as state-space 

variables is given in arbitrary reference frame with equations (3.3-30) - (3.3-34). 

Saturation dependent inductances are defined by (3.3-25). The steady-state magnetising 

inductance and dynamic inductance are given in (3.3-27). Magnetising flux and 

magnetising current are given by (3.3-15) - (3.3-16). The electromagnetic torque is 

defined in (3.3-5a). A three-phase capacitor bank is connected in parallel to the machine 

stator terminals. The additional differential equations that describe the capacitor bank 

are the same as those for the single-cage induction generator, equation (4.3-3). 

4.6 Simulation results 

4.6.1 No-load self-excitation of a single-cage induction generator 

Self-excitation of single-cage induction generator is at first simulated under no-load 

condition with reactive power being supplied by a three-phase capacitor bank. The 

induction generator operates at constant speed and there is no load connected to the 

machine terminals. The single-cage induction machine parameters used in the 

simulation are given in Appendix. The parameters required in the model are calculated 

from standard no-load and locked rotor tests. Magnetising curve of the machine, K. = 

f(i. ), is determined from motoring no-load test and is given in Appendix, in a form of 

analytical expression arrived at by means of least-squares fitting of the experimental 

data. As the saturated machine model requires dynamic inductance, the function L= 

dV/ din, =f (ip, ) is required and also given in Appendix. The magnetising curve, 

steady-state magnetising inductance and dynamic inductance as function of magnetising 
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current are shown in Figure 4.6.1 (in terms of rms values). It can be seen from Figure 

4.6.1 that variation of the steady-state saturated magnetising inductance differs 

considerably from the variation of dynamic inductance. Therefore, the inductance Ldq 

which describes the cross-saturation effect is not zero and omission of cross-saturation 

would lead to incorrect simulation results. 

Figure 4.6.1 Magnetising curve, magnetising inductance and dynamic inductance of the single-cage 
induction machine 

The capacitor bank is connected in star, in parallel to the machine terminals and the per- 

phase capacitance is 25 µF. This value provides steady-state no-load operation in the 

rated point of the magnetising curve. The rotational speed of the induction generator is 

kept constant and is equal to the synchronous 50 Hz speed. The d-q axis equations of the 

induction machine model are rearranged into state-space form, 

d [xag ]= 
[A]-' [vdg ]- [A]-' [B] [xag ] 

dt 
(4.6-1) 

In order to initialise self-excitation, an initial non-zero value of the magnetising current 

is needed, which is obtained experimentally by running the machine at constant speed 

and measuring the remanent voltage. The values of the magnetising current are 

calculated from equations (4.3-1) and (4.3-2) at each computation step. The non-linear 

functions of magnetising flux and dynamic inductance are then entered, the steady-state 
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saturated magnetising inductance and dynamic inductance are thus calculated. New 

values of the inductances Ldd, Lqq and Ldq are calculated from equation (3.2-37) and 

matrices [A] and [B] are updated. Matrix [A] must be inverted and matrix multiplication 

[A]-'[B] must be performed at each computation step. Figure 4.6.2 shows voltage, 

current and torque build-up during self-excitation, obtained by simulation. Voltage and 

current reach steady-state after approximately 0.85 s. Steady-state peak phase voltage is 

slightly above 311 V, indicating that the machine operates near the rated 220 Vn�, 

phase-to-neutral voltage. Waveforms of current and voltage build-up are the same. 

Frequency of voltage and current is slightly below 50 Hz in steady-state as the machine 

generates active power required to cover copper losses in stator and rotor windings. 

Torque value in steady-state is therefore negative and around -0.62 Nm. 

4.6.2 Loading transients of a single-cage induction generator 

Loading transient of the single-cage induction generator is simulated next, previous 

steady-state being the one attained in Figure 4.6.2. A three-phase pure resistive load of 

300 Q per phase is suddenly applied at t=1.5 s. Figure 4.6.3 shows the load transient 

response of the induction generator. The stator voltage and stator current decrease when 

the load is applied. The machine torque develops rapidly and the machine now generates 

approximately 60% of the rated power. Figure 4.6.3 illustrates one of the major 

problems in application of capacitor excited induction generators, which is absence of 

voltage regulation. Any change in loading conditions causes change in the load voltage 

and it is not possible to provide constant voltage operation for a variable load. 

4.6.3 No-load self-excitation of a double-cage induction generator 

Double-cage induction generator is studied by simulation in this section. In the 

induction generator of double-cage construction the two cages are connected by means 

of end rings. The machine is at first represented with full saturated double-cage machine 

model. parameters required in the model are calculated from design data and are listed 
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Figure 4.6.2 Voltage, current and torque build-up Figure 4.6.3 Loading transient of a single-cage 

of a single-cage induction generator induction generator 

in Appendix. Magnetising curve of the machine is determined from motoring no-load 

test and is given in Appendix. The dynamic inductance as a function of magnetising 

current is given in Appendix as well. Figure 4.6.4 shows magnetising curve, steady-state 

magnetising inductance and dynamic inductance, all as functions of magnetising 

current. Simulation procedure corresponds to the one described in Section 4.6.1. 
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Figure 4.6.4 Magnetising curve, magnetising inductance and dynamic inductance of the double-cage 
induction machine 

Due to the use of a d. c. motor without speed control as a prime mover in corresponding 

experiments [Levi and Rauski (1993)], speed of the generator has experienced a 

decrease during self-excitation, from initial 3305 rpm to final 3010 rpm. This speed 

change is accounted for in the simulations in a simplified way, by assuming a linear 

speed variation of the speed during the self-excitation process (speed profile is given in 

Appendix). Stator winding of the machine is delta connected and reactive power is 

provided from a delta connected capacitors of 37 p. F. Self-excitation was first studied 

under no-load conditions in simulation. Voltage, current and torque build-up during no- 

load self-excitation, predicted by simulation using the full model with two rotor 

windings, are shown in Figure 4.6.5 [Levi et al (1996)]: All the curves have essentially 

the same form as in Figure 4.6.2. The capacitor value used is of very high value, so that 

steady-state operation takes place on highly saturated part of the magnetising curve. 

Steady-state peak stator voltage is over 630 V (rated peak voltage is around 530 V). 

4.6.4 Loading transients of a double-cage induction generator 

Loading transient of the double-cage induction generator is simulated next, previous 

steady-state being the one reached in Figure 4.6.5. A symmetrical three-phase resistive 

load of 100 S2 is switched in at t=1.75 s. Figure 4.6.6 shows the loading transient of the 

induction generator. Application of the load causes once more reduction in stator 
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voltage. However, stator voltage decrease is now rather small as the previous steady- 

state corresponds to operation in the highly saturated region of the magnetising curve (in 

the case of the single-cage induction generator, previous steady-state was close to rated 

point on the magnetising curve). One interesting difference, compared with the single- 

cage induction generator loading transient, can be observed in the waveform of the 
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stator current. Loading here causes an increase, rather than decrease, in stator current. 

This is so primarily because double-cage induction generator is of ten times higher rated 

power (7.5 kW, compared with 0.75 kW for the single-cage generator). Active current 

component is therefore substantially higher than reactive power component, while they 

are approximately the same (for rated power operation) for the single-cage machine. 

4.6.5 No-load self-excitation and loading transients of a double-cage induction 

generator predicted using single-cage induction machine model 

Double-cage induction machine is represented next in this section with single-cage 

saturated induction machine model. The idea of this analysis is to examine adequacy of 

single-cage representation of a double-cage induction machine for induction generator 

self-excitation study. As single-cage machine is represented with a fourth order system 

of differential equations, while double-cage induction machine requires a sixth order 

system, then reduced order modelling enables significant saving on computational time 

and effort. The same magnetisation curve and dynamic inductance approximations of a 

double-cage induction machine are used for the simplified single-cage induction 

machine representation. The rotor parameters of the simplified model are obtained in 

two different ways. The first set of parameters is obtained from the standard no-load and 

locked-rotor tests on the machine by using the equivalent circuit of a single-cage 

induction machine. The second set of parameters for the single-cage representation is 

obtained by equivalenting the parallel connection of the two branches in the equivalent 

circuit of a double-cage machine with a single rotor branch. Parameters of the two rotor 

branches are those used in full double-cage induction machine model and the reduction 

to a single circuit is performed assuming sinusoidal steady-state conditions at zero 

speed. Thus both sets of rotor parameters actually represent rotor with 50 Hz 

parameters. Both sets of parameters are included in Appendix under the sub-headings 

`the first set of parameters' and `the second set of parameters', respectively. Detailed 

description of calculation of these parameters is given in [Rauski and Levi (1992)]. 

The same simulation runs are repeated for exactly the same conditions as for the full 

saturated double-cage model, but this time using the single-cage representation of the 

induction machine. Current, voltage and torque build-up, obtained with single-cage 
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representation and the first set of parameters (locked rotor test parameters), are shown in 

Figure 4.6.7 [Levi et al (1996)] while the load transients are shown in Figure 4.6.8. 
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subsequent loading transient are shown in Figures 4.6.9 [Levi et al (1996)] and 4.6.10 

respectively. 
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Simulation results of a "double-cage induction generator self-excitation obtained with 

single-cage representation (both the first set and the second set of parameters) are 

compared with the results obtained by means of the full saturated double-cage induction 

machine model (Figure 4.6.5). On the basis of the simulation results shown in Figures 

4.6.7 - 4.6.10 the following conclusions are drawn. Single-cage representation with the 

first set of parameters predicts slightly shorter duration of self-excitation transient 

(approximately 1.08 seconds, while the full model gives this time as approximately 1.2 

seconds). The waveform of the voltage build-up is otherwise the same and the steady- 

state values of voltage and current differ insignificantly. The second set of parameters 

gives however significantly shorter duration of self-excitation transient (approximately 

0.8 seconds). The waveform of the voltage build-up is this time slightly different in the 

region where steady-state is approached, while steady-state values of voltage and 

current are once more slightly higher. Identical conclusions apply to the differences 

between predicted current build-ups shown in Figures 4.6.5,4.6.7 and 4.6.9. 

The same difference in the duration of the transient naturally exists in the torque 

response. However, the maximum transient value predicted by the second set of single- 

cage parameters is significantly higher than the values obtained with the other two 

representations. It coincides with the occurrence of the overshoot in both voltage and 

current responses (Figure 4.6.9), where for a short period of time voltage and current 

exceed their subsequent steady-state values. It therefore appears that single-cage 

representation of a double-cage induction machine yields satisfactory results if the 

parameters are obtained from standard tests on the machine (first set of parameters). 

Final steady-state values of all the quantities under no-load conditions differ 

insignificantly regardless of the machine representation. This can be regarded as an 

expected result. Contribution of the rotor to the final steady-state is negligible in this 

case as the behaviour of the machine is governed by stator parameters and magnetising 

branch, so that representation of the rotor becomes irrelevant. 
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4.7 Experimental investigation of induction generator self-excitation 

4.7.1 Self-excitation under no-load conditions with star connected capacitor bank 

Literature survey indicates that steady-state operation of SEIGs has been covered by 

extensive experimental investigation. This is however not the case with transient 

investigation. Experimental evidence with regard to transient behaviour of a SEIG is 

usually provided only as a proof of correctness of the modelling procedure and 

simulation results. It is therefore inherently limited in scope. This especially applies to 

variable speed operation of a capacitor excited induction generator and to the voltage 

collapse and demagnetisation of the machine that result under certain conditions. The 

aim of this section is therefore to report on results of an extensive experimental 

investigation of a SEIG operation. Self-excitation under no-load conditions, with 

capacitor bank connected in star and in delta, and loading of the generator with and 

without short-shunt compensation are investigated. 

4.7.1.1 Establishment of self-excitation 

The induction machine used in the study is 50 Hz, 4-pole, 1.2 kW machine with star 

connected stator winding. Data of the machine are given in Appendix. A vector 

controlled induction machine is used as a prime mover. On the basis of the induction 

machine no-load test it was established that the minimum value of the capacitance 

should be 15 µF per phase. This value provides full compensation of induction 

machine's reactive power need and it should yield rated voltage of 240 V at rated 

synchronous speed of 1500 rpm (i. e. at 50 Hz). However, experimental investigation has 

revealed that the generator does not self-excite with this capacitor value. The 

explanation for this is as follows. The machine used in experiments is of older design, 

with rated operating point on the magnetising curve still in the linear region. Impact of 

the shape of the magnetising curve on characteristics of a SEIG has been discussed in 

[Shridhar et al (1993)] under the assumption that rated operating point on the 

magnetising curve is always in the saturated region. The situation encountered here has 

not been previously reported. Consequently, the machine operates in saturated region of 
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the magnetising curve only with voltages that are substantially greater than rated. 

Figure 4.7.1 illustrates induction machine's no-load phase to neutral voltage at 1500 

rpm (essentially, the magnetising curve), obtained from the standard no-load motoring 

test, as well as the re-calculated no-load voltage at 1300 rpm (in order to reduce the 

over-voltage that would otherwise be present, all the experiments are performed at 

speeds below 1500 rpm). Linearity of the magnetising curve in the vicinity of the rated 

240 V voltage (1500 rpm curve) is evident. Capacitor voltage line for capacitance of 15 

µF (not shown in Figure 4.7.1) completely overlaps with the magnetising curve and 

self-excitation does not take place. 

Successful self-excitation was achieved at 1300 rpm with star connected capacitors of 

23 µF per phase (nominal value; actual capacitance was determined from tests as 

approximately 21.5 µF). Figure 4.7.1 includes capacitor voltage lines for speeds of 1500 

rpm and 1300 rpm (calculated for capacitance of 21.5 µF). Evidently, self-excitation at 

1500 rpm would lead to excessive over-voltage. Reasonable voltage is obtained at 1300 

rpm and the point labelled as ̀ operating point' is the one in which the generator operates 

once when the self-excitation transient is over. Operating flux in this point is 

approximately 1.25 p. u.. 

Figure 4.7.1 Capacitor voltage and induction machine no-load voltage for 1500 rpm and 1300 rpm speeds 
(solid lines: capacitor voltages; circles and squares: induction motor no-load voltages) 
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Self-excitation is initiated by the virtue of the existence of the remanent voltage in the 

machine. Figure 4.7.2 illustrates line-to-line remanent (residual) voltage measured at 

1500 rpm (50 Hz). 

Figure 4.7.2 Remanent line-to-line voltage at 1500 rpm (50 Hz) 

Figure 4.7.3 illustrates transient phase to neutral voltage build-up and subsequent 

steady-state no-load phase voltage at speed of 1300 rpm (43.33 Hz). Corresponding 

current waveforms are given in Figure 4.7.4 and they closely resemble voltage 

waveforms. 
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Figure 4.7.3 Phase to neutral voltage during self-excitation transient and subsequent no-load operation at 
1300 rpm 

4.7.1.2 Variable speed operation 

Self-excited induction generator is extremely sensitive to speed variations. If the speed 

decreases below the threshold of the self-excitation, voltage at machine terminals will 
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practically disappear. Such a situation is illustrated in Figure 4.7.5, where phase voltage 

and speed are shown for speed change from 1300 rpm to 1000 rpm. Phase voltage peak 

value has dropped from approximately 370 V to only 18 V. However, the self-excitation 

will be re-established once when the speed attains value higher than the self-excitation 

threshold. This is confirmed with results shown in Figure 4.7.6, where speed and 

voltage traces that follow speed change from 1000 rpm to 1300 rpm are given, and is in 

agreement with conclusions of [Bim et al (1989)]. 
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Figure 4.7.5 Loss of self-excitation due to speed 
decrease from 1300 rpm to 1000 rpm 

Figure 4.7.6 Re-establishment of self-excitation 
in a running induction generator with connected 

capacitor bank 

In contrast to the speed decrease, which may extinguish the self-excitation, speed 

increase leads to occurrence of over-voltage. Even a relatively small change of speed 
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causes substantial increase in the voltage. Figure 4.7.7 shows traces of speed and phase 

voltage that were recorded during speed increase from 1250 to 1350 rpm. Taking values 

at 1250 rpm as the base values, an 8% speed increase has caused 36% increase in the 

voltage. Table 4.1 shows measured phase to neutral rms voltage for a couple of speeds 

in the region from 1230 to 1350 rpm and confirms that voltage substantially fluctuates 

with variation in speed. 
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Figure 4.7.7 Phase voltage variation during speed increase from 1250 to 1350 rpm 

Table 4.1 Phase voltage rms steady-state values as function of the generator speed 

Speed (rpm) 1350 1300 1275 1250 1240 1230 

Voltage (V) 282 260 237 208 198 169 
Speed (rpm) 
Voltage (V) 

Possibility of establishing the self-excitation at lower speeds was examined by repeating 

the experiment at various speeds below 1300 rpm. It was found that the minimum speed 

at which self-excitation takes place is 1250 rpm. However, once when the machine is 

self-excited, it would retain self-excitation down to the speed of 1220 rpm. This 

behaviour agrees with observations reported in [Malik and Haque (1986), Bim et al 

(1989)], that the speed at which self-excitation takes place is always higher than the 

speed at which loss of self-excitation takes place. Figure 4.7.8 illustrates measured 

phase to neutral rms voltage at various speeds, starting from 1350 rpm and going 

downwards. It is evident from the figure that the change of no-load voltage in the 

operating region from 1250 to 1350 rpm is far from linear, as suggested in [Murthy et al 

(1982), Malik and Haque (1986), Bim et al (1989)]. It should be noted that when the 
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speed was increased from 1000 rpm upwards, voltage remained essentially equal to the 

residual voltage until the self-excitation took place at 1250 rpm. 

Figure 4.7.8 Phase voltage rms steady-state values as function of the generator speed 

4.7.2 Self-excitation under no-load conditions with delta connected capacitor 
bank 

4.7.2.1 Establishment of self-excitation 

As is well known, connection of the capacitor bank in delta rather than in star enables 

achievement of the same self-excitation conditions with three times smaller value of 

capacitance. Capacitors of 8 µF (approximately 1/3 of the 23 µF value that were used in 

star connection) are now used and the bank is connected in delta. Figures 4.7.9 and 

4.7.10 illustrate self-excitation transient and subsequent steady-state operation at 1275 

rpm. Line-to-line voltage and line current are shown, respectively. 
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Once self-excited, the generator will retain self-excitation with this capacitor bank at all 

speeds higher than 1200 rpm. 
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Figure 4.7.10 Line current during self-excitation and in subsequent steady-state operation at 1275 rpm 

If capacitors of 23 µF are used in delta connection, the threshold speed for self- 

excitation significantly reduces. Figure 4.7.11 displays line-to-line voltage during self- 

excitation transient and in subsequent steady-state operation at speed 01 '750 rpm, with 

23 µF capacitors connected in delta. 
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Figure 4.7.11 Line to line voltage during self-excitation transient and in subsequent steady-state operation 
at 750 rpm with C= 23 microF in delta 

4.7.2.2 Variable speed operation 

Variation of operating speed causes very much the same pattern of induction generator 
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voltage variation as with star connected bank of capacitors. As an example, Figure 

4.7.12 illustrates line to line voltage transient that follows speed change from 900 rpm 

to 800 rpm, with 23 µF capacitor bank connected in delta. Taking values at 900 rpm as 

base values, 11 % reduction in speed causes 20% reduction in voltage. 
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Figure 4.7.12 Line to line voltage transient after speed reduction from 900 to 800 rpm 

4.7.2.3 Loss of self-excitation due to step load connection 

If a self-excited generator is running with established voltage under no-load conditions 

and a load is suddenly connected to its terminals, self-excitation may be exterminated, 

leading to the complete loss of voltage and total demagnetisation of the machine [Elder 

et al (1984), Ojo (1995), Shridhar et al (1995a)]. The generator is initially running at 

750 rpm with 23 µF delta connected capacitor bank. A three-phase star connected purely 

resistive load of 88 Q (0.57 p. u. power, using rated 1.2 kW as the base and 245 V rms 

line to line no-load voltage) is then connected to the generator terminals. Line-to-line 

voltage during this transient is shown in Figure 4.7.13. Self-excitation is lost and the 

voltage quickly reduces to zero. 

The consequence of the transient illustrated in Figure 4.7.13 is the loss of residual 

voltage. The machine is completely demagnetised and the self-excitation cannot be re- 

established any more. Suggestion of [Elder et al (1983)], that the machine will re-excite 

if the excitation is initiated at sufficiently high speeds, was tested by attempting self- 
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excitation at speeds up to 1500 rpm, without any success. In order to enable restarting of 

the self-excitation process it was necessary to recover the residual voltage by connecting 

the machine to the mains and running it as a motor. 
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Figure 4.7.13 Loss of excitation after sudden connection of a three-phase purely resistive load 

4.7.3 No-load self-excitation of a double-cage induction generator 

Voltage and current build-up during no-load self-excitation predicted by simulation 

using the full double-cage model are given in Section 4.6.3. Experimentally obtained 

trace of voltage build-up, for no-load self-excitation of the same machine under the 

conditions specified in Section 4.6.3, is shown in Figure 4.7.14 [Levi et at (1996)]. The 

approximate duration of the transient is 1.2 seconds. Comparison of experimental 

voltage build-up with simulation results obtained from the full double-cage model 

shows good agreement. 

Simulation results of a double-cage induction generator self-excitation obtained both 

with full saturated double-cage induction machine model and with single-cage 

representation are compared with the results obtained by experiments (Figure 4.7.14). 

The analysis leads to the conclusion that application of single-cage representation of 

double-cage induction machines enables sufficiently accurate simulation of self- 

excitation when rotor 50 Hz parameters, obtained from standard locked rotor test, are 

used. The only difference appears to be in the predicted duration of the transient, as 
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single-cage representation gives 10% shorter time interval needed for establishment of 

steady-state operation. 
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Figure 4.7.14 Experimentally recorded voltage build-up of the double-cage induction generator 

The second possibility examined in this chapter, calculation of single-cage parameters 

from equivalent circuit of the double-cage machine at zero speed, gives rather inaccurate 

results as duration of the transient is underestimated by 33%. This method of equivalent 

single-cage rotor parameter determination is thus deemed to be inappropriate. 

4.8 Compensation of load voltage variation by means of a series 
capacitor bank 

A self-excited induction generator has a poor voltage regulation characteristic even at 

constant speeds. For a fixed value of capacitance, the voltage decreases dramatically 

with increase in load. For a low impedance load, self-excitation will even be lost. In 

order to avoid loss of excitation after load connection and to compensate for the voltage 

drop, additional VAr with load increase must be provided. This can be achieved by the 

use of switched capacitor bank. Additional self-excitation capacitance will be switched 

in when the load increases. Variable lagging VArs are supplied to the generator by 

switching in different values of capacitance. However, the control of switched 
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capacitors is tedious, it is not continuous, and it requires a large number of capacitor 

banks. Other possible compensation schemes include the use of static VAr compensator, 

i. e., thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) or saturated core reactor in parallel with fixed 

capacitor bank. All these schemes are based on semiconductor switches and closed-loop 

control, thus increasing the system complexity and cost. 

A simple voltage compensation scheme, that only utilises passive components, includes 

additional capacitor bank in series with the load. Figure 4.8.1 shows a short-shunt 

configuration where series capacitors are located between the parallel capacitor bank 

and the load. The long-shunt configuration is another possibility, where the series 

capacitors are placed between the generator terminals and the parallel capacitors. The 

use of series capacitor bank for voltage compensation of self-excited induction 

generators was reported by [Basset and Potter (1935), Bim et at (1989), Chan (1995), 

Shridhar et al (1995b), Murthy et al (1996)]. Both long-shunt and short-shunt 

compensation methods are found to be effective due to their self-regulating feature and 

overload capability. 
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Figure 4.8.1 Scheme of load voltage compensation with a series capacitor bank 

4.8.1 Mathematical model 

A three-phase capacitor bank is connected in series with a symmetrical three-phase 

resistive load. Equations which describe the series capacitor bank are 

dc 
_ Wavqo + 

Cs 
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I dv9c I 

_ -wový + Cs 
dt 

where the d-q axis load currents are now 

vds - vdý yq. 
s - 

Vqc 

tdl= lqr- R 

(4.8-1b) 

(4.8-2) 

Equations which describe the parallel capacitor bank are the same as before 

dvds 
dt 

dVqs 

dt 

= 0) 
avq, s -1 

(tds + ldl ) 

c -(AaVds -C 
(i9s + iql ) 

(44-4a) 

(4.4-4b) 

Equations (4.8-1) - (4.8-2), (4.4-4) together with equations of the saturated induction 

machine form a complete mathematical model for simulation of load voltage 

compensation of a single-cage self-excited induction generator by means of a series 

capacitor bank. 

4.8.2 Simulation results 

The machine model used in the simulation is the saturated single-cage induction 

machine with winding currents selected as state-space variables, as described in Section 

4.3. The capacitance for the parallel capacitor bank is now 30 µF, which is larger than 

the one used previously. Shorter duration of self-excitation process is achieved in this 

way. The series capacitor bank with a per-phase capacitance of 100 gF is connected in 

series with the three-phase resistive load. 

Self-excitation starts at synchronous 50 Hz speed under no-load conditions. Switching- 

in of load and the series capacitor bank follows. Different values of resistors are applied 

to study the effect of load variations. At t=1.0 s, a load of 1000 S2 is switched in, 
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followed by 800 0,600 92,400 0,300 S2 and 200 S2 each at 0.1 seconds intervals. 

Figure 4.8.2 shows the stator phase voltage, phase current and load voltage. The effect 

of a series capacitor inserted between the load and the generator is evident from the 

simulation results. The load voltage regulation is approximately 10% from 1000 Q load 

to 200 0 load (which correspond to approximately 20% of the rated load and full load). 

The stator phase voltage regulation is about 13% from no-load to full load. 

sýo. ph= ansY 

A 

TM(. ) 

Figure 4.8.2 Load voltage compensation using a series capacitor bank 
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As the load voltage remains almost constant when the load increases, the series 

capacitor compensation can increase the power capability of the generator. It can be 

concluded that for constant speed operation a series capacitor bank provides a simple 

and effective method for improving the load voltage regulation since there is no control 

necessary. However, for variable speed operation and/or under different power factor 

loading conditions, an advanced controlled series compensation scheme reported in 

[Jain and Singh (1996)] may be used. 

4.8.3 Experimental investigation 

In the experimental investigation, short-shunt compensation is applied. In this case 

three-phase load (here purely resistive) is connected in series with a three-phase 

capacitor bank. Such a series connection of capacitors and the load is then connected to 

the self-excited induction generator that runs under no-load conditions. Optimisation of 

the capacitors used for self-excitation and series capacitors (C, ) can enable almost 

constant voltage across the load at constant speed of operation, regardless of the load 

value. No attempt was made here to perform such an optimisation. Capacitors of 8 µF 

(connected in delta) are used for self-excitation, while 15 µF capacitors are used for 

series compensation. The generator initially runs at 1275 rpm and is self-excited, so that 

previous steady-state corresponds to the one arrived at in Figure 4.7.9. Series connection 

of capacitors and resistors (connected in star) is then switched in. 

Study is performed for two values of resistors, namely 120 c and 80 S2. Figures 4.8.3 

and 4.8.4 illustrate generator transient line to line voltage and load (resistance) transient 

line to line voltage that result after switching-in of the series connection of 120 S2 

resistance and 15 µF capacitor. Figures 4.8.5 and 4.8.6 give the same quantities under 

the same conditions, when the resistance is 80 ). Finally, Figure 4.8.7 shows transient 

line to line voltage across load (resistance) that follows reduction of speed from 1275 

rpm to 1100 rpm, with 80 ) load. 

As can be seen from Figures 4.8.3 - 4.8.6, connection of the resistive load with series 

capacitance compensation causes an increase in the generator output voltage. Load 
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voltage is considerably smaller than the generator voltage, as large portion of the 

generator voltage appears across the series capacitors. Induction generator delivers to 

the load 0.37 p. u. and 0.315 p. u. power for steady-state operating conditions obtained 

after transients depicted in Figures. 4.8.3 - 4.8.6, respectively. 

Reduction of the speed, Figure 4.8.7, causes reduction of the voltage but self-excitation 

is preserved, although the final speed is 1100 rpm (self-excitation threshold speed for 8 

tF delta connected capacitors was found to be under no-load conditions, as already 

noted, around 1200 rpm). Indeed, graph of the steady-state load rms line to line voltage 
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as function of speed, depicted in Figure 4.8.8 for 80 ) resistance, shows that normal 

self-excited operation is preserved for all speeds higher than 1000 rpm. Short-shunt 

compensation thus enables not only successful connection of the resistive load, but it 

also extends the operating speed range in which self-excitation can be preserved. Large 

drop of voltage at 975 rpm indicates vicinity of the voltage collapse. Indeed, self- 

excitation was lost once when the speed was reduced to 950 rpm and the same 

problems, as those discussed in conjunction with Figure 4.7.13, were again encountered. 

Complete demagnetisation of the machine took place. This contradicts the conclusion of 

[Shridhar et (1995a)], that short-shunt system will re-excite after de-excitation because 

combined parallel and series capacitance will manage to dig out what little remanent 

flux is left. 
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Figure 4.8.8 Steady-state load voltage as function of operating speed (short-shunt compensation, C= 

0.008 mF, R= 80 ohms, Cs = 0.0 15 mF) 

4.9 Summary 

Self-excitation of induction generator by means of parallel capacitor bank has been 

analysed both experimentally and by simulation for a single-cage and for a double-cage 

induction machine and results of no-load self-excitation and loading transients for both 

single-cage and double-cage induction machines are given. A double-cage induction 

machine is represented with a single-cage machine model and impact of such a reduced 

order representation is studied. The results of the study indicate that the major error 
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introduced by reduced order modelling is inflicted upon the prediction of the time 

interval required to achieve the steady-state operation. The results are otherwise similar, 
in terms of both final steady-state and waveform of the voltage build-up. Load voltage 

variation compensation for stand-alone induction generator using an additional auxiliary 

series capacitor bank has also been investigated. 

Results of an experimental study of dynamic behaviour of a self-excited induction 

generator with star and delta connected capacitor bank are reported. No-load self- 

excitation and loading of the generator with and without short-shunt compensation are 

elaborated. The emphasis is placed on variable speed operation, voltage collapse and 

situations that result in total demagnetisation. Some of the frequently cited statements 

regarding operation of a SEIG are shown not to be universally valid. 
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Chapter 5 

MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF A VOLTAGE SOURCE 
INVERTER (VSI) BASED REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATOR 

5.1 Introduction 

Previous chapter has examined operation of an induction generator with capacitor bank 

type of reactive power compensator. Operation of such a scheme is inherently open-loop 

and therefore leads to substantial variation of the generator flux as function of the 

operating conditions. In the forthcoming chapters of the thesis (Chapter 6 to 8) a 

different controllable, reactive power compensator will be used. The compensator is of 

voltage source inverter type and its control is accomplished by means of PWM. Use of 

such a compensator will enable substantial improvement in characteristics of the 

induction generator plant over the case when capacitor bank is used. 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss operation of a PWM voltage source inverter 

and to explain modelling and simulation of such an inverter using 

MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. 

5.2 Operation and modelling of a PWM voltage source inverter 
based compensator 

Voltage source inverter (VSI) type reactive power compensators, operated in a pulse 

width modulation (PWM) mode for control of inverter output voltage and frequency, 

enable very fast control of the inverter so that it reacts to the VAr demand change 

almost instantaneously. High frequency PWM schemes of VSI compensators can 

greatly attenuate the current harmonics generated by the compensator itself as the 

inverter is interfaced with the power system through interconnecting inductors or a 

transformer. At high switching frequencies, the current harmonics injected into the 

network are of high frequencies and very small amplitude. The most common method of 
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PWM is the sinusoidal PWM where three-phase sine reference voltages are compared 

with a triangular carrier wave of fixed frequency and fixed amplitude. The inverter 

voltage outputs contain the fundamental component whose amplitude and frequency is 

equal to the reference sinusoidal signal. By varying the amplitude of the reference sine 

wave, amplitude of the fundamental output voltage is varied and the reactive power flow 

is thus adjusted. In order that reactive power can flow from the inverter to the mains, the 

value of d. c. voltage at the inverter d. c. side has to be sufficiently high so that the 

fundamental harmonic at the inverter output is greater than the power system voltage. 

When the fundamental component of the inverter output voltage is higher than the 

network voltage, reactive current is delivered to the network. When the fundamental 

component ofýthe inverter output voltage is smaller than the network voltage, reactive 

current is drawn from the network. 

Among PWM techniques that are most frequently used in conjunction with voltage 

source inverters are sinusoidal PWM, space vector PWM and PWM generated using 

regular sampling technique. The basic principle of the sinusoidal PWM scheme 

[Murphy and Turnbull (1988)] is to compare three-phase sine wave references with a 

high frequency symmetrical triangular carrier wave. The points of intersection 

determine the PWM switching instants. The modulation index m, defined as the ratio of 

the reference wave amplitude to the carrier wave amplitude, determines the fundamental 

output voltage. This scheme is usually implemented using analog electronics. Regular 

sampled PWM technique [Bowes and Mount (1981)] is appropriate for digital hardware 

and microprocessor implementation. Two types of modulation are possible, namely 

symmetrical modulation and asymmetrical modulation. In symmetrical modulation, the 

sinusoidal modulating wave is sampled at regular intervals according to the carrier 

frequency. A constant level is maintained by a sample-and-hold circuit until the next 

sampling instant. This results in a sample-hold or amplitude-modulated version of the 

sinusoidal modulating wave. This digital version of the modulating wave has a constant 

amplitude while a pulse width is defined and the width of a pulse is proportional to the 

amplitude of the modulating wave. The space vector PWM method [Van Der Broeck et 

al (1988), Handley and Boys (1992)] generates three-phase waveforms based on 

approximation of a rotating reference voltage space vector with those physically 
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realisable in a three-phase inverter over a period of the carrier frequency. Space vector 

PWM enables very accurate control of voltage, frequency and phase within one 

switching cycle. 

In sinusoidal PWM, that is adopted here as the PWM strategy, signals are generated 

using three reference sine waves and a triangular carrier wave. The frequency of the 

reference sine wave represents the stator frequency of the induction generator. The three 

reference waveforms are of identical amplitude but each of the sine waves is phase 

shifted by 120 degrees. The algorithm of sinusoidal PWM is to generate gate signals for 

the switching devices which turn on the upper switch device when the reference sine 

wave is higher than the triangular wave and vice visa. 

The simulation of PWM VSI based reactive power compensators can be done using 

either a circuit simulation package or a dynamic system simulation package. Circuit 

simulation packages are suitable for designing circuit and studying device switching 

behaviours and they provide interface to printed circuit board layout design. However, 

they are not intended for designing control systems and studying dynamic system 

performance. A dynamic system simulation package usually provides interfaces to high 

level language programming for accelerating simulation speed and for real-time 

embedded controller designs. For modelling and simulation of a VSI based reactive 

power compensator with associated control system, a dynamic system simulation 

package, MATLAB/SIMULINK, is chosen. 

5.3 Model implementation in SIMULINK 

MATLAB [MathWorks (1992)] is a powerful tool for modelling, analysis and 

simulation of non-linear dynamic systems. SIMULINK is one of many MATLAB's 

toolboxes that provides graphical block-oriented interface with MATLAB. SIMULINK 

includes extensive components in its block diagram library, such as general 

mathematical functions, transfer function block, integrator, differentiator and many non- 

linear function blocks (saturation, hysteresis, etc. ) so that the user does not need to write 

the source codes. The hierarchical nature enables custom designed block to be added to 
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the libraries. C programme can be added if users want to accelerate simulation speed of 

complex systems. Many numerical methods for integration can be chosen from the 

control panel, namely, Euler, Adams, Gear and Runge-Kutta 3rd and 5th order. An 

application programme can be generated, using MATLAB C Compiler, to run on DSPs 

for real-time control purposes. A dynamic system comprising electro-mechanical 

devices and their controls can be easily constructed using the built-in functions. 

Since the introduction of SIMULINK a considerable effort has been put into 

development of appropriate models for simulation of electric machines, power 

electronic converters and variable-speed electric drives. Models of induction machines 

for mains operation [Houghton and Oghanna (1993)], for three level PWM inverter fed 

operation [Mathew and Oghanna (1993)] and for vector controlled operation in 

conjunction with complete control circuitry and power electronic converter [Wade et at 

(1994), (1997), White and Hinton (1994), (1995), Marino et at (1995)] are already 

available, as are the models of matrix converters [Zuckerberger et at (1994), (1996), 

(1997)], complete DC motor based controlled drives [Flinders et at (1993)] and various 

other power electronic converters [ Lai (1994), Teodorescu et at (1995)]. 

The prevailing approach to inverter modelling in the already existing SIMULINK 

models appears to be complete idealisation of both the d. c. link circuit and the 

semiconductor switches in the inverter. PWM voltage source pattern is generated 

following the appropriate control law, scaled with the constant d. c. voltage value and 

applied directly to the induction machine terminals [Wade et al (1994), White and 

Hinton (1995), Marino et al (1995), Zuckerberger et al (1994)]. One of the rare models . . l»r' . -S" 

where the d. c. link circuit is modelled [Teodorescu et at (1995)] however again omits 

inverter modelling by using the correlation that exists between inverter output three- 

phase currents and the inverter d. c. link (input) current. 

While these simplified approaches are often satisfactory and accurate enough for 

analysis of induction motor drives with complex control systems, there are a number of 

pWM voltage source inverter applications where a more detailed inverter and d. c. link 

circuit models are required. When a PWM VSI is applied as a static reactive power 
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compensator, supplying either infinite bus-bars or a stand-alone induction generator, the 

loss in the d. c. circuit and in the inverter determines the amount of real power that has to 

be supplied to the inverter from the mains (or the induction generator) in order to 

maintain the approximately constant d. c. voltage at the inverter input. Similarly, if the 

inverter supplies a static load, losses again should be accounted for. The remainder of 

this section presents complete SIMULINK models of single-phase and three-phase 

pWM VSI that account for both d. c. circuit loss and for the inverter conduction losses 

and are thus well suited for the above listed applications [Liao et al (1996)]. 

A-three-phase PWM voltage source inverter is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The single-phase 

version of the inverter is obtained by omitting the third leg and by connecting the single- 

phase load to the output terminals. The inverter configuration shown in the figure 

closely corresponds to the one utilised in static reactive power compensation. If the 

inverter is used as a reactive power source for the stand-alone induction generator, then 

the initial charge on the capacitor is usually from a battery. If the compensator operates 

on mains, the capacitor has to be pre-charged to the sufficient voltage value prior to its 

commissioning. A set of three inductors serve as interface between the compensator and 

the grid. If a transformer is placed between the compensator and the grid, the three 

inductors correspond to per-phase transformer leakage reactance. 

Figure 5.1 Three-phase voltage source inverter 

Each of the six power switches in Figure 5.1 is composed of an anti-parallel connection 

of a diode and a controllable semiconductor which is triggered with PWM signals. 

Hence it may be regarded as a switch with bi-directional current flow. Such an approach 
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has already been utilised in switch modelling using SIMULINK [Flinders et al (1993)] 

and is adopted here. The capacitor in the d. c. circuit is modelled as a lossy one, by 

connecting a resistance in series with the ideal capacitor [Flinders et al (1993)]. 

Additionally, the capacitor is pre-charged to the certain voltage level, so that the initial 

condition is required as well. The SIMULINK model of the lossy capacitor with initial 

condition is given in Figure 5.2. A three-phase lossy inductor model is required if the 

inverter operates as static reactive power compensator (Figure 5.1). Similarly, if the 

inverter supplies static resistive-inductive load, the load can be modelled with a lossy 

inductor. The lossy inductor (Figure 5.3b) is represented with a parallel connection of an 

inductor and a resistor. Figure 5.3a shows the resistor model. 

GND 

Capacitor 

Cs 
tg+ý+ý 

Figure 5.2 Model of lossy capacitor with initial condition 

Gain 11 

The power switch is modelled as bi-directional to represent the operation of a 

controllable power semiconductor device with an anti-parallel diode. The resistance of 

the switch takes one of the two values depending on whether it is on or off. The on and 

off states are represented by means of appropriate small and very large resistance 

respectively, so that conduction loss is accounted for. Typically, the order of magnitude 

of the on-resistance is 0.111, while the off resistance is of the order of 1 MS2. The model 

of each individual switch is shown in Figure 5.4. The switch function block is used to 

select the value between the two resistances depending on the gate signals. The gate 

input is activated by logic levels. When the gate signal is 1, Ron is selected. The switch 

is therefore in its low impedance state. When the gate signal is -1, Roff is connected. 

The device is therefore in its high impedance state. This type of switching element 

modelling results in a linear system. 
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P 
Resistor 

Qý 

(a) 

Inductor 

Figure 5.4 Model of a bi-directional switch 

1ý 

All the circuit component blocks have a common feature that the current is a time 

dependent function of the voltage. The terminal voltages appear at the input side of the 

block on the left and the terminal currents appears at the output side on the right. 

Current 11 always connects to the node determining voltage VI while current 12 

connects to the node which in turn determines voltage V2. Sign of current 11 is always 

iR 
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+ 
Ts+1 
Ls 
ZL 

Gain 

(b) 

Figure 5.3 Model of a resistor (a) and of a lossy inductor (b) 
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inverse with respect to the sign of current 12 since I1 enters the device while 12 leaves 

the device. The Kirchhoff's current law is then satisfied. 

PWM technique adopted here is the sinusoidal pulse width modulation. The PWM 

module is built on the basis of signal generator and sine function facilities and its model 

is given in Figure 5.5. The carrier and the reference frequency are taken in subsequent 

simulations as 950 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively, while the modulation index is chosen as 

equal to 0.833. 

The PWM patterns are generated using three 120 degrees shifted modulating sine waves 

and a carrier wave. Each sine wave is compared with the carrier wave and every 

crossing point determines the triggering instant. Higher the switching frequency, better 

the output current waveform. In high power and high voltage applications, the loss in 

the switching devices is a major constraint and this limits the switching frequency to a 

certain value. The comparator block is written using s-function which links an m-file 

into a graphical block. The m-file is written in MATLAB. The s-function provides the 

user with the flexibility to build his own graphical blocks, which can handle continuous, 

discrete and mixed discrete-continuous simulations. These can be added to standard 

libraries. 
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Figure 5.6 Model of a node 

In order to connect various components of the model into a complete circuit model, the 

concept of capacitive node [Flinders et al (1993)] is utilised. A practical circuit will 

contain circuit capacitances which can be considered as being lumped at the circuit 

nodes. These nodal capacitances will have a similar effect to those introduced in the 

simulation model. The capacitive nodes are used as interfaces between different devices. 

The node sums all the device currents applied to the input of the block and integrates to 

obtain the nodal voltage at the output of the block. Model of a capacitive node is 

depicted in Figure 5.6. The value of the node capacitance is usually made very small so 

that the effect of the node capacitance on the simulation results is negligible. 

The inverter is thus modelled with power switches, PWM triggering signals, electrical 

passive components and capacitive nodes. The Gear numerical integration algorithm is 

suitable for solving a stiff set of differential algebraic equations formed to model power 

electronic systems. The Gear numerical integration algorithm is available in 

SIMULINK. 

5.4 Simulation results 

On the basis of the blocks described in the previous section, the models of the single- 

phase and of the three-phase PWM voltage source inverter are built. The models are 

given in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 respectively. The single phase inverter requires four 

switches and three nodes, while in the three-phase case six switches and five nodes are 
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needed. The load at the inverter output is in both models given with a lossy inductor. 

Simulations therefore apply to the case when a three-phase PWM inverter feeds a static 

resistive-inductive load [Liao et al (1996)]. 

Operation of the single-phase PWM inverter is investigated first. The inverter output 

current is shown in Figure 5.9 when the load of the inverter is a lossy 5mH inductor and 

the capacitor is pre-charged to voltage equal to 500V. The inverter output voltage and 

current will reduce as the time goes by, due to the loss in both d. c. circuit and the 

inverter. This reduction is not observable in Figure 5.9 due to the high value of the 

capacitance in the simulation. If the load is changed from inductive to purely resistive 

(1kg), decay in the load current and capacitor voltage is illustrated in Figure 5.10 (for 

the same capacitance and initial capacitor voltage). 

Operation of the three-phase PWM VSI with three-phase resistive-inductive load is 

illustrated next. The value of capacitor in the simulation is taken as one Farad and the 

capacitor is again pre-charged to 500 volts. Each phase load consists of a 5mH 

inductor 

Figure 5.7 Complete SIMULINK model of a single-phase PWM voltage source inverter 
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Figure 5.8 Complete SIMULINK model of a three-phase PWM voltage source inverter 

in parallel with a 5052 resistor. All the three inverter output phase voltages and the 

corresponding three currents in star connected load are displayed in Figure 5.11 and 

Figure 5.12 respectively. 
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Figure 5.9 Capacitor voltage and single-phase inverter output current with inductive load 
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Figure 5.10 Decay of capacitor voltage and single-phase inverter output current for purely resistive load 

5.5 Summary 

Modelling and simulation, using SIMULINK package, of static reactive power 

compensator based on a PWM voltage source inverter is presented. Simulation results of 

operation a single-phase and a three-phase PWM voltage source inverter for different 

operating conditions are shown. Presented simulation results verify that developed 

SIMULINK models of single-phase and three-phase PWM voltage source inverter, that 

account for loss in the d. c. circuit and the conduction loss of semiconductor switches, 

are correct and well-suited for analysis of PWM VSI based static reactive compensators 

and for analysis of PWM VSI fed static loads. It is possible to apply the models in 

analysis of an induction machine fed from a PWM VSI and in simulation of an 

induction generator with static reactive power compensation. 
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Chapter 6 

SCALAR CONTROL OF A PWM VSI REACTIVE POWER 
COMPENSATOR IN STAND-ALONE INDUCTION GENERATOR 

APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

Stand-alone application of induction generators requires that an appropriate static 

reactive power compensator is connected in parallel to the induction generator stator 

terminals in order to magnetise the machine. Utilisation of a capacitor bank connected to 

the induction generator terminals is the most conventional and the simplest solution of 

providing external reactive power. Analysis of self-excitation transients using capacitor 

bank has been reported in Chapter 4 for constant speed operation and examined 

experimentally for both constant speed and variable speed operation. However, it is not 

possible to keep the excitation constant for a large speed operating range due to the 

fixed value of capacitance and self-excitation may be lost, as shown in Chapter 4. As the 

reactive power is not controlled, the scheme is not suitable for variable speed operation. 

In the case of variable speed operation, it is necessary to connect in parallel several 

capacitor banks of different capacitance values. However, the value of capacitance 

increases with decrease in the rotor speed, thus very large values of capacitance are 

required at low speeds, making this approach impractical. Other solutions are utilisation 

of either thyristor controlled reactor based VAr generator or inverter based static VAr 

compensators. 

The advent of power electronic converters has enabled application of inverters for self- 

excitation purposes. The utilisation of PWM inverters has gained momentum during the 

last few years and numerous studies have emerged regarding application and control of 

pWM voltage source inverters as static reactive power compensators in stand-alone 

induction generator systems. Two approaches to the inverter control may be identified. 

The first one corresponds to V/f, control in motoring and relies on utilisation of one of 
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the PWM techniques, such as sinusoidal PWM [Leplat et al (1996), Bhadra et al 

(1996)]. It is the purpose of this chapter to analyse this approach. The second approach 

involves application of vector control principles and the PWM inverter is current 

controlled, say, by means of hysteresis current controllers [Silva (1993), (1995), Lyra 

(1995), Jacobina (1996), Colliez (1997)]. The second approach will be studied in detail 

in Chapters 7 and 8, in conjunction with stator flux oriented control and rotor flux 

oriented control, respectively. 

Analysis of a PWM VSI operation was explained in Chapter 5 and implementation of 

the model in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment was described. Such a PWM voltage 

source inverter is in this chapter used as a reactive power compensator for a stand-alone 

induction generator. 

The chapter deals with dynamics of self-excitation process of a static reactive power 

compensation scheme comprising VSI with sinusoidal PWM and a pre-charged 

capacitor at the d. c. side. Scalar control of inverter in an open-loop manner is 

investigated. Self-excitation under no-load conditions, transient after sudden load 

application from no-load operation, and dynamics accompanying the speed change, are 

simulated using TUTSIM and discussed. 

6.2 Sinusoidal PWM with scalar control of frequency 

The self-excitation scheme in which reactive power is provided by a voltage source 

inverter with sinusoidal PWM is depicted in Figure 6.2.1. A pre-charged capacitor is 

connected at the d. c. side of the inverter. The resistor, connected in parallel to the d. c. 

side capacitor, is used to model losses in the inverter and in the d. c. circuit. The 

sinusoidal pulse width modulation technique is applied. The inverter is controlled by 

comparing a high frequency triangular wave with three-phase sinusoidal reference 

waves. The control signals for the inverter are modulation index m and stator frequency. 

Modulation index follows V/f, = constant law and takes the value of unity at rated 

frequency (50 Hz). Stator frequency is in this study treated as an independent input so 

that system is simulated for operation under open-loop conditions. In practice it is 
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necessary to provide measurement of rotor speed and form stator frequency by adding 

rotor speed to the slip speed controller output [Bhadra et al (1996)]. Slip speed 

controller often has as input the error between reference d. c. voltage and measured d. c. 

voltage and this method of closed-loop control attempts to provide operation with 

constant d. c. voltage. It is applicable when the system supplies a d. c. load that requires 

constant voltage. 

Three- 
phase 
load 

PWM VSI 

Figure 6.2.1 Self-excitation scheme based on VSI with sinusoidal PWM 

The ratio between frequency of the triangular carrier wave and frequency of the 

reference sine wave is chosen as nineteen. Modulation index is the ratio between peak 

value of the reference sine wave and the peak value of the triangular carrier wave. As 

the purpose of scalar control of induction machine is to keep stator flux at 

approximately constant level, stator frequency of the induction machine has to vary 

when the supply voltage varies in order to keep the ratio of V/ fj constant. Modulation 

index in is here defined as the ratio between stator frequency and the base frequency and 

is equal to unity at rated 50 Hz frequency. 

Figure 6.2.2 shows a simplified model of an induction generator without load, supplied 

by an ideal inverter. It is assumed that inverter is infinitely fast as switching devices 

switch on or off instantaneously. 
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Figure 6.2.2 Star connected induction machine supplied by an ideal inverter 

The inverter output voltage, i. e., the induction generator phase voltages, are obtained 

from the inverter leg voltages as follows [Krause et al (1995), Murphy and Turnbull 

(1988)]: 

v, v =3 (2v,,, - vbo - vco ) 

1 

VbN =3 (ZVba -Vcp -Vaoý 

yýN c3 
(2V, 

o - V,. - y60 ) 

The induction machine line-to-line voltages are obtained as 

V ob 
= Vao - Vbo 

Vbc =Vbo --Vco 

Vca . -: Vco -Vao 

(6.2-1) 

(6.2-2) 

(6.2-3) 

(6.2-4) 

(6.2-5) 

(6.2-6) 

The leg voltages are obtained according to the switching scheme of the inverter. Any of 

the leg voltages equal either, vzc or zero (vDc if upper switch is closed and zero if lower 

switch is closed). If Sa, Sb and S, are switching functions for phase A, B and C, 
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respectively, then the leg voltages can be expressed as 

VQD = SoVDC 

Vbo = Sbvnc 

Vco = ScVDC 

Therefore, stator phase voltages can be expressed as follows: 

va 

vbN 

vcN 

-v3 (2Sa-Sb-S, ) 

= 
V' 

3 
(2Sb -Sc -Sp) 

= 
v3 (2S, -SQ -Sb) 

(6.2-7) 

(6.2-8) 

(6.2-9) 

(6.2-10) 

(6.2-11) 

(6.2-12) 

6.3 Simulation approach 

The main purpose of computer simulation is to test and verify design concept prior to 

actual hardware implementation. Simulation is beneficial in situations where the actual 

system is too expensive and time-consuming to build. Because the dynamic model of 

induction machines is complex due to nonlinearities of the system, it is necessary to 

simulate the whole system containing the machine and the controllers before building 

the actual system. Each new control strategy involved in such a system must be 

thoroughly studied by simulation and dynamic performance evaluated in detail before 

making a prototype. Different machines can be simulated simply by changing the model 

parameters. Changing the values of parameters or exploring a new concept or operating 

strategy can often be done more quickly in a simulation than conducting a series of 

experimental studies on an actual system. It is important to select a proper tool for 

successful and efficient design. In the development of computer programs for a stand- 

alone power generation system, it was realised that a versatile tool for dynamic system 

simulation was needed. User written program using high level language takes excessive 

time to implement and debug. The user has to develop his own numerical routines such 
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as integration algorithm for solving differential equations. Some existing simulation 

packages allow model to be entered in a block diagram form using pre-written blocks 

from a library. Development of user-written source code is unnecessary with these 

packages. SIMULINK is one of such powerful packages and its applicability has been 

demonstrated in Chapter 5. A similar package, TUTSIM, is chosen as a dynamic system 

simulation package for the remaining chapters in the thesis. A description of TUTSIM is 

given in what follows. 

TUTSIM is an extremely compact software package since it is written in assembler 

language. It allows for the fastest possible program execution, thus reducing 

computation time and memory requirement. TUTSIM is a dynamic system simulation 

package which allows a model to be built from a library of mathematical blocks. Blocks 

are classified as source blocks, conditional blocks, mathematical functions, history 

blocks, logic blocks, special functions, z-blocks and thermodynamic property blocks. 

The user can develop new customised blocks using C and FORTRAN languages. One 

further advantage of the use of TUTSIM is its ability to link various model files together 

into a single model file. This allows a modular approach to modelling large systems. 

Individual modules, like inverter and induction machine models, can be modelled 

separately in a range of blocks including comments and parameters and saved as 

macros. These macros can be imported by other programs to simulate various simple 

and complex systems. 

A model in TUTSIM is described by block statements that are stored in a file. A model 

entry consists of a sequential calling of four edit processes, namely Structure Entry, 

parameter Entry, Plotblock Entry and Timing Entry. The model structure is a list of 

blocks, identifying the block number, type and interconnections, which is entered from 

the keyboard, block by block. Each block statement occupies a line which contains the 

block number, block name and input connections from other blocks. A block is usually 

entered first by the block number, followed by the block name and finally input 

connection from other blocks. Unlike the graphical representation of a block in 

SIMULINK, blocks are not visualised in TUTSIM. The user may view the model 

parameters and connections by the list command. Blocks are listed in a compact format 
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as: 

PARAMETER; BLOCK NUMBER; TYPE; INPUT CONNECTIONS... 

The number of inputs to a block varies from block to block. The maximum number of 

inputs for a block is forty. Inputs can be positive or negative. There are no input 

connections for the source blocks. All the blocks have only one output. The maximum 

number of blocks in a program is 999 which is more than enough for modelling a 

complex system like the one being investigated in the thesis. For many types of blocks, 

parameters need to be entered after the block diagram structure has been entered. If 

parameter entry is missing, the parameter will be set to default value of zero. After the 

model parameters have been entered, TUTSIM will request the Plotblock information 

which specifies which block outputs are to be plotted graphically on screen and the 

scales for the plots. Finally, timing information is required to be entered as step size and 

total simulation time. The choice of time step is crucial as numerical accuracy and 

simulation stability are determined by the time step size. Errors in digital simulation are 

unavoidable because the number representation in a computer is discrete. Roundoff and 

truncation are two common sources of digital computation errors. Too large step size 

can cause numerical instability due to inexact integration. If time step is chosen small 

enough, many times smaller than the smallest time constant in the system, then the 

solution will be indistinguishable from a continuous solution. If the time step is too 

small, there is excessive number of calculations. Each calculation causes appearance of 

an error. The accumulated roundoff errors may become excessive. In some situations 

where mathematical models have time constants distributed over a wide range, which 

results in stiffness numerical problem, it is desirable to use an adaptive time step 

algorithm. If the step size is predictable, the user may use the Variable Delta Time 

block. Also the Gear algorithm can be used to dynamically control the step size. 

TUTSIM performs error checking to ensure that a block has been entered correctly. For 

example, it will check if there is an input connection that is not defined or if the type of 

block does not exist, etc. Feedback system can result in what is known as an algebraic 

loop, which occurs when the output of a given block is fed back as one of the inputs. 
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When it occurs TUTSIM will give a warning message. Algebraic loops can be avoided 

by breaking the input with a block that does not have direct feedthrough of the input and 

also does not change the system operation. One such block is the algebraic delay block 

in which output is delayed just one time step. The first order lag block with a very small 

time constant can also be used to break algebraic loops. If the time constant is set in the 

same order of magnitude as the simulation time step then it becomes almost 

unnoticeable. 

After all four edit processes of original entry have been completed, dynamic behaviour 

of the system is examined using time-domain simulation. Parameters can be changed 

while the program is running. The user can interrupt a simulation run at any time and 

continue the simulation after parameters have been changed. Simulation results can be 

graphically displayed on screen or can be printed as numerical table in the output data 

file for post processing, which can be in an ASCII format or in MALTAB file format. 

Since the transient response requires many time steps in one cycle and it generally takes 

several seconds to reach steady-state, simulation results will be far too verbose and 

involve a massive data file. TUTSIM allows the user to choose an output-interval. It 

should be noted that the output interval has no effect on the simulation's numerical 

stability, but that too large an output-interval can yield too fewer data points to interpret 

the results. TUTSIM has a drawback that maximum of four variables can be plotted for 

each simulation 'run, although it can show the last calculated value for any specified 

block on screen. 

As mentioned before, MATLAB/SIMULINK is a general purpose simulation package 

and any of the models simulated in the remaining chapters by means of TUTSIM can be 

simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK, at an expense of slower execution time. 

According to the author's experience, TUTSIM is at least several times faster than 

SIMULINK (on the same computer) since it is DOS based package. 

6.4 Simulation results 

The scheme of Figure 6.2.1, with VSI employing sinusoidal PWM, is investigated under 
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no-load conditions. Single-cage induction machine is again used for simulation. The d. c. 

side capacitor is of 100 µF capacitance and is assumed to be pre-charged at 50 V. Size 

of the capacitor is directly correlated to the required initial capacitor voltage and smaller 

the capacitor is, higher the initial voltage must be. Stator frequency and modulation 

index are taken as 49.8 Hz and 0.996, respectively, for constant speed operation at 50 

Hz synchronous rotor speed. Figure 6.4.1 shows the d. c. side voltage and stator flux 

build-up and Figure 6.4.2 shows build-up process of both stator phase current and stator 

phase voltage. 

The stator voltage builds up slowly and it takes about 3.5 seconds to reach steady-state. 

Since the slip speed is not sufficiently negative, self-excitation cannot be sustained if a 

load is connected to the generator terminals. In order that the generator can withstand a 

load, the slip speed should be increased, i. e., the stator frequency has to reduce. Next, 

the scheme of Figure 6.2.1 is simulated for a sequence of transients: self-excitation is 

initiated under no-load at 50 Hz synchronous speed at t=0s, a three-phase load of 600 

0 per phase is applied in a step-wise manner at t=0.4 s, speed is reduced from 1 p. u. to 

0.8 p. u. in a linear manner in time interval from 0.5 s to 0.6 s and is then brought back to 

1 p. u. during time interval from 0.8 s to 0.9 s. Speed and load profiles are shown in 

Figure 6.4.3. The results in Figures 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 display d. c. side voltage, stator flux, 

stator current and stator voltage [Liao and Levi (1997)]. 

Stator frequency and modulation index are set to constant values of 48 Hz and 0.96, 

respectively, for no-load self-excitation and loaded operation at 50 Hz synchronous 

speed. During speed transients both stator frequency and the modulation index are 

varied proportionally to the speed in the same linear manner. As can be seen from 

Figure 6.4.4, it takes much shorter time interval for the stator voltage to build up as the 

slip is increased. But stator voltage attains unacceptably high value during initial self- 

excitation and subsequent transients leading to a stator current that exceeds rated (2.1 A 

rms) in all the regimes. This is the consequence of very high sensitivity of this scheme 

to slip and stator frequency [Leplat et al (1996), Bhadra et al (1996)], which are here not 

adjusted in a closed-loop manner. This indicates at the same time that closed loop 

control must be employed in this scheme for slip speed if stator over-voltages are to be 
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avoided [Liao and Levi (1997)]. The trace of stator flux shows that stator flux is kept 

reasonably constant during speed changes by means of V/f., = constant control. 
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Figure 6.4.1 DC side voltage and stator flux during no-load self-excitation 

Figure 6.4.6 shows the machine torque, magnetising inductance and magnetising 

current. Unlike the results obtained from reactive power compensator using capacitor 

bank, the induction generator has significant torque ripple due to the use of PWM VSI 

supply. Stator flux is not kept at desired constant value due to the lack of closed loop 

control of slip frequency. Magnetising current in the machine depends substantially on 

loading conditions (it drops from approximately 7A to less than 5A when the machine 

is loaded at t=0.4 s). Consequently, magnetising inductance experiences substantial 
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variation as well. It is interesting to note that load application causes reduction in stator 

current rather than anticipated increase (again a consequence of open-loop frequency 

control). Thus the losses in the machine significantly reduce and effective change of 

torque due to load application is very small. As shown in Chapters 7 and 8, all these 

waveforms will be significantly different when closed-loop vector control is used 

instead of open loop V If, = constant control. 
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Figure 6.4.2 Voltage and current build-up during no-load self-excitation 

6.5 Summary 

Dynamics of self-excitation scheme based on a sinusoidal PWM VSI are studied in this 

Chapter. Self-excitation under no-load conditions, step application of the load and 

operation with variable speed are simulated for reactive power compensator comprising 
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Figure 6.4.5 Stator voltage and current during self-excitation and subsequent transients 

voltage source inverter with sinusoidal PWM and V/f. = constant control. When 

compared with reactive power compensator comprising three-phase capacitor bank, the 

scheme with sinusoidal PWM inverter requires relatively higher capacitor value and 

capacitor must be pre-charged for the self-excitation to take place. But only one 

capacitor 
is required instead of banks of wide range capacitors in the case of 

compensator using switched capacitor banks. Stator flux in the scheme with sinusoidal 

pWM and V/f,. = constant control is reasonably constant during speed transients but is 

very sensitive to load application. Furthermore, this scheme exhibits extremely high 
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sensitivity to stator frequency variation so that in practice speed measurement and slip 

frequency control are required. 

As speed measurement and closed-loop slip frequency control are necessary for 

successful operation of this scheme, it was concluded that sinusoidal PWM method of 

inverter control is not an optional solution. Instead, vector control, that enables control 

of both dynamic and steady-state operation, appears to be a much better solution. Vector 

control requires speed measurement as well. However, control system structure is much 

more complicated as discussed, in the next two Chapters. 
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Chapter 7 

VECTOR, STATOR FLUX ORIENTED, CONTROL OF A PWM VSI 
REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATOR FOR A STAND-ALONE 

INDUCTION GENERATOR 

7.1 Introduction 

Utilisation of scalar controlled PWM VSI as a reactive power compensator has been 

described in the previous chapter. If an attempt is to be made to operate induction 

generator with constant flux during transients, including variable speed operation, 

capacitor banks and scalar controlled PWM VSI cannot be used. As the static reactive 

power compensator is intended to provide self-excitation and constant flux operation of 

the induction generator during both transient and steady-state operation, the 

compensator has to be controlled in an appropriate, more complex manner. Currently 

available control techniques, that enable independent control of induction machine flux 

and torque and that are widely applied in induction motor drives, are usually called 

vector control methods. Field oriented control (stator flux, air gap flux and rotor flux 

oriented control) enables the development of high performance variable speed induction 

motor drives. The theory of vector control is nowadays well established as far as 

induction motor drives are concerned Was (1990), Boldea and Nasar (1992), Novotny 

and Lipo (1996)]. However, applications of vector control methods in conjunction with 

induction generator are relatively new. 

Vector control relies on utilisation of the induction machine model, which assumes that 

all parameters in the machine are constant. Parameter variations caused by magnetic 

saturation, temperature change and iron losses are neglected. Since parameters in the 

machine vary, detuned operation of the machine will occur. The amount of detuning 

depends on operating conditions and applied vector control schemes. Compensation 

schemes for detuned operation of induction machine rely on either modem control 
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techniques or improved induction machine models. 

For a stand-alone induction generator, vector control technique applied to the control of 

pWM voltage source inverter enables an independent control of the active power and 

reactive power flow in the induction machine. The methods applied so far are the stator 

flux oriented control and the rotor flux oriented control. Orientation of the reference 

frame along stator flux vector has been discussed in [Silva and Lyra (1993), Lyra et al 

(1995), John et al (1995)]. Schemes with orientation along rotor flux vector are found in 

[Jacobina et al (1996), Colliez (1997)]. When vector control is applied, PWM VSI static 

reactive power compensator is current controlled, with current control being executed 

either in stationary reference frame [Silva and Lyra (1993), Lyra et al (1995)] or in 

rotational reference frame [Jacobina et al (1996)]. Both direct and indirect methods are 

used for flux space vector position calculation. Regardless of the method of current 

control employed and regardless of the flux space vector along which orientation is 

performed, information on instantaneous flux space vector spatial position is crucial for 

correct operation of the system. Methods used in the past include stator flux position 

estimation from measured stator voltages and currents [Silva and Lyra (1993)] and rotor 

flux position estimation using indirect feed-forward approach [Jacobina et al (1996)]. 

This chapter deals with stator flux oriented control of a PWM voltage source inverter 

which provides decoupled control of the active and reactive power for a variable speed 

stand-alone induction generator. Principles of stator flux oriented control as applied in 

induction motor drives, are at first reviewed. Detailed mathematical modelling of the 

components of the induction generator system under consideration is described next. 

The saturated induction generator is modelled in a synchronous reference frame, with 

stator current and stator flux d-q axis components as state-space variables. Hysteresis 

current control technique is adopted for the control of the PWM VSI compensator with 

current control executed in stationary reference frame. Estimation of stator flux is 

performed using measured generator stator voltages and stator currents. Simulation 

results of dynamics of self-excitation process under no-load conditions and subsequent 

transients for step load application and speed variations below and above base speed are 

presented. 
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7.2 Principles of stator flux oriented control as applied in induction 
motor drives 

Rotor flux oriented control of induction machines used to be the natural choice for high 

performance drives, due to relative simplicity of the control scheme compared to stator 

and air gap flux orientation. The need for realisation of rather complex decoupling 

circuit [Erdman and Hoft (1990), Ho and Sen (1988), Vas (1990)] excluded in the past 

stator and air gap flux oriented control from practical implementations. However, these 

orientation methods are gaining recently more and more attention, due to rapid 

advancement in development of high-speed low-cost microprocessors. In particular, 

stator flux oriented control has been recently studied in detail and successfully applied 

in conjunction with current fed induction machines [Xu et al (1988a), Xu et at (1988b)]. 

As a mean for dealing with different operating conditions in induction motor drives in 

the best possible way, the universal field oriented (UFO) controller has been suggested 

[De Doncker and Novotny (1988)]. It is capable of operating with orientation along any 

of the three flux space vectors in the machine in either direct or indirect mode. If the air 

gap flux is sensed, direct orientation along air gap flux becomes advantageous, 

compared to stator or rotor flux oriented control [De Doncker et al (1990)]. For such an 

operation UFO controller can be applied in conjunction with induction machine with 

tapped stator windings, which enable reliable flux measurement [De Doncker and 

Profumo (1989)]. Indirect control is performed in low speed range, while direct control 

takes place for frequencies above certain value. 

The principles of stator flux oriented control and the decoupling circuit, necessary for 

realisation of stator flux oriented control, are derived from constant parameter induction 

machine model, which can be given in an arbitrary reference frame in terms of space 

vectors as (Section 3.2 of Chapter 3) 

dyr 

'-'==Rsis+ dt4+jwayrs 

d 
O=R,!, + d +ýýýa-ýýw" 

(3.2-1) 

(3.2-2) 
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V/ 
J= 

Lsis + Lmlr Er= Lr1r 

+ 
Lnj (3.2-3) 

Space vectors, present in equations (3.2-1) - (3.2-3), are defined as 

Ws = vlsei(4, 
-Br) 

Vfs = ýVSei4. 

V1r = wre. i(4r-B, ) tr =1rel(a. -e, ) 

,,, = weJO. isr =ireJ`" 

(7.2-1) 

(7.2-2) 

where superscript "s" identifies space vectors in stationary reference frame and the 

inductances present in (3.2-3) are stator, rotor and magnetising inductance. Angles 

e sý r, 
Os, g, represent instantaneous angular positions of the stator current, rotor 

current, stator flux and rotor flux space vectors, respectively, with respect to the 

stationary stator phase `a' magnetic axis. Space vectors are composed of real (d-axis) 

and imaginary (q-axis) parts (components). Correlation between space vectors in 

arbitrary reference frame, space vectors in stationary reference frame and phase 

variables is established through the following equations: 

se 
v_ = vse 

ise-je. 
s -s 

Vs =? ýVa +aVb +a2V, ) 

-s 3 

s-2 i_3 (i,, +aib +aZic) 
s 

jzxi3 
where a=e" 

Electromagnetic torque is expressed in terms of space vectors as 

T=2 PIm{is yis} 
e 

where * denotes complex conjugate. 

(7.2-3) 

(7.2-4) 

(7.2-5) 

(7.2-6) 

(7.2-7) 

The model given with equations (3.2-1) - (3.2-3) and (7.2-1) - (7.2-7) is utilised further 

for derivation of stator flux oriented control principles. Current fed machine will be 
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discussed only. The reason for this is that the resulting control system is complicated 

enough even for the current fed machine and therefore voltage fed case, which would 
have asked for even more complex structure of the control system, is of no practical 

value. 

Stator flux space vector is defined in stationary reference frame as 

yrs = ýý +j ýý = yrseim. (7.2-8) 

If the common reference frame is selected as fixed to the stator flux space vector, then 

the following holds true: 

B, _ ýs er = 01 -0 wQ = ws (7.2-9) 

where ws = dos / dt is the angular velocity of the stator flux space vector. Stator flux 

space vector, given in an arbitrary frame of reference as 

y/s =-- Vlds +J Vlys = 'P, sei(4, -B, ) (7.2-10) 

becomes real if the d-axis of the common reference frame is fixed to the stator flux 

space vector 

yi =Vlds=V/ s 

i. e., stator flux oriented control results if 

Y'qs=0 

ddtr_ 

(7.2-11) 

wa = 
COS 

(7.2-12) 

Stator current space vector, given with (7.2-4) in the stationary reference frame, 

becomes in the stator flux oriented reference frame equal to 
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js = ids + jigs = ieJ(s, -O, ) 

Torque equation (7.2-7) yields 

-. - 

T 
4F"dsqs 

(7.2-13) 

(7.2-14) 

Substitution of (7.2-9), (7.2-11) and (7.2-12) into (3.2-1) and (3.2-2) leads to, taking 

into account that idr = (1 ds - Lsi&. ) /L and iqr = -lq, (Ls / L,,, ) , the following model in 

the reference frame fixed to stator flux space vector: 

dY' 
dr 

vý = Rstds + dt 

Vqs = Rsigs + tv, Vas 

+dvfds 
Lý dt 

SVý Tr dt 
Lstaý +T (LS L, )[dts - (w.: - w)igsJ 

: di 
, Lsiqs c (CrJ, -w)Trýd, -Tr(Ls - Lnr)E 

dt +(Wa -ý)id. sJ 

(7.2-15) 

(7.2-16) 

(7.2-17) 

(7.2-18) 

If the leakage coefficient is introduced as a equations (7.2-17) - (7.2- 

18) can be expressed as 

d yid, dtd,. 
rVý+T = Ls(ids+QT, dt 

)-QLST, (tos-ýv)ig. 
s ' dt 

i9s +QT, 
dd 

= 

while torque equation remains the same, 

3 PiVastgs 

(7.2-19) 

(7.2-20) 

(7.2-14) 
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The equations (7.2-14), (7.2-19) and (7.2-20) fully describe current fed stator flux 

oriented induction machine. As can be seen from (7.2-19) and (7.2-20), there are cross- 

coupling terms present in both equations. For example, if the stator d-axis current is 

held constant in order to achieve constant stator flux operation, any change in stator q- 

axis current will affect the level of flux. If the decoupled stator flux and torque control is 

to be achieved, it is necessary to decouple the equations by introducing decoupling 

circuit. This fact presents the principle shortcoming of the stator flux oriented control 

and explains why rotor flux oriented control is usually preferred. 

If the induction machine is fed from voltage source, then apart from (7.2-19) and (7.2- 

20) equations (7.2-15) and (7.2-16) have to be considered as well. In order to realise 

decoupled flux and torque control with voltage fed machine, two decoupling circuits are 

needed - the first one for decoupling equations (7.2-19) and (7.2-20) and the second one 

for decoupling equations (7.2-15) and (7.2-16). Therefore all the existing realisations of 

stator flux oriented control utilise current fed induction machine. 

Equations (7.2-19) and (7.2-20) can be easily rearranged to the following form 

(vs - lVds0Os1 -COf-o 
): 

tq. 
s-FUT 

drs 
=wsl(TL 

s-UTld) 

dids 

= 
Ls 

+( 
T' 

) 
dd 

`+ OI! ', C)srlgs 
L. ds ' dt 

which gives decoupler equations 

"1 ((1+sT' 
1. '+º dT'tv s/ i' ýl 

rýLs 
V/, 

gsý ldsý 
1+ Sol; 

ý1 + SQT, )igs 

w, 
yý; T, l Ls -QT; iý 

(7.2-21) 

(7.2-22) 

(7.2-23) 

(7.2-24) 

where s =- d/dt. The decoupler structure is depicted in Figure 7.2.1, where indirect stator 

flux oriented induction machine is shown. Alternatively, if direct vector control with 
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orientation along stator flux is applied, the overall control scheme becomes as shown in 

Figure 7.2.2. Comparison of the two structures reveals that the only difference is in the 

presence of flux controller in direct orientation method and in the way in which the 

angular position of the stator flux is obtained. 

Stator q-axis current command and torque command are, from equation (7.2-14), 

correlated with the following expression: 

Iqs (3P I 2) yrs, 

VI; 

lqs 

!Q 

L, Lb 

r- 
ý 

+ý 

(7.2-25) 

C 
R 
P 
W 
M 

la 

Speed (or 
position) 
sensor 

Figure 7.2.1 Indirect stator flux oriented current-fed induction machine with constant parameter 
decoupling circuit 

Thus the q-axis current command is calculated in Figures 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 by utilising the 

equation (7.2-25) with TT being the output of the speed controller (not shown in Figures 

7.2.1 and 7.2.2). If the drive is aimed for constant flux operation only, equation (7.2-25) 

means simple scaling of commanded torque with a constant. 

Figures 7.2.1-7.2.2 clearly indicate the shortcomings of the stator flux oriented control. 

Even for a current fed machine a decoupling circuit of considerable complexity is 

needed. This is in heavy contrast with very simple structure of indirect rotor flux 

oriented current fed induction machine. However, modem DSPs and microprocessors 
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can easily handle the added complexity of the stator flux oriented control, so that 

nowadays realisation does not present too much of a difficulty. 

.............................................................................................. Controller 

V, ' -1--º! 

lqs 

1+sýf; 

º PI 

V, (estimated value) 

I 
+ saf; 

i 

ý A 

s! 

Iýjý 

.. lb 
--º 

. l: 

Flux 
estimator 

J 
(to flux controller) 

................................................................................................... 

Figure 7.2.2 Direct stator flux oriented current-fed induction machine with constant parameter decoupling 

circuit 

7.3 Current control of a PWM voltage source inverter 

Explanation of stator flux oriented control in the previous sub-section assumes that the 

machine is current fed. Hence the PWM voltage source inverter has to be operated as 

current controlled source. Principles of current control of a PWM VSI are the same, 

regardless of whether the inverter is used as supply for a motor drive or as a reactive 

power compensator for an induction generator. The current controlled PWM voltage 

source inverter as a reactive power source enables very fast dynamic current response 

which makes possible use of the vector control technique to control the excitation of the 

induction generator. Various current control techniques exist nowadays. 

All the-current control techniques essentially belong to one of two major groups. The 

first group encompasses all the current control methods that operate in the stationary 
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reference frame while the second group includes current control techniques with current 

controllers operating in the rotational frame of reference. If the current control of an 

induction machine is performed in rotational reference frame, decoupling of stator 

voltage equations substitutes local current feedback loops in stationary reference frame 

which suppress influence of stator voltage equations [Harashima et al (1985)]. 

Current control in stationary reference frame is usually implemented in an analog 

fashion. The two most common alternatives are hysteresis current controller [McMurray 

(1984), Lorenz and Novotny (1988), Gaio et al (1988)] and ramp-comparison 

controllers [Lorenz and Novotny (1988), Gaio et al (1988), Andrieux and Mazenc 

(1985), Brod and Novotny (1985)]. Approaches with only two controllers in a, ß 

stationary frame of reference are possible. The most pronounced shortcoming of the 

hysteresis current control is the variable inverter switching frequency over a period of 

output voltage. Maximum current error equals double the hysteresis band if three 

independent controllers are applied and neutral is not connected [Brod and Novotny 

(1985)]. 

Current control by ramp-comparison controllers, where current error serves as 

modulating signal which is compared to the triangular wave, leads to deviation of 

amplitude and phase of phase currents with respect to commanded values and some 

compensation has to be introduced, the common choice being a PI compensator Prod 

and Novotny (1985)]. Another difficulty arises from a possibility that multiple crossing 

of the carrier may occur if the frequency of the current error becomes greater than the 

carrier frequency. This can be overcome by adding hysteresis to the controller. The 

advantage of the ramp-comparison current control with respect to hysteresis current 

control is fixed and constant inverter switching frequency. 

Current control in stationary reference frame asks that current controllers process 

alternating signals which can be of a large frequency range. Furthermore, controller 

characteristics 
in steady-state depend on the operating frequency and machine 

impedance. These shortcomings can be partially but not completely eliminated by 

different modifications of the basic current control principles. 
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At low operating speeds the induced rotational electromotive force in the machine is 

small and current control enables very good tracking between reference and actual 

currents, with respect to both amplitude and phase. However at high speeds, due to 

limited voltage' capability of the inverter and finite inverter switching frequency, 

tracking worsens and an error is met in both amplitude and phase of actual currents 

compared to reference currents. This feature become very pronounced in the field- 

weakening region where the inverter operates in the voltage limit. The problem may be 

solved by removing the current controllers from stationary reference frame into the 

rotational reference. The outputs of the current controllers then become voltage 

references in rotational reference frame. If the inverter switching frequency is high 

enough, decoupling circuit for stator dynamics is usually omitted and the machine is 

treated as being current fed. In the field-wakening region the machine is essentially fed 

with square-wave voltages and here the concept of current feeding has to be abandoned. 

Decoupling circuit is included in the control system and the machine is treated as being 

fed from a voltage source. The same concept of voltage feeding has to be applied in the 

base speed range as well if the switching frequency of the inverter is low, this being the 

case with thyrister inverter that is utilised in conjunction with vector controlled high 

power induction motors. 

Current control in rotational reference frame is well suited to fully digital realisation. 

The main advantage of this method of current control is that current controllers (most 

frequently of PI type) process d. c. signals [Lorenz and Novotny (1988), Schauder and 

Caddy (1982), Rowan and Kerkman (1986)]. As the current control is performed in 

rotational reference frame, measured currents have to be transformed from stationary to 

rotational reference frame. When current control in rotational reference frame is applied, 

different PWM methods may be utilised for creation of the desired voltages at machine 

terminals. For example, sinusoidal PWM may be selected or voltage space vector 

modulation may be chosen [Handley and Boys (1990)]. As a separate sub-group, 

predictive methods of stator current space vector control may be identified. The method 

described in [Brod and Novotny (1985)] calculates the required voltage space vector in 

such a way that the current vector error is kept within prescribed boundaries at all times. 

State of the inverter does not change as long as it is predicted that the current vector 
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error will remain within defined range. This approach enables minimisation of the 

inverter switching frequency. The required voltage space vector is created by means of 

voltage space vector modulation technique, utilising the two neighbouring voltage 

vectors and the zero voltage vector. 

Predictive controller developed in [Kohlmeier and Schroder (1986)] relies on so-called 

intelligent application of zero voltage space vector but has the drawback as it requires 

voltage measurement. Another predictive method [Nabae et al (1986)], determines 

required voltage space vector from positions of the current vector error and counter 

electromotive force vector. These positions are calculated utilising the current vector 

error. The method enables maximisation of the speed of response during transients and 

minimisation of current harmonic content in steady-states. It is independent of machine 

loading, mean switching frequency is constant and current harmonic content is 

significantly improved compared to hysteresis current control. An observer may be 

applied as well for voltage vector calculation [Mayer and Pfaff (1985)], this approach 

enables very good tracking between reference and actual currents as a predictive feature 

is included in such a way that influence of time delay needed for processing is 

eliminated. The predictive controller developed in [Holtz and Stadtfeld (1985)] predicts 

future trajectory of the current space vector as a function of possible inverter states. The 

state which minimises switching frequency, while keeping the current vector within 

prescribed boundaries, is selected as optimal. Double prediction is suggested as a way of 

eliminating the effect of processing time delay. It should be noted that all the predictive 

methods significantly complicate the overall control system as numerous additional 

calculations are required. 

Other current control techniques for PWM VSI have recently been introduced 

[Kazmierkowski (1994)], namely, neural network based current control and fuzzy logic 

based current control. 

Hysteresis current control method is very simple for analog implementation and tends to 

be the most viable option although the frequency of the inverter varies. In what follows, 

hysteresis current control by means of three independent current controllers is utilised. 
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Figure 7.3.1 illustrates the basic concept of this type of current control. This method 

compares the actual machine current with the reference current signal. The hysteresis 

comparator outputs the logic signals to gates of the upper or lower inverter switching 

device. If the current is outside the hysteresis band, appropriate switching of the inverter 

leg takes place in order to restore the current within the current band limits. The 

hysteresis band determines the permitted deviation of the actual phase current from the 

reference current. Standard lockout circuitry is normally incorporated to allow for 

inverter switch recovery time and thus avoid short circuit across the d. c. link. Actual 

currents are allowed to deviate from their reference values for the fixed value of 

hysteresis band. The discrepancy between actual and reference currents will vary in time 

and will be either positive or negative. The hysteresis controller limits the current error 

to twice the hysteresis band. The values of the hysteresis band are the same for both 

positive and negative variation. The state of the appropriate leg of the inverter changes 

once when the difference between actual and reference current exceeds hysteresis band. 

Suppose that upper switch in phase a, S1, is closed, while the lower switch, S2, is open. 

This state will be preserved as long as the current error in phase a, Aia , is within 

hysteresis band. When the actual current in phase a becomes greater than the reference 

value plus hysteresis band, the upper switch will be opened and the lower switch will be 

closed. Thus actual current will be forced to reduce and fall once more within the 

hysteresis band. As the actual current change in time is function of the drive dynamics 

and operating state, the instants of inverter semiconductor switching cannot be predicted 

and will vary. Furthermore the switching frequency of the inverter using this method is 

variable and is dependent on the hysteresis band. It is not constant even over one cycle 

of the output frequency. 

Let the three-phase reference currents be ip, ib and i:, the actual phase currents ip, ib, 

and i,, and the hysteresis band H. The three-phase current errors are obtained as 

. Dla = la - la, Olb =1b - lb, A1c =1c -il . (7.3-1) 
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Figure 7.3.1 Hysteresis current controller for phase a 

The current errors are compared with allowed deviation (hysteresis band H). The change 

of the switching state in each leg will take place only if j Ai,, (zH. Let f. ' >0 and iq very 

small; then 

Ai = is -ip > 0, Dip < H. lp (7.3-2) 

and switch 1 (upper switch) is on, switch 2 (lower switch) is off, hence vw, = vDc (Figure 

7.3.2). Switch 1 remains on as long as IOI,, I<H. Eventually 'a becomes ip + H, i. e., 

vIV 

VDC 

0 * 

Figure 7.3.2 Switching scheme for phase a of the inverter and output voltage of leg a with respect to 
negative d. c. rail of the supply 

A 

.. _-, 

I 
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i=i, * + H, Dia = -H, I Dia = H. 
,, (7.3-3) 

and switch 1 opens, switch 2 closes, vpo = 0. The same applies to other two leg voltages 

Vbo and vco. 

7.4 Estimation of stator flux space vector 

The most simple method to estimate stator flux is to use measured stator currents and 

measured or reconstructed stator voltages. The only machine parameter that is required 

is the stator resistance. Stator flux amplitude and position can then be calculated from 

the measured stator signals. If the machine phase voltages are vON, vhN and vCN and 

machine phase currents are and i, then the estimated flux magnitude and 

transformation angle are calculated by [Xu, et al (1988a)]: 

22 
V /S - ýas + iUßs 

ýs tanA 
vp 
vw 

where the stator flux components in the stationary reference frame are 

Vf, r, =f (v,,, - Rsi,,, )dt 

V/, ar = f(vý - Rsia, )dt 

and 
211 

Vco °3 (VaN 
2 

VbN 2 
VbN ý 

yý =2 
(vbN - vcN ý 

32 

11 
ý 311a-21b"_2 -i } 1a4 

2 

2 
_i ) iý =32 (ib N"- 

(7.4-1) 

(7.4-2) 

(7.4-3) 

(7.4-4) 

(7.4-5) 

(7.4-6) 

(7.4-7) 

(7.4-8) 
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Alternatively, stator voltages can be reconstructed from measured d. c. link voltage and 

switching states of the inverter [John et al (1995)]. It should be noted that this simple 

stator flux estimator is derived from the linear induction machine model, i. e., constant 

parameter model. The accuracy of the estimated stator flux depends on the accuracy of 

the stator resistance. The direct stator flux orientation control is particularly suitable for 

the control of induction machine operated at high speeds as the stator flux can be 

estimated accurately because the stator resistance voltage drop is relatively small 

compared to the amplitude of the stator voltage. At very low speeds, the integration of 

the voltage is sensitive to the offset voltage of the voltage sensors and the stator 

resistance may vary due to temperature changes, thus this direct stator flux estimation 

method may yield unsatisfactory results. 

7.5 Stator flux oriented control system for the induction generator 

The outlay of the stand-alone variable-speed induction generator system under 

consideration is shown in Figure 7.5.1. Three-phase load is assumed to be either purely 

resistive or combined resistive-inductive. The reactive power compensator is required to 

provide reactive power for the generator and for the load when it is of resistive- 

inductive nature. Power circuit of the compensator is the well-known six-switch three- 

phase topology (parallel connection of a controllable semiconductor and an antiparallel 

diode is shown in Figure 7.5.1 as a simple switch). The capacitor at the inverter d. c. side 

is of relatively high capacitance and is assumed to be pre-charged to an appropriate 

voltage, by means of auxiliary equipment that is not shown in the Figure 7.5.1. The 

resistor, connected in parallel to the d. c. side capacitor, is a fictitious element that does 

not exist in reality: as inverter switches, capacitor and d. c. link are modelled as loss-less 

elements, the resistor is used to represent losses that take place in the inverter and in real 

d. c. circuit. 

Direct stator flux oriented control is adopted. Its basic scheme, for an induction motor 

drive, was shown in Figure 7.2.2. Flux estimator of Figure 7.2.2 is the one described in 

the previous sub-section. The controller itself has however to be modified in order to 

adapt the control system to the generating operation. Basic structure of the generating 
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system is depicted in Figure 7.5.2 and the block that needs to be considered in detailed 

is the block "vector control algorithm". It is the equivalent of the block contained within 

dashed lines in Figure 7.2.2 (denoted as "controller") and is shown in Figure 7.5.3. 

Compared with the control scheme for a motoring application, Figure 7.2.2, there are a 

number of differences in Figure 7.5.3 that deserve further attention. As far as creation of 

stator d-axis current reference is concerned, the only difference is that cross-coupling 

and rate of change of the reference flux are neglected in Figure 7.5.3. Stator flux 

reference yrs is an independent input into the vector control block. It is constant and 

equal to rated stator flux in the base speed region. In the field weakening stator flux 

reference is reduced inversely proportionally to the speed of rotation. Stator d-axis 

current reference is thus obtained as PI flux controller output and it controls reactive 

power flow in the system. Major changes are however present in creation of the stator q- 

axis current reference. Stator q-axis current reference in a drive is obtained from a speed 

controller. However in a generating system speed is an uncontrollable input. The role of 

the speed controller is therefore assigned to the d. c. voltage controller and this branch 

controls active power flow in the system. Another important difference regards 

multiplication of the stator q-axis current reference by -1 and it reflects the need for 

active power flow from the generator to the converter d. c side when difference between 

reference and actual d. c. voltage is positive. Finally, decoupling is not introduced in q- 

axis branch either. As already mentioned, decoupling circuit is usually omitted when 

inverter switching frequency is sufficiently high. This is exactly the case considered 

here and omission of the decoupling circuit is justified on this ground. 

Three 
phase 
load 

Current controlled 
PWM VSI 

Figure 7.5.1 Induction generator self-excitation scheme based on PWM VSI 
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The configuration of the system in Figure 7.5.2 indicates that rotor speed, d. c. voltage 

across the capacitor, stator currents and stator voltages have to be measured. The 

inverter is now operated as current-controlled source, where inverter firing signals are 

obtained from the closed-loop current control algorithm. The current references ia, ib 

and i* are obtained from the stator flux oriented control algorithm. The measured 

induction generator phase currents are used for both vector control algorithm and for 

current control algorithm while the measured rotor speed of the machine, d. c. voltage 

across capacitor and stator phase voltages are used in the vector control algorithm. 

Alternatively, stator phase voltages may be reconstructed from measured d. c. voltage 

and inverter switching functions as already explained. Current control is performed in 

stationary reference frame using hysteresis current controllers, section 7.3. The 

hysteresis current controllers compare the three-phase currents ia, ib and i, with the 

three-phase reference currents i, ih and iý, and determine the on/off states of the 

inverter switches. The firing signals are thus created on the basis of the errors between 

phase current references and actual measured stator phase currents of the generator. 

Outputs of the hysteresis current control block are shown as switching functions S,,, Sb , 
S, for each of the three inverter legs. 

Lo 

(TT-Tý 

Clement comtrol 

Figure 7.5.2 Configuration of the stator flux oriented control scheme 
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Figure 7.5.3 Outlay of the Block `Vector Control Algorithm' 

7.6 System modelling 

The stator flux oriented vector controller does not include axis decoupling and it 

comprises two control loops. The stator phase current references are generated by the 

vector control algorithm. The d. c. voltage control loop defines the quadrature 

component of the reference current iqs which represents required active power to 

maintain the d. c. capacitor voltage level and to cover active power losses in the resistor 

RDc (i. e., loss in the d. c. circuit and in the inverter). Capacitor voltage reference value 

v is proportional to the speed of rotation and is continuously varied in variable speed 

operation. The reactive component of the reference current, i,,, provides necessary 

excitation and it is obtained from the flux control loop by comparing the reference stator 

flux and the estimated stator flux of the induction generator. The amplitude and phase 

angle of the stator flux vector are determined by the flux estimation algorithm and are 

used for the orientation of the current vector. Calculation of stator flux space vector 

amplitude and position in Figure 7.5.3 is performed in stationary reference frame, using 

stator voltage equations. As the operation of the generator takes place at relatively high 

speeds, sensitivity of this method of flux calculation with respect to stator resistance 

variation is irrelevant. In both control loops PI controllers are employed to determine 

the d-q reference currents using the error signals of the d. c. voltage and stator flux. 

The induction generator is represented for simulation purposes with a model with stator 

current and stator flux d-q axis components as state-space variables and main flux 
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saturation is taken into account. The model is given in Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 3. Co- 

ordinate transformations between generator phase-to-neutral voltages, determined by the 

inverter, and d-q axis voltages, and between the generator d-q axis currents and phase 

currents are given with 

Vds G) VaN cos2; cSOt +vbN cosC27LSOt - 
23 )+ 

v, N cosý27fSOt - 
41 
3 (7.6-1) 

Vqs = _I 
3/ ý 

vý sin2ý50t + vhN sin(2ýSOt - 
23 )+ 

vcN sin(27c50t - 
43) 

(7.6-2) 

ip = id, cos27r50t -igs sin2; r50t (7.6-3) 

( 2ýc) ( 2ýc1 L 
ib = iý co 2; r50t -3- igs sin 27r50t ---i--) (7.6-4) 

( 4)c1 ( 4ý1 
iý = 

ids co 2ýL50t -3 J- i9s sinl2; c50t -3J (7.6-5) 

The generator is modelled in the synchronously rotating reference frame, CJa = 2760, 

and the selection co,, = 2ir50 is accounted for, indices a, b, c identify the three phases 

and index N once more stands for neutral point of the star connected generator's stator 

winding. The d-q axis voltages vd, and vq., in the synchronous reference frame are 

treated as the inputs of the generator model. The three-phase currents iih and i. are 

the model outputs. 

Modelling of the d. c. side of the inverter is as follows. Using the notation and current 
flow definitions of Figure 7.6.1 for the inverter d. c. side, change of d. c. voltage is 

governed with 

dvoc 
dt -C 

ia. +VDC / RDc 
(7.6-6) 

Total d. c. current iDC can be expressed using inverter switching function as (index e 
identifies compensator phase currents) 
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lDC - Salea +Sbteb +Sclec (7.6-7) 

t, Q ý 

I 

º lic ii-L: T f 

PWM ieb 

-º 
C RDc Li 

VDC 
VSI i« 

i 
Figure 7.6.1 Current flow directions in the system 

Any of the three switching functions takes the value of 1 if upper switch in the given 

inverter leg is on and lower switch is off, and value 0 if lower switch in the same 

inverter leg is on, while upper switch is off. Correlation between generator currents, 

compensator currents and load currents is, from Figure 7.4.4, (load currents are 

identified with index L) given with 

lea - la -F 'La leh = tb +1Lh lea = lc i-1 Lo (7.6-8) 

The current errors for current control are obtained by comparing the commanded 

currents with the actual currents; when the current errors are either greater than or less 

than the allowed deviation (hysteresis band), the change of the switching state in each 

leg of the PWM inverter will take place, as explained in section 7.3. 

Stator phase voltages in terms of inverter switching functions and the d. c. link voltage 

can be expressed as follows: 

ypc (2Sa - Sb -S, ) 
v. v =3 

v3 (2Sb -Sc -Sp) vbN 

= (2S, - S. - Sb) 
výN =3 

(7.6-9) 

(7.6-10) 

(7.6-11) 

S 
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Value of the switching function for any of the three inverter legs is determined by the 

hysteresis current controller of the given phase. Current error in any of the three phases 

Ai = i' -i is restricted to at most ±H. Twice the hysteresis band is selected in 

simulations as equal to approximately 3% of the rated peak current of the induction 

machine (i. e., 2H= 0.1 A). 

Control system is, from Figure 7.5.3, described with the following equations: 

K 
=Kd(ys -V/s) +T 

f( 
V/. 

1 
. -1ý/sýt (7.6-12) 

Td 

(" q. ý = Kq vvc -vnc) + KT J( (vnc 
-výýdt 

9 
(7.6-13) 

where Kd, K9, Td and Tq are parameters of the PI controllers in d- and q-branches of the 

control system, výc = kw and yi; = yr, � 
(index n stands for rated values) in the base 

speed region, while above base speed (identified with index 11) stator flux reference is 

Ws = yr.. wB /w . Base speed is taken as equal to rated synchronous speed. 

Phase current references are built using estimated stator flux angular position 

equation 7.4.2, so that 

ja = Ids cos o., - lgs sin os 

lb = iý cos, - 2; c/3)- igs sin(O, -2; r/3) 

cos(0S -4; c/3) -iqs sin(o, -4; r/3) 

(7.6-14) 

(7.6-15) 

(7.6-16) 

General resistive-inductive passive load is represented in the same reference frame as 

the generator (i. e., w,, = 2, r50 rad/s) with the following equations: 

diLd, 
yd, = RLicds + LL dt -co a 

LLiLQs (7.6-17) 
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dlLys 
+ O. Li vqs ° RLiL9s + LL 

dt aL Lds (7.6-18) 

Another slightly modified system is considered, where a battery, E, connected in 

parallel with the d. c. capacitor, is used for start-up purpose as shown in Figure 7.6.2. 

The resistor rb in series with the battery is used to model the battery internal losses and 

is assumed to be very small. The diode allows only one current direction in the battery 

so that no current will be flowing into the battery. The capacitor does not need to be pre- 

charged in this case. A modification of vector control algorithm is shown in Figure 

7.6.3. Only the d. c. voltage controller is altered. The d. c. voltage reference is an 

independent input and is set to be a constant value. Inversion of the sign of the q-axis 

current reference ivs again accounts for the fact that active power flow is from a. c. to 

d. c. side of the inverter. 

f--ý 
1S rb 

ý-_I I1 
Current contiolled 

PWM VSI 
..................................... 

Three 
phase 
load 

Figure 7.6.2 Induction generator self-excitation scheme based on PWM VSI with start-up battery 

The new current flow directions in both d. c. side and a. c. side are shown in Figure 7.6.4. 

Start-up process supported by the battery is described as follows. As the capacitor 

voltage is zero initially, the diode turns on. There is a current flowing out of the battery. 

The total d. c. current 'DC can be expressed as 

14 
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E-voc 
-Cdyoc 

voc 
'DC dt RDc b 

Calculation of stator flux 
amplitude and position 
from measured signals 

L 
w 

V/s 

" 
ýs 

v, 

VDC 

I-0 
ic iDC 

C RDc VDC 

(7.6-19) 

Figure 7.6.3 Modification of the Block 'Vector Control Algorithm' of Figure 7.5.3 
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Figure 7.6.4 Current flow directions in the system with start-up battery 

The diode remains on as long as the d. c. voltage v, is smaller than the battery voltage 

E. Once when d. c. voltage becomes equal to E, the total d. c. current iDc becomes 

dvDC VDC 

inc = _C dt 
="-- 

DC 
(7.6-20) 

This is equivalent to equation 7.6-6 in which case no current flows through the battery 

and the capacitor is charged by the active power supplied by the generator. As the a. c. 

side of the inverter remains unchanged, equations 7.6-7 - 7.6-11 are still valid. 
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7.7 Simulation of the system 

In all the simulations rotor speed is treated as an independent input. The induction 

generator system of Figure 7.5.1 is simulated using the control system of Figure 7.5.2. 

The machine used in simulations is again the small 0.75 kW, 50 Hz, 4-pole motor. The 

d. c. side capacitor is chosen as 250 µF, with initial voltage of 350 V. Self-excitation is 

initiated under no-load conditions at constant 50 Hz synchronous speed at zero time 

instant. Next, step application of pure resistive load of 300 S2 (approximately one half of 

the rated load) per phase follows at time instant t=1s. The speed of rotation is then 

reduced from I p. u. to 0.8 p. u. in a ramp-wise manner during time interval from 1.4 s to 

1.5 s. The generator operates further with 0.8 p. u. speed and resistive load until the time 

instant t=3.5 s is reached. Finally, the speed is brought back to 1 p. u. in time interval 

from 3.5 s to 3.6 s in a linear manner. The speed and load profile are shown in Figure 

7.7.1. Figure 7.7.2 illustrates variation of capacitor d. c. voltage, stator phase voltage, 

stator phase current, comparison of actual (i. e., from the generator model) and estimated 

(i. e., from the estimator) value of stator flux, electromagnetic torque and magnetising 

inductance and magnetising current [Liao and Levi (1997)]. 

12 
Speed and load profile 

600 

Spccd Fý 500 

ý 
s 

08 

6 

04 

0.2 100 

0 0 
23f 

Figure 7.7.1 Speed and load (a. c. ) profile for subsynchronous speed operation 

When self-excitation is initiated, capacitor d. c. voltage initially experiences large 

reduction with respect to the pre-charged voltage value, Figure 7.7.2a. However, it 

quickly recovers and process of excitation is completed within few hundreds of 

400 
I 

Load 
ioo 

21.1 

4 
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milliseconds. Application of the load, as well as speed variation, cause transients in both 

d. c. voltage and stator voltage. The d. c. voltage equals the reference value in steady- 

state with proper PI controller parameters selected for the d. c. voltage controller. The 

envelope of stator phase voltage waveform has the same shape as capacitor d. c. voltage 

waveform. Comparison of actual and estimated stator flux, Figure 7.7.2d, shows that 

stator flux build-up is very fast and that estimator at all times correctly predicts the 

value of the stator flux although the estimated value is slightly lower than the actual 

value when the generator is operated at 0.8 p. u. speed. As stator flux is correctly 

estimated and controlled, torque change in response to both load application and speed 

variation is almost instantaneous, Figure 7.7.2e. Figure 7.7.2 thus verifies capability of 

the control system to maintain constant stator flux operation under all operating 

conditions. 

A similar study is performed once more, this time for operation in the field-weakening 

region. The machine at first operates under no-load conditions, self-excitation is again 

initiated at t=0s at speed of 1 p. u., and load of 300 S2 per phase is applied at t=1s. 

Speed change from 1 p. u. to 1.2 p. u. is initiated at t=1.4 s in a linear manner during the 

100 ms time interval. Stator flux reference is reduced inversely proportionally to the 

speed. The speed and load profile described above are shown in Figure 7.7.3. Figure 

7.7.4 displays variation of capacitor d. c. voltage, stator phase voltage, generator current, 

comparison of actual and estimated values of stator flux, torque, magnetising inductance 

and magnetising current. Once more, the flux estimator correctly tracks the stator flux 

level in the machine, so that the waveforms of actual and estimated stator flux coincide. 

The stator harmonic voltage increases due to an increase in the d. c. voltage in the field 

weakening region. Fundamental component of stator phase voltage remains essentially 

constant in the field weakening. The increase in torque in the field weakening means 

that harmonic load losses increase with respect to operation in the base speed region due 

to the increase in the d. c. voltage. Magnetising inductance significantly increases during 

operation in the field-weakening region, due to decrease in flux. This is therefore an 

operating condition that requires representation of the generator with saturated induction 

machine model. 
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Figure 7.7.2 Self-excitation, step load application and variable speed operation in the base speed region 

(stator flux oriented control): a) d. c. voltage, b) stator phase voltage, c) stator phase current, d) estimated 
and actual stator flux, e) torque, f) magnetising inductance and magnetising current 
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Figure 7.7.3 Speed and load (a. c. ) profile for supersynchronous speed operation 

The stand-alone induction generator scheme with start-up battery of Figure 7.6.2 is 

simulated next using the stator flux oriented control system of Figure 7.6.3. Reference 

d. c. voltage is set to 500 V and the capacitor rating remains 250 µF. Battery voltage will 

normally be relatively small, which will lead to a long self-excitation process. In order 

to reduce duration of the self-excitation, the battery voltage is taken as 350 V. The 

battery internal resistance is chosen as 1 a. Same speed and load profile as in Figure 

7.7.1 are used. Results are shown in Figure 7.7.5. As the battery is used, the capacitor 

d. c. voltage never drops below the value of the battery voltage. Therefore the self- 

excitation process is completed quicker than when a pre-charged capacitor is used. The 

application of the load causes the same amount of voltage drop in the d. c voltage but it 

recovers quicker than in the previous case. During speed changes from 1 P. U. to 0.8 p. u. 

and from 0.8 p. u. back to 1.0 p. u., the d. c. voltage experiences only a little disturbance 

and equals the reference value in steady-state. Actual and estimated stator flux are again 

in good agreement. Although generator stator voltage shown in Figure 7.7.5b remains 

constant during speed transient, fundamental component of stator phase voltage varies 

when the speed changes. 

The above system with start-up battery is simulated for operation in the field-weakening 

region with speed and load profile given in Figure 7.7.3. Simulation results are given in 

Figure 7.7.6. Excellent tracking of stator flux is achieved. The transient of the capacitor 
d. c voltage is the same as the one given in the Figure 7.7.5a. The fundamental 
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Figure 7.7.4 Self-excitation, step load application and variable speed operation in the field weakening 

region (stator flux oriented control), trace as in Figure 7.7.2 
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Figure 7.7.6 Self-excitation, step load application and variable speed operation in the field weakening 

region (stator flux oriented control with start-up battery), trace as in Figure 7.7.2 
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component of the stator phase voltage remains unchanged in the field-weakening region 

so that stator phase current has to decrease. As the speed increases from 1.0 p. u. to 1.2 

p. u., toque decreases to accommodate change in power demand. The same observations 

regarding magnetising inductance variation apply again. 

7.8 Summary 

This chapter presents modelling, control system design and simulation results for a 

stand-alone induction generator system with static reactive power compensator of 

current controlled PWM VSI type. Control of the compensator is achieved using direct 

stator flux oriented control principles. The vector controlled stand-alone induction 

generator system with and without a start-up battery is analysed for variable speed 

operations. Self-excitation under no-load conditions, step application of a three-phase 

load and variable speed operation in both base speed region and field-weakening region 

are studied by simulation. The operation of the stator flux oriented control scheme is 

characterised with very good stator flux control under all operating conditions. It was 

found by simulation that this scheme requires in general higher capacitor values and 

higher values of the initial voltage than the scheme using VSI with sinusoidal PWM. 

From the point of view of dynamics, simulation results confirm that in vector controlled 

induction generator it is possible to obtain almost constant stator flux during transients 

associated with load application and speed variation in base speed and field-weakening 

region. On the basis of the results presented here it may be concluded that the vector 

control schemes exhibit the most favourable behaviour and orientation along rotor flux 

vector is further investigated in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8 

VECTOR, ROTOR FLUX ORIENTED, CONTROL OF A PWM VSI 
REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATOR FOR A STAND-ALONE 

INDUCTION GENERATOR 

8.1 Introduction 

The study presented in Chapter 7 has demonstrated that stator flux oriented control of a 

pWM VSI reactive power compensator offers a superior performance over scalar 

control of a PWM VSI in stand-alone induction generator applications. This chapter 

deals with a variable speed induction generator, aimed at supplying either an 

autonomous a. c. power system or an autonomous d. c. power system with constant d. c 

voltage, whose reactive power requirements are again met by a static reactive power 

compensator of voltage source inverter type. Control of the compensator is now 

achieved using rotor flux oriented control principles. Induction generator is represented 

with a saturated machine model with stator current and rotor flux d-q axis components 

as state-space variables and a novel, saturation adaptive, rotor flux estimator is used to 

achieve correct field orientation under all operating conditions. Two specific loading 

situations, load placed at a. c. side of the inverter and load placed at the d. c. side of the 

inverter, are considered. Dynamics of self-excitation process, step load application, load 

variation and variable speed operation are simulated. Excellent tracking of rotor flux 

reference is achieved under all operating conditions, including operation with speeds 

higher than rated. 

8.2 Principles of rotor flux oriented control of induction motor 
drives 

Principles of stator flux oriented control, as applied in motor drives, were reviewed in 

Section 7.2. This section presents similar review with regard to application of rotor flux 

oriented control ' in induction motor drives. Material presented in this section is 
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nowadays available in many books [Vas (1990), Boldea and Nasar (1992), Novotny and 

Lipo (1996), Trzynadlowski (1994), Leonhard (1996)]. Mathematical model of a rotor 

flux oriented induction motor is derived from the general space vector model, given in 

an arbitrary reference frame with the equations (3.2-1) - (3.2-3) and the electromagnetic 

torque is expressed in terms of rotor flux space vectors as 

T°ZP 
L' 

Im{i, yr} 
r 

where * denotes complex conjugate. 

(s. 2-1) 

As already noted, rotor flux oriented control can be achieved with both current fed and 

voltage fed induction motor drive. In practice, however, current-fed case is much more 

common as the resulting control system is simpler. For this reason only the principles of 

rotor flux oriented control, as applied in conjunction with- current fed induction 

machine, are discussed here. Development of rotor flux oriented control scheme for an 

- induction generator, that is to follow in Section 8.3 of this chapter, assumes that the 

machine is current-fed. If the machine can be regarded as current fed, stator voltage 

equation can be omitted from further consideration. It is therefore necessary to consider 

only rotor voltage equation (3.2-2) and torque equation (8.2-1). 

Let the common reference frame be fixed to the rotor flux space vector and moreover, 

let the d-axis (real axis) of the common reference frame coincide with rotor flux space 

vector. Then, 

Bs ° ýr or = Sbr -0 CO. = Cvr Cvº = 
dd 

r (8.2-2) 

Rotor flux space vector becomes real variable in this special frame of reference, 

Vldr +j Vl9r wr 

i. e., it follows that 

(8.2-3a) 
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Vdr = V/1 Vqr -0 (8.2-3b) 

Position of rotor flux and stator current space vectors in the common reference frame 

fixed to the rotor flux space vector is illustrated in Figure 8.2.1. Taking into account 

equations (8.2-3), equation (8.2-1) yields 

Tý-2PL, y/rIm{is}=2PLr ýrig. s (8.2-4) 

Torque equation (8.2-4) is of the same form as the torque equation met in DC machine 

theory and it shows that if the magnitude of the rotor flux is kept on constant value, 

torque can be independently controlled by stator q-axis current. 

In order to accommodate rotor voltage equation to the chosen reference frame, rotor 

current space vector has to be expressed as 

I 

V/º - Lm1s 
tr -L r 

(8.2-5) 

Figure 8.2.1 Illustration of space vectors in common reference frame fixed to the rotor flux space vector 

The following rotor voltage equation is obtained by substituting (8.2-5) into (3.2-2): 
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1 dfr 

0= Trr + dt +J(wr -w)vfr - L,,, is 
rr 

where T', =L, IR,.. 

Separation into real and imaginary part yields 

dVfr 

Vfr + Tº dt 
Ln, tds 

(mr - w)wrTr = L,,, tgs 

(8.2-6) 

(8.2-7) 

(8.2-8) 

Equation (8.2-7) reveals that, in this special common reference frame fixed to the rotor 

flux space vector, magnitude of rotor flux can be controlled by stator d-axis current and 

that magnitude of rotor flux is constant if the stator d-axis current is constant. According 

to equation (8.2-8) angular slip frequency w,, = co, - co is linearly dependent on stator 

q-axis current if the magnitude of rotor flux is constant. Consequently, developed torque 

is proportional to slip frequency. If the stator d-axis current is held constant, torque can 

be instantaneously altered if it is possible to change stator q-axis instantaneously. 

Illustration of flux and torque production in a current fed rotor flux oriented induction 

machine is given in Figure 8.2.2. From Figure 8.2.2 it directly follows that rotor flux 

amplitude is controllable by stator d-axis current component only. The control system 

has to operate in rotor flux oriented reference frame if decoupled flux and torque control 

is to be achieved, while actual machine operates in stationary phase domain. Coordinate 

transformation is therefore necessary. A schematic representation of a current-fed 

induction machine with rotor flux oriented control is given in Figure 8.2.3. Block 

denoted as CRPWM represents current regulated PWM inverter, speed drive is shown, 

and provision for operation in field-weakening region is included. The configuration of 

the drive displayed in Figure 8.2.3 corresponds to category of direct orientation 

schemes. Structures of rotor flux estimators, that provide information regarding rotor 

flux amplitude and position, as well as a torque estimate, are dealt with in Section 8.4. 

Rotor flux oriented control can be achieved by indirect orientation as well, where 

position of the rotor flux space vector is estimated again on the grounds of induction 
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machine model in rotor flux oriented reference frame. In order to achieve orientation it 
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Figure 8.2.2 Block diagram of an ideal current fed rotor flux oriented induction machine (friction torque 

is neglected and s represents Laplace operator) 
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Figure 8.2.3 Current-fed rotor flux oriented induction machine 
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is theoretically necessary to measure only rotor speed or position. 'All the other required 

quantities are calculated in a feed-forward manner, using reference stator d-q axis 

current values. Indirect vector controlled induction machine is conventionally fed from 

current-regulated PWM inverter and current control is performed in the stationary 

reference frame. Indirect orientation relies on equations (8.2-4), (8.2-7), (8.2-8), that are 

used to determine reference values of stator d-q axis current components and reference 

angular slip frequency: 
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Indirect rotor flux oriented controller is illustrated in Figure . 8.2.4, where asterisk 

denotes reference quantities. 
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Figure 8.2.4 Principle of indirect rotor flux oriented control of a current-fed induction machine 

Prevailing applications are for drives that require operation in the base speed range only. 

Consequently, only operation in the constant flux region is needed and the scheme can 

be further simplified. Such a drive is shown in Figure 8.2.5, where due to fir; 

constant, i_V, L�, is a constant as well. Torque command (or stator q-axis current 
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command) is obtained as output from the speed controller. Indirect vector control has 

gained enormous popularity in practical realisations as the overall control system 

complexity is significantly reduced compared to direct orientation methods. 

8.3 Rotor flux oriented control system of an induction generator 

Vector controlled induction generator operated in variable speed mode can be used to 

supply an autonomous power system consisting of either a. c. load [Lyra et al (1995), 

Miranda et al (1997)] or d. c. load [Silva and Lyra (1993), (1995)]. Rotor flux oriented 

stand-alone induction generators feeding both a. c. and d. c. loads are studied here and 

treated separately. In the case of a. c. loads, the generator can be used to supply 

frequency insensitive loads such as lighting, resistive heating and water pumping, which 

are connected at the a. c. side of the inverter. The generator can also be used to supply 

d. c. loads like battery chargers with constant voltage, which are connected at the d. c. 

side of the inverter. If three-phase 50 Hz constant voltage is required, the second PWM 

VSI will be connected to the d. c. link [Jones and Smith (1993), Jones and Gilmore 

(1995)]. It is possible to produce a unity power factor supply at the a. c. side of the 

second converter. In this case, the d. c. link voltage has to be kept constant over a wide 

range of speeds in order to provide high quality three-phase sinusoidal supply. This 

scheme, composed of two PWM VSIs, is however beyond the scope of the research 

presented here. 

8.3.1 Rotor flux oriented induction generator supplying a. c. load 

Control of the PWM VSI static reactive power compensator is depicted in Figure 8.3.1. 

A three-phase a. c. load is connected at the a. c. side of the inverter. Induction generator 

phase currents are measured and used for both vector control algorithm and for 

hysteresis current control algorithm. Additionally, rotor speed of the machine and d. c. 

voltage across capacitor are measured as well and used in the vector control algorithm. 

Rotor flux reference is an independent input into the vector control block. It is constant 

and equal to rated rotor flux in the base speed region. In the field weakening rotor flux 

reference is reduced inversely proportionally to the speed of rotation. hysteresis current 
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controllers are the same as those described in Chapter 7. Resistance R jx. in this case 

represents the power loss in the compensator and on the d. c. side of the inverter. 
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Figure 8.3.1 Configuration of the rotor flux oriented control scheme for an induction generator supplying 
a. c. load 

Vector control algorithm is illustrated in Figure 8.3.2 and it belongs to the group of 

direct orientation schemes. It consists of two branches that operate in parallel and enable 

creation of stator phase current references. Compared with the corresponding control 

scheme for an induction motor drive, Figure 8.2.3, one can notice that rotor flux path 

remains the same. Current reference for d-axis is thus created in the same way as for a 

drive system. However, creation of q-axis current reference is now done using a d. c. 

voltage PI controller instead of a speed controller. This is the consequence of the 

generating role of the machine in this application. In a motor drive d. c. voltage is 

determined with mains and hence fixed, while speed is an independent controllable 

input. In a generating system speed is determined with a turbine and is hence not 

controllable, while d. c. voltage is, due to absence of the mains, an independent 

controllable input. 

Current reference for d-axis is created by means of closed loop rotor flux amplitude 

control and it enables excitation of the machine. This control loop controls reactive 

power flow in the system. The second branch creates q-axis current reference by means 

5 
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of closed loop control of the capacitor voltage vDc. This control loop enables active 

power flow from the generator to the d. c. circuit and enables active power loss in 

resistor RDc (i. e., loss in the d. c. circuit and in the inverter) to be covered. Inversion of 

the sign of the q-axis current reference accounts for the fact that active power flow is 

cu ation of rotor flux Rotor 
amplitude and position speed 
from measured signals Stator 

currents 

V,. 
w` . 
:. PI 

.0 

F--=-0 

ý 

eJ,. 
Q) vý ý 

VDC 

PI 
.0 

Figure 8.3.2 Outlay of the block `Vector control algorithm' of Figure 8.3.1 

from a. c. to d. c. side of the converter. Capacitor voltage reference value is proportional 

to the speed of rotation and is continuously varied in variable speed operation. Control 

system operates in rotor flux oriented reference frame and information about rotor flux 

space vector instantaneous angular position is obtained from the block `Calculation of 

rotor flux and position', whose structure is described in Section 8.5 (superscript e 

denotes estimated values, while asterisk stands for reference values). It suffices to say 

for the time being that rotor flux estimation is performed in rotor flux oriented reference 

frame, from measured stator currents and rotor speed. Rotor flux controller and d. c. 

voltage controller are both of PI type. 

8.3.2 Rotor flux oriented induction generator supplying d. c. load 

The outlay of the system is shown in Figure 8.3.3. The load is now connected at d. c. 

side of the converter (resistance RDC). The PWM VSI provides reactive power for the 

generator, while generator supplies active power to the load RDC .A battery E is used 

for start-up purposes. Inverter firing signals are obtained on the basis of closed-loop 

hysteresis current control algorithm in stationary reference frame. Control scheme of the 

8 
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pWM VSI static reactive power compensator is depicted in Figure 8.3.4 (battery of 

Figure 8.3.3 is omitted) and it is essentially identical to the one of Figure 8.3.1, except 

for the placement of the load. 

Inverter firing 

_ signals 
F--i 

H 
rb 

Current coot olled 
PWM VSI 

Figure 8.3.3 Induction generator with PWM VSI supplying d. c. load 

Vector control algorithm is illustrated in Figure 8.3.5 and it again consists of two 

branches that operate in parallel and enable creation of stator phase current references. 

Current reference for d-axis is once more created by closed loop rotor flux amplitude 

control, in the same way as in Figure 8.3.2. The second branch again creates q-axis 

current reference by closed loop control of the capacitor voltage v, . This control loop 

Figure 8.3.4 Configuration of the rotor flux oriendt cd coandtrol scheme for an induction generator supplying 

enables active power flow from the generator to the d. c. circuit and enables supply of 

generated active power to the resistive load R,,. Structure of this control path however 
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differs from the one shown in Figure 8.3.2. The role of this part of the control system is 

to keep d. c. voltage across the load and capacitor at constant value, regardless of the 

speed of rotation. Required d. c. voltage is therefore constant input into the control 

system. Output of the PI d. c. voltage controller represents active power demand P;,, 

which is divided with measured speed of rotation in order to create an appropriate 

torque demand [Colliez et al (1997)]]. Torque command is further divided with a signal 

obtained from the rotor flux estimator, so that stator q-axis current command is created. 

Inversion of the sign of the q-axis current reference is again included. Rotor flux 

estimation is performed in rotor flux oriented reference frame, from measured stator 

currents and rotor speed and the estimator fully accounts for main flux saturation. 

Detailed description of this estimator is given later in Section 8.5. Estimator additionally 

provides signal used to create stator q-axis current reference from torque reference in the 

d. c. voltage control channel. 

Calculation of rotor flux 
amplitude and position 
from measured signals 

0 

Rotor 
speed 
Stator 
currents 

Figure 8.3.5 Block `Vector control algorithm' of Figure 8.3.4 

8.4 Estimation of rotor flux space vector 

Numerous rotor flux space vector estimation techniques exist nowadays [Vas (1990), 

Boldea and Nasar (1992), Novotny and Lipo (1996), Trzynadlowski (1994), Leonhard 

(1996)]. If the values of stator current components and main flux components in the 

stationary reference frame, ia,, iA and V/,,,, are determined from the sensed signals 

(V. - i8 estimator), magnitude and position of the rotor flux space vector can be 

160 
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obtained from equation (3.2-3 a), taking into account that 

Wmn _ Ln, lm� V/fl = Lia� (8.4-1) 

i"+f" iAn=ipy+ifiý (8.4-2) 

according to the following equations: 

Wa. =(1+Q, )V/a,,, -Lml. yr, & =(1+v, )yrp., -L., i, * (8.4-3) 

V/1 - Vr--2 
2 

,+ 
V/ ifr COSfPr = 

Var 

V/1 
sin v, _ (8.4-4) 

where Qr = L,, / L�, 

Torque equation can be given as a function of the measured variables, 

T=3 (8.4-5) 

The advantage of the yr�, - i, estimator is that acquisition of the rotor speed or position 

signal is not needed for the estimation procedure. However, main flux has to be sensed 

and this requires physical modification of the machine. This method is therefore rarely 

used nowadays. 

The second rotor flux space vector estimation method asks for measurement of stator 

voltages and stator currents (vs - is estimator). If the stator phase currents and voltages 

are sensed and transformed into two-phase stationary reference frame, magnitude and 

position of the rotor flux space vector can be calculated either by means of analog or 

digital circuitry. Model of an induction machine in stationary reference frame (wp - 0) 

is given from (3.2-1)- (3.2-2) as 

dyr- 
+ dt 

d 
y£zr = R, iar + 

ým 
+ tv yrý,, 

vý, = Rsiý. +d dVfo, t 

dyr 
vý - Rrtltr + 

dt -w vftn 

(8.4-6) 

(8.4-7) 
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Te =3 P(W', ifl' - S1'ß c) (8.4-8) 

and it, together with flux linkage equation (3.2-3a), suggests the following procedure: 

=f (vý - R, i,,, )dt yrý = 
f(v,,,,, 

- R, iQT)dt 

4riý 
yrý,. =(1+ L 

VP tý + ýý COSor = Or Slrio, = 
VI-a' 

Vr iur 

. where o- =1- Ln, / LL,. 

Equation for torque calculation (8.4-8) remains unchanged, 

YAW 

(8.4-9) 

(8.4-10) 

(8.4-11) 

(8.4-8) 

The shortcoming of the above method is that integration is involved, according to 

Equation (8.4-9). This restricts practical implementations of the estimator to drives 

which are not aimed for operation with zero speed. Typical limit is frequency value of 3 

Hz. Comparative analysis of yrn, - i, and v, - i, estimators reveals that their behaviour 

is practically identical at frequencies above 10 Hz, while at low frequencies y, M 
is 

estimator is advantageous and can be used down to the frequency of 0.5 Hz [Vas 

(1990)]. Typical applications of v, - i, estimator are correlated with drives where speed 

and position sensors are to be avoided. 

The most frequently used method of rotor flux space vector estimation asks for 

measurement of the stator currents and rotor speed or position (1, - a) estimator). The 

main reasons for such a widespread application of this scheme are that there is no need 

for special construction or modification of the machine, integration is avoided and 

estimation 
is operational at zero speed. Estimation of rotor flux space vector by means 

of measured stator currents and rotor speed (position) utilises the model of an induction 

machine in rotor flux oriented reference frame. If the common reference frame is'fixed 
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to the rotor flux space vector and d-axis of the common reference frame coincides with 

rotor flux space vector, then the machine is described, from Section 8.2, with 

3L 
Te=2PLr ýriqs 

dui 

(8.2-4) 

-rr 
= Wr + T, 

dt - L,,, l,, s 
(8.2-7) 

(CV, 
- CO) yr. T, = L,,, tgs (8.2-8) 

Equations (8.2-7) and (8.2-8) can be rewritten as 

tdc = (rmr +7 
dt 

lqs 

(Us, / T 
r 

lmr 

where ir=V, IL 
,,, 

is the equivalent rotor magnetising current. ni 

Spatial position of the rotor flux space vector is determined with 

Or = J(w. sr 
+w)dt 

(8.4-12) 

(8.4-13) 

(8.4-14) 

Equations (8.2-4), (8.4-12), (8.4-13) and (8.4-14) are used to calculate estimates of 

torque, rotor flux amplitude and rotor flux position. Block diagram of the corresponding 

i, -w rotor flux estimator is shown in Figure 8.4.1. Magnetising inductance is assumed 
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Figure 8.4.1 Rotor flux space vector estimation by means of measured stator currents and rotor speed in 

rotor flux oriented reference frame 

to be constant, so that main flux saturation is neglected. The main disadvantage of this 
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scheme is that, apart from being sensitive to parameter variations, it requires coordinate 

transformation of measured stator currents from stationary to rotor flux oriented 

reference frame. Application of this method therefore requires a total of two coordinate 

transformations (as opposed to a single coordinate transformation, required for all the 

other described methods). 

8.5 Development of a novel, saturation adaptive, rotor flux estimator 

As operation of the generator under variable rotor flux conditions is assumed, it is 

necessary to utilise a rotor flux estimator that accounts for main flux saturation and 

therefore provides adaptation to the instantaneous saturation level in the machine. Such 

an estimator will be capable of providing correct tracking of rotor flux reference under 

all operating conditions. A model of the saturated induction machine, with state-space 

variables selected as d-q axis components of magnetising flux and rotor flux, [Levi 

(1995b)], can be used as a starting point in design of such an estimator. The rotor flux 

estimator, derived from the model of [Levi (1995b)], is described in [Levi (1994b)], 

where its capability of providing instantaneous adaptation to the actual saturation level 

in the machine is verified for the case of a rotor flux oriented induction motor drive. 

Different approach is however used here and a novel, saturation adaptive, rotor flux 

estimator is derived. 

If stator current d-q axis components and rotor flux d-q axis components are selected as 

state-space variables, full dynamic saturated machine model can be described by 

equations (3.2-29), (3.2-30), (3.2-33) - (3.2-35) given in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. 

Electro-magnetic torque is given in an arbitrary reference frame with: 

3 
_L T °C 1L 

e2r 

(1drIqc 
iUgrld. 

r) (8.5.1) 

Equation (3.2-33) indicates that explicit terms responsible for dynamic cross-saturation 

appear only in the stator voltage equations. This property of the model greatly facilitates 

design of the saturation adaptive rotor flux estimator. The estimator performs 
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calculations on the basis of measured stator currents and rotor speed, in the rotor flux 

oriented reference frame, so that stator voltage equilibrium equations can be omitted 

from further consideration. Application of the rotor flux oriented control constraints on 

the rotor voltage equilibrium equations of the model given with (3.2-29), (3.2-30), (3.2- 

33) - (3.2-35) (CVa = CO, VVd, = V,, V/q, = 0, d yiq, / dt = 0) results in the first pair of the 

estimator equations: 

ds y! r + 
Rr 

4ý; = R. lýs 
dt L; Lr 

W, vf" =11- L-)Rrlgs r 

(8.5-2) 

Superscript e denotes the estimated quantities in rotor flux oriented reference frame. 

Inspection of equation (8.5-2) shows that the equations are identical in form to those 

used in standard estimator with neglected main flux saturation. The only difference is 

that the rotor self-inductance is a variable and is the function of the instantaneous 

saturation level in the machine. The two additional equations that enable main flux 

saturation to be taken into account follow directly from (3.2-34) - (3.2-35). Application 

of rotor flux orientation constraints on (3.2-34) - (3.2-35) yields 

T 
dyr; +Lýrds 

(( 
ý' ý`ý'aý +lTeý 

Tq = Lo,, i9v 

L. =ý=f(T`') tm 

(8.5-3) 

The torque estimate (which is not needed here for control purposes) is obtained from 

(8.5-1) as: 

To = 
31 1- 

Lc 
ei6 CJ ýVrgs 

e2 (s. s-4) 

Equations (8.5-3) indicate that successful implementation of the estimator requires 

knowledge of the functional dependence of the rotor self-inductance on a physically 

16 
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non-existing flux, defined in (3.2-34). However, the structure of the estimator can be 

simplified if rotor self-inductance is given as function of this flux squared. The 

saturation adaptive estimator, described with (8.5-2) - (8.5-4), is illustrated in Figure 

8.5.1, where all the constant parameters are denoted with an asterisk. 

Figure 8.5.1 Configuration of the saturation adaptive rotor flux estimator 

The required function L, =f 
(PZ) is easily obtained from the magnetising curve of the 

machine because ̀Y Calculation of the term (3 P/ 2) w; (L,, 1, U 
,. 
), required in q 

axis control path of Figure 8.3.5, is included in Figure 8.5.1. 

8.6 Simulation of the system 

8.6.1 Load at a. c. side 

Control of the induction generator system supplying a. c. load is tested at first, by 

simulation. 
A small 0.75 kW induction machine, whose parameters (including 

magnetising curve approximation) are given in Appendix, is used. The induction 

generator is represented with a model with stator current and rotor flux d-q axis 

components as state-space variables and main flux saturation is taken into account. The 

model of the machine is formed in the reference frame rotating at constant speed of 

2700 rad/s. The generator is assumed to run initially at constant speed of 1 p. u. (i. e., 
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WO rad/s electrical). Self-excitation is started at t=0s, by connecting the compensator 

to induction generator terminals under no-load conditions. Capacitor at inverter's d. c. 

side is selected as C= 125 µF and it is assumed that the capacitor is pre-charged to a 

voltage of v c(t = 0) = 350 V. At time instant t=1s pure resistive load of 300 SZ per 

phase is applied in a step-wise manner (approximately one half of the rated load under 

sinusoidal conditions). Rotor flux reference is constant and equal to rated throughout. 

Subsequent speed and load profile correspond to the one shown in Figure 7.7.1. Figure 

8.6.1 shows variation of capacitor d. c. voltage, stator phase voltage and stator phase 

current during the described sequence of operating conditions, as well as comparison of 

actual (i. e., from the generator model) and estimated (i. e., from the estimator) values of 

rotor flux, electromagnetic torque and magnetising inductance. Figure 8.6.2 gives d-q 

axis currents within the generator's model and within the rotor flux estimator [Liao and 

Levi (1998b)]. 

When self-excitation is initiated, capacitor d. c. voltage initially experiences large 

reduction with respect to the pre-charged voltage value, Figure 8.6.1a. However, it 

quickly recovers and process of excitation is completed within few hundreds of 

milliseconds. Application of the load, as well as speed variation, cause transients in d. c. 

voltage that die out rapidly and d. c. voltage becomes equal in steady-state to the 

reference value. Comparison of actual and estimated rotor flux, Figure 8.6.1d, shows 

that rotor flux build-up is very fast and that estimator at all times correctly predicts the 

value of the rotor flux. This is enabled by correct prediction of the saturation level in the 

machine (actual and estimated magnetising inductance values in Figure 8.6.1 a coincide). 

As rotor flux is correctly estimated and controlled, torque change in response to both 

load application and speed variation is almost instantaneous, Figure 8.6.1 If. Figures 8.6.1 

thus verify capability of the control system to maintain constant rotor flux operation 

under all operating conditions. 

Generator and estimator stator d-q axis current components, shown in Figure 8.6.2, 

illustrate the fact that they apply to two different systems of reference axes. While 

estimator stator d-q axis current components are essentially constant d. c. in any steady- 

state (apart from high-frequency ripple), generator stator d-q axis current components 
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are a. c. as generator model is formed in the reference frame that rotates at constant 

speed of 2ic50 rad/s. 

A similar study is performed once more, this time with operation in the field-weakening 

region. The machine at first operates under no-load conditions, self-excitation is again 

initiated at t=0s at speed of 1 p. u., and load of 300 f per phase is applied at t=0.5 s. 

Speed change from 1 p. u. to 1.2 p. u. is initiated at t=0.9 s in a linear manner during the 

100 ms time interval. Rotor flux reference is reduced inversely proportionally to the 

speed. Figure 8.6.3 shows variation of capacitor d. c. voltage, stator phase voltage, 

generator current, as well as comparison of actual and estimated values of rotor flux, 

magnetising inductance and torque [Liao and Levi (1998b)]. Once more, saturation 

adaptive estimator correctly tracks magnetising inductance in the machine, so that actual 

and estimated rotor flux are in good agreement. This is reflected in waveforms of actual 

and estimated torque, that basically coincide. Although peak stator phase voltage 

increases due to an increase in the d. c. voltage, Figures 8.6.3a and 8.6.3b, stator phase 

voltage fundamental component remains essentially constant, as it should be in the field 

weakening region. Thus the fundamental output power delivered to the load is the same 

in Figure 8.6.3 for operation at both 1 p. u. speed and 1.2 p. u. speed. The increase in the 

torque value in the field weakening, Figure 8.6.3f, instead of a decrease that normally 

takes place for constant power operation, is explained by the fact that the load is purely 

resistive. Harmonic load losses in the field weakening increase with respect to operation 

at 1 p. u. speed, because of the increase in the d. c. voltage. The net result is that the 

torque goes up rather than going down. 

8.6.2 Load at d. c. side 

The rotor flux oriented control scheme for an induction generator supplying d. c. load is 

simulated next. Reference d. c. voltage is set to 500 V and capacitor rating is 250 µF. 

Battery voltage is here taken as 350 V in order to reduce duration of the self-excitation. 

Speed of rotation is taken as an independent input. The generator is assumed to run 

initially at constant speed of 1 p. u. (i. e., 2750 rad/s electrical). Self-excitation under no- 
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Figure 8.6.2 No-load self-excitation, step load application and speed variation in the base speed region 
(rotor flux oriented control, a. c. load): a) generator and b) estimator stator d-q axis current components 

load conditions is initiated at t=0s. At time instant l=1s resistive load of 1,000 92 is 

connected at d. c. side (approximately one third of the rated induction machine power). 

During time interval from t=1.4 s to t =1.5 s speed is linearly decreased from 1 p. u. to 

0.8 p. u.; finally, from t=3.5 s to t=3.6 s speed is linearly changed from 0.8 p. u. to 1 

p. u.. Figure 8.6.4 summarises simulation results for described transients [Liao and Levi 

(1998a)]. 

D. c. voltage, fundamental component of stator phase voltage, estimated and actual rotor 

flux, estimated and actual torque, estimated and actual magnetising inductance, and 

generator stator d-q axis current components within the estimator are shown in Figure 

8.6.4. As can be seen from Figure 8.6.4, excellent matching between actual and 

estimated values of both rotor flux and torque is achieved, due to correct tracking of the 

actual magnetising inductance provided by the estimator. Voltage at d. c. side is at 

required value in all steady-states, change in speed hardly causes any variation, while 

recovery after application of the load is very quick. While peak PWM stator phase 

voltage remains constant in all the steady-states, fundamental component (Figure 

8.6.4b) reduces when speed is reduced, as expected. 

Simulation is repeated once more, with the same sequence of events. The only 

difference is that now during time intervals from i=1.4 s tot =1.5 s and from t=3.5 s 

to t=3.6 s speed at first linearly increases from 1 p. u. to 1.2 p. u. and then returns from 
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1.2 p. u. to 1 p. u. Results are given in Figure 8.6.5. There is no difference between d. c. 
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voltages in Figures 8.6.4 and 8.6.5. However, fundamental component of the stator 

phase voltage differs: it remains unchanged during speed increase and operation at 1.2 

p. u. speed. This is consequence of operation in the field weakening region. Actual and 

estimated values of both rotor flux and torque are again in excellent agreement; this is 

enabled by correct adaptation of the estimator to the actual saturation level in the 

machine, as indicated by the graph showing magnetising inductances. It is also found by 

simulations that the d. c. voltage remains at constant required value in a wide range of 

speed from 0.5 p. u. to 3 p. u. with the chosen battery voltage. 

The battery voltage for start-up of the generator was 350 V in the previous study. In 

practice the available battery voltage is normally small and is therefore now taken as 48 

V. Self-excitation has to be initiated at a lower speed with this value of start-up battery 

voltage [Silva and Lyra (1993), Lyra et at (1995)]. D. c. voltage reference is therefore 

during initial self-excitation taken as linearly proportional to the speed of rotation. Once 

when the generator speed reaches rated synchronous value (1 p. u. ), d. c. voltage 

reference is switched to a constant speed-independent value (500 V) and is further on 

kept unchanged under all operating conditions. 

Self-excitation process is hence initiated at 0.1 p. u. speed under no-load conditions. The 

generator runs at 0.1 p. u. speed (1071 rad/s electrical) from t=0 till t=0.2 s. Linear 

increase in speed is initiated at t=0.2 s and generator speed reaches 1 P. U. at t=0.5 s. 

D. C. voltage reference increases during this time interval as well and is switched to 

constant speed-independent 500 V at t=0.5 s. 

At time instant t=Is resistive load of 500 S2 is connected at the d. c. side in a step-wise 

manner (approximately 2/3 of the rated power for motoring). During time interval from t 

2s to t=2.1 s speed is linearly decreased from I p. u. to 0.8 p. u. and is kept at 0.8 p. u. 

until t=2.9 s. From t=2.9 s to t=3.0 s speed is linearly changed from 0.8 p. u. to 1.0 

p. u.. Finally, load is altered from 500 S) to 750 C1 at t=3.5 s. The speed and load profile 

are shown in Figure 8.6.6. Figure 8.6.7 summarises simulation results for the described 

sequence of transients. 
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Figure 8.6.6 Speed and load (d. c. ) profile 

D. c. voltage, fundamental component of stator phase voltage, estimated and actual rotor 

flux, estimated and actual torque, actual and estimated magnetising inductance, and 

generator stator d-q axis current components within the estimator are shown. As can be 

seen from Figure 8.6.7, excellent matching between actual and estimated values of both 

rotor flux (Figure 8.6.7c) and electromagnetic torque (Figure 8.6.7d) is achieved, due to 

correct tracking of the actual magnetising inductance (Figure 8.6.7e) provided by the 

estimator. Torque response to load application and speed change is almost instantaneous 

and it does not exhibit any oscillations, indicating that proper field orientation is 

maintained under all operating conditions. Voltage at the d. c. side is at required 500 V 

value in all steady-states that follow after self-excitation process. Change of generator 

speed by ±0.2 p. u. hardly causes any d. c. voltage variation. D. c. voltage recovery af'er 

application of the load and after partial load removal is very quick. While peak PWM 

stator voltage remains constant in all the steady-states after t=0.5 s, fundamental 

component 
(Figure 8.6.7b) reduces when speed is reduced, as expected. 

As d. c. side load is required to be supplied with constant d. c. voltage at all times, 

induction generator is essentially operating with constant power demand for the given 

load resistance, regardless of the speed of operation. From the point of view of 

generator's utilisation, it appears to be optimal to supply such a load by operating the 

machine in the field-weakening region (constant power region). Simulation is therefore 

repeated once more, with the same sequence of events. The only difference is that now 
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during time intervals from t=2s to t=2.1 s and from t=2.9 to t=3s speed at first 

linearly increases from 1 p. u. to 1.2 p. u. and then returns from 1.2 p. u. to 1 p. u.. Results 

are summarised in Figure 8.6.8. 

There is hardly any difference between d. c. voltage given in Figures 8.6.7a and 8.6.8a. 

However, fundamental component of the stator phase voltage differs: it remains 

unchanged during speed increase and operation at 1.2 p. u. speed (Figure 8.6.8b). This is 

the consequence of operation in the field-weakening region. Actual and estimated values 

of both rotor flux (Figure 8.6.8c) and electromagnetic torque (Figure 8.6.8d) arc again in 

excellent agreement. This is enabled by correct adaptation of the estimator to the actual 

saturation level in the machine, as indicated by the graph showing magnetising 

inductances (Figure' 8.6.8e). While torque and hence stator q-axis current component 

had to increase in order to meet the same power demand when speed was lowered from 

1 p. u. to 0.8 p. u. (Figures 8.6.7d and 8.6.7f), the situation is now quite different. 

Constant power demand during speed increase from 1 p. u. to 1.2 p. u. is now net with 

reduced torque value (Figure 8.6.8d) while stator q-axis current component remains 

almost constant. 

Figures 8.6.7 and 8.6.8 lead to the following conclusion. If induction generator is 

operated at all times at speeds equal to or higher than I p. u., the power rating of the 

induction generator has to be essentially the same as the maximum anticipated power 

demand at the d. c. side. However, if induction generator is operated at speeds lower than 

I p. u., then generator rating must significantly exceed maximum power demand at the 

d. c. side, in order to enable supply of this demand at the lowest allowed speed of 

operation. This is consequence of the need for increased electromagnetic torque (i. e., 

stator current) when speed of operation is below I P. M. It follows that the optimal 

utilisation corresponds to operation of the generator at all times at speed equal to or 

higher than 1 p. u. (i. e., in the field-weakening region). 

The need for utilisation of a saturation adaptive rotor flux estimator when the generator 

is operated in the field-weakening region is verified by performing once more 

simulation 
identical to the one whose results are given in Figure 8.6.8.1lowever, instead 
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(rotor flux oriented control, d. c. load, battery voltage = 48 V), traces as in Figure 8.6.7 

of the rotor flux estimator of Figure 8.5.1, the corresponding constant parameter one is 

used (Figure 8.4.1), with magnetising inductance set to constant rated value. Simulation 

results for this case are given in Figure 8.6.9. 
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D. c. voltage (Figure 8.6.9a) is now significantly more disturbed during speed variation, 

compared to the case illustrated in Figure 8.6.8a. Fundamental component of the stator 

voltage (Figure 8.6.9b) shows an increase in value during operation at 1.2 p. u. speed. 

This is a consequence of the discrepancy between actual and estimated rotor flux 

(Figure 8.6.9c) that takes place due to omission of main flux saturation compensation in 

the estimator. Magnetising inductance in the estimator is constant and rated, while the 

one in the machine significantly increases during operation in the field-weakening 

region (Figure 8.6.9e). Reduction in stator d-axis current in the field-weakening (Figure 

8.6.9f) is insufficient as the estimator does not recognise change in the magnetising 

inductance. Actual and estimated values of electromagnetic torque (Figure 8.6.9d) are 

different for operation at 1.2 p. u.. Difference between results in Figure 8.6.8 and 8.6.9 

verifies the need for application of a saturation adaptive rotor flux estimator. 

8.7 Summary 

This chapter presents the rotor flux oriented control a PWM VSI reactive power 

compensator 
for a stand-alone induction generator. The control strategy is based on the 

direct field orientation approach. An appropriate saturated induction machine model is 

applied for induction generator representation and a novel saturation adaptive rotor flux 

estimator is derived. The saturated adaptive rotor flux estimator is employed in order to 

enable correct operation of the scheme at speeds higher than rated. Simulation results of 

self-excitation, 
load application and speed variation both in base speed region and in 

field weakening region are given, for two specific loading situations: load placed at a. c. 

side of the inverter and load placed at d. c. side of the inverter. Simulations verify that 

the system operates with desired rotor flux under all operating conditions. 

operation of a variable speed, rotor flux oriented induction generator as a source of 

constant d. c. voltage is analysed in considerable depth. It is shown that the proposed 

control scheme is capable of maintaining required d. c. voltage during speed variation in 

both base speed and field-weakening regions and that d. c. voltage recovery after step 

load application and load reduction is very fast. Estimated and actual values of the both 

rotor flux and torque are found to be in excellent agreement for all operating conditions. 
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The need for application of a saturated adaptive rotor flux estimator is verified by 

investigating the behaviour of the same system in which a constant parameter (rather 

than saturation adaptive) rotor flux estimator is used. 
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Chapter 9 

CONCLUSION 

Wind power, among other renewable energy sources, can contribute substantially to 

overall electric energy generation without polluting the environment. Wind turbine 

driven electric generators can be used as utility grid connected machines or as stand- 

alone plants supplying an autonomous power system. An induction generator has 

numerous advantages over other types of generators, due to its simple construction, low 

cost, self-protection capacity, and minimal maintenance requirement. Induction 

generators are low cost, ' reliable option for alternative energy generation systems. 

Research into application of variable speed induction generators in wind energy 

generation systems is relative new, especially with regard to autonomous power system. 

The first applications of wind turbine driven induction generators were in embedded 

generation, with direct electrical connection of the generator stator electric terminals to 

the grid. The inherent shortcoming of induction machines, the need for an external 

reactive power source, was therefore easily overcome. The necessary reactive power 

was taken from the grid, while the generator delivered active power to the grid. The 

consequence of the direct connection is however that the generator operation was 

restricted to a very narrow range of rotor speeds. Wind energy capture was therefore 

inherently poor. Much better utilisation of the wind energy can be obtained if the 

generator 
is allowed to operate under variable speed conditions. Such an operation 

however requires that the generator terminals are interfaced with the grid by means of 

two cascaded power electronic converters, with an intermediate d. c. link. Reactive 

power remains to be supplied by the grid and active power remains to be delivered to 

the grid. Introduction of the set of power electronic converters enables this exchange to 

take place under variable speed conditions. 
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If a wind turbine driven induction generator is to be used as a sole active power source 

for an autonomous power system, the problem of reactive power provision for generator 

operation becomes of utmost importance. Desire to operate the system under variable 

speed conditions further complicates the problem of reactive power compensation. A 

review' of configurations of available reactive power compensators is provided in 

Chapter 2. The two types of reactive power compensators, covered in detail in the 

thesis, are a fixed capacitor bank and a voltage source inverter. 

Establishment of stator terminal voltage in a running generator is known under the name 

of self-excitation process. The voltage build-up will 'follow the connection of the 

reactive power compensator to the stator terminals. If a capacitor bank is used as the 

reactive power compensator, the pattern of the voltage build-up is entirely dependent on 

the non-linear nature of the machine's magnetising curve. Any model aimed at 

application 
in induction generator self-excitation studies must therefore fully account for 

the main flux saturation. With this in mind, and as transient rather than steady-state 

analysis is the goal of the study at all times, three dynamic models of a single cage 

induction machine that fully account for main flux saturation are reviewed in Chapter 3. 

The models mutually differ with respect to the selected set of state-space variables. 

Additionally, a current state-space model of a saturated double-cage (deep-bar) 

induction machine is given as well. This is justified by the fact that many of the off-the- 

shelf induction machines in the higher power region are of such a construction. If one 

Wants to use an available machine for wind electricity generation rather than to design a 

neW one, there is a great likelihood that the machine will be with deep-bar or double- 

cage rotor. As dynamic model of a double-cage (deep-bar) induction machine consists 

of seven differential equations, a reduced order representation, in which two rotor cages 

are equivalented with a single cage, is developed. A double-cage induction machine is 

thus represented with a single-cage induction machine model, whose first set of 

parameters 
is obtained from the standard no-load and lock-rotor tests on the machine by 

using the equivalent circuit of a single-cage induction machine, and the second set of 

parameters 
is obtained by equivalenting the parallel connection of the two branches in 

the equivalent circuit of a double-cage induction machine with a single-cage branch. 
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Different models of saturated induction machines are used for simulation purposes and 

control system development in subsequent chapters of the thesis. 

Dynamics of self-excitation process of an induction generator, using fixed capacitor 

bank, have been investigated both experimentally and by detailed simulation for a 

single-cage and a double-cage induction machine. Results regarding no-load self- 

excitation and subsequent loading are presented for both single-cage and double-cage 

induction generator. Load voltage variation compensation, using an additional series 

capacitor bank apart from the parallel capacitor bank, is investigated for single-cage 

induction generator. The impact of a reduced order double-cage induction machine 

modelling on simulation results is studied for no-load self-excitation and loading 

transients. It is found that such simulations yield satisfactory results if the rotor 

parameters are obtained from standard tests on the machine. 

Detailed experimental study of the induction generator self-excitation process with star 

and delta connected fixed capacitor bank, under variable speed conditions, had been 

conducted and the results have been presented. Situations that result in voltage collapse 

and complete demagnetisation are reported. Evaluation of load voltage variation 

compensation with combined parallel and series capacitor banks has also been done by 

experiments. 
The emphasis in experimental work was at all times placed on dynamics 

during variable speed operation. This is an operating mode that has not been dealt witli 

in detail in the past, as dynamics are usually discussed under the assumption that the 

operating speed is constant. Some of the frequently quoted conclusions in the literature 

have been found not to be universally valid, while some others have been confirntcd by 

the experimental 
investigation. On the basis of results of the experimental study it was 

concluded 
that the scheme with fixed capacitor bank is not suitable for variable speed 

operation of stand-alone induction generator, as the reactive power is not controlled. 

In order to overcome the problem of appropriate reactive power provision in variable 

Speed operation and under varying load conditions a more complex reactive power 

compensator 
is needed. The one selected for further investigation is the compensator of 

voltage source inverter type. Static reactive power compensator of voltage source the 
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inverter type, controlled using PWM, has been at first investigated in detail by 

simulation, assuming passive R-L load at the a. c. side instead of the induction generator. 

An original implementation of the PWM voltage source inverter model is developed in 

NIATLAB/SIMULINK environment. 

Different ways of controlling the PWM voltage source inverter, when used as the 

reactive power compensator for the induction generator, are investigated next. The first 

control method is the open-loop one, in which the compensator is controlled using 

scalar technique. Performance of the induction generator with scalar method control of a 

pWM VSI based reactive power compensator, with emphasis placed on variable speed 

operation, 
has been analysed by simulation. The inverter output frequency is scalar 

controlled, sinusoidal PWM is used and V/ fs = constant control law is applied. Self- 

excitation under no-load conditions, transients after step load application and dynamics 

associated with speed change are simulated. As a consequence of open-loop control, this 

scheme exhibits extremely high sensitivity to stator frequency variation and load 

application. 
Therefore, speed measurement and closed-loop slip frequency are required 

in practice. 

AS the reactive power compensator should provide self-excitation and constant flux 

operation of the generator during both transient and steady-state operation, both 

capacitor 
bank and scalar controlled PWM VSI cannot be used. Appropriate control 

strategies 
for an induction generator with reactive power compensator of current- 

controlled voltage source type, based on vector control theory, are developed with a 

goal of achieving constant flux operation of the generator under varying speed and load 

conditions- 
Two novel control strategies, namely, direct stator flux oriented control and 

direct rotor flux oriented control, have been developed and verified by simulation. 

Vector control strategies, applied to the control of PWM VSI, have resulted in 

independent control of active and reactive power flow in the system. In stator flux 

oriented control scheme, the reactive power necessary for excitation is controlled by the 

Stator 
flux control loop while the active power is controlled by the d. c. voltage control 

loop. Hysteresis current control technique is applied to the control of the PWM VSI 

reactive power compensator with current control executed in stationary reference frame. 
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Stator flux is estimated using measured generator stator voltages and stator currents. 

Self-excitation under no-load conditions and step application of an a. c. load are 

simulated for variable speed operation in both base speed region and field-weakening 

region. It is shown that almost constant stator flux value during transients is achieved. 

In rotor flux oriented control scheme, rotor flux and d. c. voltage arc closed-loop 

controlled. The decoupled control of stator d-q axis currents enables decoupled control 

of active and reactive power. Estimation of rotor flux is performed using measured 

stator current and rotor speed. Hysteresis current control is employed for the control of 

the PWM VSI compensator. Application of vector control techniques naturally lends 

itself to the operation of induction generator in field-weakening region with variable 

rotor flux reference. Constant parameter rotor flux estimator enables satisfactory 

operation of the system only in the base speed region. In order to fully account for main 

flux saturation for operation in field-weakening region, a novel saturated adaptive rotor 

flux estimator is developed. The estimator is based on measurement of stator currents 

and rotor speed and its structure is derived from one of the full saturated machine 

models of Chapter 3. Its complexity is judged to be moderate and it can be easily 

implemented using latest DSP technology. Dynamics of self-excitation process, step 

load application, load variation and variable speed operation are simulated, for two 

specific loading situations, load placed at a. c. side of the inverter and load placed at the 

d. c. side of the inverter. Simulations verify that the system with a saturation adaptive 

rotor flux estimator operates with desired rotor flux under all operating conditions. 

The control scheme developed for the d. c. load is believed to be particularly interesting. 

It has been shown that it is possible to provide constant d. c. voltage operation for such a 

load under widely varying speed and loading conditions. Transients in d. c. voltage 

quickly 
die off and the desired d. c. voltage level is maintained in both base speed and 

field weakening region. Due to the nature of the load, it is suggested that the optimal 

generator utilisation results in this case if the generator is operated in the field 

weakening region only. 
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It is concluded that the vector control schemes provide superior performance when 

compared to scalar control scheme, although vector control schemes require higher d. c. 

link capacitor values and higher initial voltage than the scalar control scheme. Rotor 

flux oriented control scheme exhibits the most favourable behaviour. The vector. 

controlled variable speed induction generators can be used to supply either an 

autonomous a. c. power system or an autonomous d. c. power system. 

The research carried out in this project has resulted in four international conference 

publications and one international journal publication, as listed in the Appendix B. All 

the research objectives listed in Chapter 1 are satisfactorily met. Recommendations for 

further work are summarised as follows. 

Alternative control strategies, such as sensorless vector control and direct torque 

control, may be investigated. In sensorless vector controlled drives speed sensors arc not 

required, thus reducing hardware complexity and the overall cost. Tlie direct torque 

controlled 
drives, where the electromagnetic torque and stator flux arc estimated, can 

provide very fast torque response. Applications of sensorless or direct torque control 

techniques to wind energy generation systems have not been reported yet. 

The induction machine models used here account for main flux saturation only. 

Investigation into the effect of inclusion of iron loss in the models may be another 

direction for further research. 

Different current control techniques, such as for example fuzzy logic and neural network 

based current controllers, can be researched in the further work. The application of a 

fuzzy logic controller may also be investigated for maximising power utilisation and 

enhancing performance of a wind generation system. 

. the study in the thesis is focused on the stand-alone applications of induction 

generators, aimed at supplying either a. c. or d. c. loads. The proposed vector controlled 

variable speed induction generators can be interfaced with the utility grid by means of a 

Second 
PWM VSI. In this case, high quality, unity power factor, three-phase 50 1 iz 
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supply can be achieved. Further research may investigate the use of matrix converter 

that avoids two stage a. c. -d. c. -a. c. power conversions. 

Last but not least, it is believed to be worth looking at the applicability of the developed 

rotor flux oriented control scheme for the induction generator in hybrid electric vehicles. 

Starter and generator (alternator) in combustion engine vehicles are two separate electric 

machines, doing two separate functions in motoring and generating mode of operation, 

respectively. 
It is one of the research trends in vehicle technology to try to substitute 

these two machines with a single electric machine, that can be operated as both an 

electric motor and as an electric generator. Induction machine, due to its low cost and 

high reliability, is a natural candidate. As rotor flux oriented control can be used for 

both motoring and generating operation, it is believed that the scheme developed for the 

induction generator supplying a d. c. load with constant voltage could directly lend itself 

to control of a unified starter/generator machine in future vehicles. 
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APPENDIX A: MACHINE PARAMETERS 

SINGLE-CAGE INDUCTION MACHINE DATA 

Machine used in simulations: 

pn=0.75 kW Vn=380V In=2.1A 

f= 50 Hz p. f. =0.72 

Star connected stator winding 

R, =10 92 R, =6.352 L0, =43mH La, =40mH 

n�= 1390 rpm 

Magnetising curve approximation and dynamic inductance approximation (in terms of 
rms values): 

0.86427.059976- " 1,,, 1211 

L=0.86427.059976'- " (1.121 " In'1211 -0511226.1,;; 12" ) 

Machine used in experiments: 

pn=1.2kW V�=415V I�=2.8A nn=1320 rpm 
f=50 Hz 

Star connected stator winding 

Rs=7.6552 R, =10.452 Xý=X�= 10.652 X., 
�=20052 

DOUBLE-CAGE INDUCTION MACHINE DATA 

pn=7.5kW Vn=380V I�=14.7A 

f=50 Hz p. f. =0.9 

Delta connected stator winding 

nn = 2905 rpm 
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Rs = 1.97 S2 R,, = 2.82 Cl Rr2 =1.36 S2 Rc = 0.649 f2 LaT =10.23 mH 
Lý, =0 mH L,,, 2= 8 mH Lmr = 2.79 mH Ln,,, = 0.4497711 

Magnetising curve approximation and dynamic inductance approximation (in terms 

rms values): 
F 0.5981 ,,, 

1< 1.25 A 

,- (q+gll^, +h/Im)-' 1^, >1.25A 

L= Tm0.598 

I^, <1.25A 
(g l I� +2h / 1�) 1> 1.25 A 

q=0.67905 g=0.067911 h=0.94346 

Speed approximation: 

w-I 'N I ennL .-I7.. 

346.1-28.085t 05t<-1.1s 
315.206 t>1.1 s 

Single-cage representation (first set of parameters) 

Rr = 1.7 S2, Lor = 5.97 mH 

Single-cage representation (second set of parameters) 

Rr = 2.073 92, La,, = 5.46 mH 

j 1J. GVV I P, 1.1 5 

of 
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